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ABSTRACT 
 
Many process industries deal with particulate materials, often in the form of bulk mixtures 
with considerable variations in particle size and shape. Degradation (breakage) of particles 
during transport, handling and processing presents a serious handling problem – improved 
understanding of degradation processes is a highly desirable aim. When bulk assemblies are 
dense-phase in nature, degradation of particles is likely to be significantly influenced by the 
presence of surrounding particles. Quantifying such influence allows better modeling and 
predictive capability. Techniques involving matrix equations are potentially useful modeling 
tools, already successfully used in predicting degradation of (lean-phase) assemblies, where 
the influence of particles on each other is probably negligible. The motivation of this 
research is to pioneer use of breakage matrix techniques as more versatile tools to predict 
degradation in dense-phase assemblies (significant interacting mixture breakage conditions). 
The principal issue with the breakage matrix approach is the amount of necessary data and 
the difficulty in obtaining that data, particularly when there is intra-mixture influence as 
described above. A technique is pioneered, based on experimental data obtained from 
compression and impact tests of mixtures of assemblies, by which breakage matrices can be 
calculated from only the input and output particle size distributions for a degradation 
process. The results reveal that the degree of intra-mixture influence can be quantified by 
recourse to fairly straightforward analytical expressions of coefficient of interaction, and 
indicate ways in which breakage matrices can be inferred from scarce available data. The 
results show that the breakage matrix approach to be a more promising tool for modeling and 
predicting interacting and non-interacting mixture degradation than has been appreciated to 
date.  
 
The significance of the semi-empirical correlations established for interacting and non-
interacting mixtures could further be demonstrated in industrial applications such as through 
systematic sampling in pneumatic conveyors and in silo filling and discharge. Industrial field 
data could further be compared with the results of controlled experiments in model 
compaction, attrition and shear cells demonstrated in the thesis to pave the way for an 
universal approach. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction  
 
 1
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
1.0 BACKGROUND 
Many industries including foodstuff, pharmaceutical, agricultural and cement deal with 
particulate materials. These particulate materials may consist of mixture of different 
polydisperse sizes that are prone to transport and handling problems as for example 
degradation. In some cases, degradation is intentional to bring about the desired particle size 
as for instance in milling and pulverisation. However, degradation may arise as side effect of 
normal transport and handling operations that are often undesirable (owing to unintentional/ 
accidental breakage). Degradation has become a great concern of engineers in recent times 
mainly due its ability in changing particle shape and size which indirectly influences the 
material appearance, functionality and hence downgrades the product quality and market 
saleability. Degradation may give rise to handling difficulty-as for example, generation of 
undersized/ fine particles can inhibit aeration which is very difficult to handle as well as 
inducing poor flowability. Inadvertent degradation has arisen as a significant problem in 
many processing scenarios partly due to it being considered as a secondary issue in design as 
compared to the other factors such required energy for transport (Baxter et al, 2004). 
Therefore, it is clearly important to model and predict the effects resulting from degradation 
process with a view to minimise and design out the problem as far as possible. Whilst study 
of inadvertent degradation is relatively a growing interest in recent studies, intentional 
degradation has been intensively researched over the past century. It emerges much of this 
knowledge could be adapted in understanding of inadvertent degradation.  
 
Among various concepts to model the degradation is time variant (over time) approach that 
is known as Population Balance Model (PBM). The approach has an advantage to be able to 
provide quantitative understanding at the process length scale in elucidating the breakage 
mechanism such as fracture, cleavage and or attrition (Bilgili, 2006). However, this requires 
continual sampling at suitable points within the process for model calibration and validation 
which are practically difficult or impossible to obtain. Breakage Matrix Approach offers an 
alternative means in which degradation could be modelled where onerous sampling issue as 
encountered in PBM could be eliminated. This could be done by considering an entire 
breakage processes (or series of consecutive process) as a single breakage event (time 
average or time invariant), and thus capturing the whole breakage behaviour is such an 
event. The method is practically simpler in implementation; nevertheless, provides less 
information than the Population Balance Model (being the opportunity to incorporate/ 
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capture more science and greater complexity in Population Balance Method)  where the 
boundaries of a single breakage event can be defined as according to the availability of data 
from sampling.  
 
In this research, bulk assembly degradation study is chosen over the single particle breakage 
study which is believed to be sufficient to provide direct practical application addressing our 
aim to reduce laborious experimental burden in calibrating or validating our proposed model. 
A purposeful investigation in identifying the range of similarities in degradation behaviour 
across the massive parameter space is made in this study in an effort to eliminate the amount 
of unnecessary redundant tests. Identifying the range of similarities of degradation behaviour 
within selected parameter ranges furthermore allow a more universal Breakage Matrix 
Equation to predict inadvertent degradation within a specified range of similarities.  
 
Another key issue of breakage matrix approach is related to its fundamental assumption of 
neglecting the nature of many body interparticle interactions and the solids volume fraction 
of the surrounding particles. Accordingly, the nearly non-interacting (or commonly known in 
the past literature as linearity) of the breakage process is always assumed. Nearly non-
interacting or linear breakage assumption has received open criticism for more than a century 
and it is not necessarily held true in many degradation scenarios, particularly, when 
significant interacting breakage condition is encountered. Where dense assemblies are 
subjected to compaction and shear degradation, obviously, the breakage of individual species 
within the mixture is far from independent and is supposedly influenced by the presence of 
other species differing in sizes and other relevant factors such as hardness. Past literature 
clearly indicates that the particle breakage is inherently non-linear in nature where the 
presence of fines in the surrounding mixture environment or with a mono-sized sample after 
prolonged grinding time is evidently shown to suppress or promote the breakage propensity 
of the coarsest size fraction; in particular in dry and wet milling and compaction 
experiments. Surprisingly, in contrast, most of the emerging non-linear equations disregard 
the great importance of microstructural properties effect of packing in their mathematical 
expressions. Attempts have been paid in incorporating the fines presence effect in a non-
linear breakage model by Bilgili and co-workers, 2005 a&b, Bilgili and co-workers, 2006, 
however the model rely greatly on past milling experimental data sets of Austin and Bagga, 
1980, Fuerstenau and Abouzeid, 1991 of various mineral samples and does not account for 
the effects of microstructural properties related to packing in much further detail. It is 
furthermore indicated that no detailed work has been reported thus far in literature in 
validating the Breakage Matrix Approach as well as the Population Balance Method in much 
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depth with materials, other than minerals, such as the organic and inorganic samples. 
Examining the prediction capability of Breakage Matrix Approach with various kinds of 
samples allows better understanding of the effect of single particle properties in influencing 
the extent of degradation. 
 
This thesis therefore endeavours to fill in the gaps which are yet not discovered in the past in 
an effort to propose the Breakage Matrix Approach as a more versatile and flexible tool in 
quantifying interparticle breakage of various crystalline solids under significantly and 
insignificant interacting breakage conditions by accounting for the surrounding 
environmental effects and the single particle properties. The present work adopts some of the 
breakage model concept that is available in the existing literature in modelling of the 
intentional breakage where modest modifications have been attempted to possibly relax the 
current limitations of the Breakage Matrix Approach to account for inadvertent degradation.  
It is shown that Breakage Matrix is a promising tool towards an overall strategy for further 
understanding of inadvertent breakage. 
 
1.1 OBJECTIVES 
The current study aims to address 5 key themes underpinning the exertion presented in this 
dissertation as follows: 
 
• An investigation with a view to highlight similarities of degradation behaviour 
within selected parameter ranges. 
 
• A consideration in which how the current (perceived) limitations of the Breakage 
Matrix Approach might be overcome so that it can later on be used as a more general 
tool in modelling inadvertent degradation. 
 
• An examination of the Coefficient of Interaction, A prediction capability in 
quantifying interparticle interaction breakage effect of (significant) and 
(insignificant) interacting breakage conditions. 
 
• An examination of the role of the mixture microstructural properties resulting from 
packing and of the single particle properties on the extent of interparticle breakage 
interaction for various crystalline solids. 
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• An examination of Breakage Matrix Approach prediction capability in quantifying 
the overall product size distribution (PSD) resulting from inadvertent degradation of 
particulate materials.  
 
1.2 OVERVIEW OF THESIS 
This thesis describes the development of a mathematical model of inadvertent degradation of 
particulate materials based on time independent (time-invariant or time average) breakage 
model approach referred to as the Breakage Matrix Approach. The model incorporates the 
effect of the mixture microstructural properties of particle packing and the single particle 
properties in predicting the degradation behaviour of various crystalline solids under 
significant and insignificant interacting breakage conditions.  
 
Chapter 2 presents the general overview on the degradation process; where two distinct 
terminologies of “attrition” and “comminution” are introduced to distinguish inadvertent 
(unintentional) and intentional degradation respectively. In subsequent sub-sections, 
degradation is divided into three different categories depending on how it arises. This is 
followed by the historical review studies on the most common means of degradation that are 
commonly encountered during storage, handling and transporting namely degradation by 
impact and degradation by compression and shear. This section provides a discussion on the 
relevant variables and the range of values considered in the literature studies and highlights 
the perceived gap in degradation research to date. 
 
Chapter 3 reviews the governing mathematical expressions used to model the degradation 
process including breakage functions, selection functions and breakage matrices. Recent past 
to date research in the area of modelling of degradation is elaborately discussed. The 
Breakage Matrix Approach (BMA) is considered in some detail, with the current perceived 
limitations and the previous mathematical simplifications being highlighted. 
 
Experimental studies are discussed extensively in Chapter 4, with descriptions of the 
equipment used and the methodologies for measurements gathering of data, and analysis of 
the results. Some of the data are used explicitly in validating the modelling framework 
outlined in Chapter 3.  
 
Chapter 5 examines the prediction capability of the coefficient of interaction, A in 
quantifying the interparticle interaction effect on the breakage of various crystalline solids 
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and its sensitiveness to single particle properties, mixture microstructural properties and 
process conditions (i.e. applied stresses and strains). The main conclusion of this section is 
that, under impact degradation, almost negligible particle interaction breakage effect is 
observed with limited sensitivity to mixture microstructural properties however with strong 
dependency to the single particle properties. However, the result of nearly non-interacting 
mixtures in Impact Degradation Tester will only be valid when low concentration of 5g 
sample is used as a feed in this study. Clearly particle concentration plays a major role 
through the effect of interacting or non-interacting particles. For example a finding 
somewhat different to the present study is found by Deng et al, 2005, in which the effect of 
increased particle interaction (due to interparticle shielding effect) of particles of the same 
size of an abrasive material of 280 microns Olivine sand with particle density of 3280 
kg/m3 results in a reduction of particle erosion rate as well as the wear of their mild steel 
bends. Particle concentration in the range 1-21kg/m3 is considered in Deng et al, 2005’s 
work.  The compaction degradation results, on the other hand reveal some finite but small 
values of the coefficient of interaction, A and the breakage suppression factor, L>1 which 
are both sensitive to the mixture microstructural properties and the single particle properties 
(e.g. angular and irregular shape of particles and the high degree of particle surface 
asperities). The single particle properties of the bulk samples further determine the influence 
of the process condition on the finite values of the coefficient of interaction under 
compaction breakage. The results of Interacting and Non-Interacting Breakage Matrix 
calculations as compared to the experimental observations of differing crystalline solids in 
terms of their PSD’s are also presented and discussed in this chapter where the Breakage 
Matrix Approach is shown as a promising tool in predicting particulate degradation of a 
given feed size distribution within ±5-9% data reproducibility.  
 
Chapter 6 lists the principal results drawn from the current study and considers some 
potential directions for future studies. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.0 BACKGROUND  
2.1 Overview of Degradation Process 
Degradation is defined as the particulate size reduction of bulk material resulting in 
generation of daughter particles due to external forces applied on its parent particles. 
Particulate size degradation is induced by impact, shear and compression or perhaps the 
combination of these applied forces.  The external stresses result in degradation processes 
known as surface damage and fragmentation (Paramanthan and Bridgwater, 1983; Bemrose 
and Bridgwater, 1987; Neil and Bridgwater, 1994). The surface damage denoted as abrasion 
describes the removal of particle’s surface layers, edges or corners caused by low magnitude 
tangential forces. This produces fines or dusts that eventually cause the mother particles to 
become more spherical over time (Verkoejien et al, 2002; Pitchumani et al, 2002; British 
Material Handling Board, 1987). Fragmentation refers to the parent particles breaking 
down into several fragments, all of which are considerably smaller than the parent, and 
usually occurs due to high applied normal forces (Verkoejien et al, 2002; Pitchumani et al, 
2002; Bridgwater, 1987). The illustration of abrasion and fragmentation breakage 
mechanism is depicted as in Figure 2-1. 
 
                                  
Figure 2-1: Illustration of Breakage Mechanism 
 
In general, particulate degradation embraces attrition and comminution. The term 
“comminution” is often used to denote intentional particulate degradation whereas “attrition” 
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usually denotes unintentional (often undesirable) particulate degradation. In both cases, the 
breakage mechanisms of fragmentation and/or abrasion, as discussed above, are observable. 
It may be possible to see the undesired degradation stemming from intentional degradation 
process. This may occur in flour milling process where the grain particle size reduction is 
desired to produce flour in efficient manner however the generation of fines induced by 
particle-to-particle or mechanical contacts as intermediate or end product are an unwanted 
nuisance. 
 
Whilst in industry, often vague and unclear definitions of degradation have been typically 
employed in defining degradation as a problem statement. More common, the following 
degradation measurements (or description) are used in highlighting the process as an 
industrial concern, as for example: 
 
“20% degradation” 
“Not much degradation” 
“No significant degradation” 
  
Yet, there is no clear agreed, clear standard degradation definition depiction has been 
achieved in industry to explain the phenomenon. Therefore, it is essential for the industry to 
move forward towards better-defining degradation in more specific meaning of which this 
can ideally be addressed by highlighting degradation explicitly such as follows: 
 
“Avoid material below size X micron” 
“Do not reduce the d50 by more than 50%” 
“Have no more than 5% particle in size X micron” 
 
Commonly, in most industrial cases, even of smaller amounts of fines at low level 
concentration may affect the behaviour or performance of the material e.g. small amounts of 
very fine sugar ruining the appearance of granulated sugar. 
 
2.1.1 Comminution-Intentional Degaradation 
Comminution is referred as desired breakage process of particulate solids that in practice 
vastly takes place in chemical engineering unit operation. The solids materials breakdown 
due to mechanical forces that ultimately leading to degradation. In comminution, particle of 
appropriate size and shape is created to produce suitable surface area for chemical reaction 
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or to extract valuable constituents within the particles. The importance of the size reduction 
in accord to comminution perspective are summarized below: - 
 
• Pulverizing coal into fine particles is essential for complete combustion for some 
power station boilers (Prasher, 1987) 
• In milling industry, repeated size reduction of stocks via roller milling is important 
to remove the bran and germs from endosperm effectively and subsequently 
reduction of endosperm to produce flour (Campbell, 2000) 
 
The benefits of comminution as reported by Young, 2003:- 
 
• Aiding extraction of a constituent from a composite structure - for example making 
sugar from sugar cane 
• Satisfying customer functional requirements for example in manufacturing of icing 
sugar, pineapple rings or pieces 
• Increasing the ratio of surface area to volume as to reduce drying time, increase 
extraction rate, decrease heating, cooking, etc 
• Improve mixing/blending for example in package soups, cake mixes etc  
 
According to Hiorns, 1971, the annual global demand for “size-reduced” materials ran to 
several thousand million tonnes. This corresponds to several hundred million megawatt 
hours energy yearly being expended (Prasher, 1987). Comminution processes are seen to be 
highly energy-intensive. Indeed, it has been revealed recently that comminution represents 
50% of all mining industry energy consumption in USA (Mining-Industry of the future, 
2001). Moreover, Rhodes (1998) reported the high-energy consumption to be a very 
significant economic factor in comminution. Referring to Davies, 1991, about 1.3% of US 
electrical energy consumption is attributable to comminution equipment (Samimi, 2001). 
Particularly in producing finer particle from harder material, consume a huge amount of 
energy to reduce the size, thus extending the residence time (Young, 2003; Prasher, 1987). In 
the cement industry, as noted by Venkasteswaran and Lowitt, 1988, grinding mills is the 
major power consumer, accounting for 27-54 kWh/ton. Yet, with the current grinding 
technologies over 95% of the input energy is dissipated as wasted heat due to inefficiency in 
subjecting forces to breaking up the materials. Owing to energy concerns, intensive research 
has been pursued over the past decade to tackle the dilemma. Aims include improving the 
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mechanical and process design for example by correlating the mechanical design with the 
material properties (Samimi, 1991). Despite numerous researches has been done, however, to 
date comminution remains as an inefficient process (Martin, 1998). 
 
2.1.2 Attrition-Unintentional Degradation 
Attrition is referred as an unintentional or accidental breakage that eventually results in 
undesired degradation (Bemrose and Bridgwater 1987; Kalman and Goder, 1998) and often 
appears in the chemical, agricultural and allied industries (British Materials Handling Board, 
1987). However, essentially “accidental” degradation may sometimes gives rise to positive 
effects where it is beneficial to subtract impermeable scale on the reaction surface (Neil and 
Bridgwater, 1999; British Materials Handling Board, 1987) by removing impermeable 
calcium sulphate layers that inhibit further reaction process during manufacturing of 
phosphoric acid from calcium phosphate.   
 
Material degradation due to attrition affects a number of areas - influencing changes on its 
material properties such as particle shape, particle size distribution and density.  In extreme 
cases, changes in particle size distribution affecting the material flow ability thus cause a 
great difficulty for subsequent handling and processing operation (Briscoe and Adams, 
1987). The accumulation of debris produced from attrition not only affecting the material 
flowability, indeed give rise poor material handleability such as pipeline blockages and hold-
up in hoppers (Bradley, 1999) - consequently increasing the process downtime and 
unexpected maintenance costs. Another possible effect in respect of the particle size changes 
is process disruption due to incomplete combustion. Changes in particle shape will also 
result in poor product quality followed by changing the product market value and saleability.  
This is the prime concern particularly in the pharmaceutical industry where the ingredients 
compounded are principally expensive in relation to produce high value product (British 
Materials Handling Board, 1987).  The manufacturer not only faces product losses due to the 
debris generation but also has to consider additional costs when fresh ingredient needs to be 
continuously fed during the process in order to produce the required total weight of quality 
product.  
 
Unintentional particulate degradation may result in material losses that may occur during the 
process either (1) accidentally where the particles are released as dust or (2) by design by 
using cyclones, filters or precipitators. In some circumstances, especially when the raw 
material is relatively expensive, recycle and recovery of losses material may be introduced 
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for example by implementing agglomeration method to produce larger particles. However, 
sometimes recycle and recovery may be impossible and uneconomical.  
 
In addition, the generation of undersized particles and hence dust may result in 
environmental pollution, health and hazard. In cement industry, the presence of dust is 
nuisance and if not collected by the dust control systems it may be released to surroundings 
and subsequently will interrupt the neighbourhood process. As a result, filtration is often 
necessary. When a substantial amount of fines are produced during the process, frequent 
filter cleaning and changing is required to avoid any blockage in order to cope with 
unexpected high flow rate of fine powders.  Indirectly, this incurs an additional cost of 
equipment and extra burden for further maintenance. 
 
The possibility of dust explosions is a serious concern. Dust explosions are serious industrial 
incidents and may result in casualties and property damage. Dust explosion may occur for 
example in grain silos, sugar grinding, flour milling and processing of coal. Industry 
susceptible to dust explosion risks include plastics, food processing, metal processing, 
pharmaceuticals, agricultural, chemicals and coal (Martin, 1998).  
 
Another possible effect that may arise from unintentional degradation is wear of containment 
systems. When the walls of containers are subjected to particle impacts they may produce 
wear debris that may contaminate the process. As a result, more “rejected product” instead of 
“quality product” is produced during downstream process.  
 
 
2.1.3 Summary 
The review above discusses the significance and the disadvantages of intentional and 
unintentional degradation. Overall, comminution is a very important technology to bring 
about the desired particle size in many process industries. However, the main concern arises 
due to its high-energy consumption while breaking down the material. The intentional 
degradation is beyond the scope of this study. Indeed, it has been extensively researched 
over the past century particularly in milling industry. Unintentional degradation research is a 
growing interest and a relatively recent development mainly due to product quality, 
environmental pollution, health and hazard issues. The primary interest in this project is 
predicting and modelling the unintentional degradation. The resulting effort may be 
beneficial for a better understanding in controlling and minimising the effect. Ultimately, 
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such understanding will serve to maintain product quality, also to deliver cost savings and 
environmental, pollution control, and health and safety benefits.  
 
2.2 Type of Degradation.   
Particle degradation is often an inevitable consequence of moving particulate materials. It is 
frequently encountered in transporting and handling, including the following stages: 
 
• transferring the material from one stage to the next in plant processes 
• transferring products to and from storage hoppers and silos 
• ship off-loading of raw materials or products via conveyors, free fall and chutes 
• screw conveying, pneumatic and hydraulic conveyors  
(British Materials Handling Board, 1987; Briscoe and Adams, 1987).  
 
Specific examples include fragmentation resulting from impact such as particles hitting 
harder surfaces during feeding operations, particle attrition due to shearing on the walls of 
containment systems during discharge operations and particle size reduction owing to 
compression during storage in tall vessels (Abou-Chakra et al, 1998). Degradation in most 
cases is undesirable and generally gives rise to product quality problems. Alterations to the 
particle shape, structure and size distribution may lead to off-specification material in 
downstream process. Changes to particle size and shape can lead to associated problems 
such as size segregation or caking / agglomeration, which in turn can yield poor mixing or 
promote pipe blockage. Degradation can be classified into three different categories 
depending on how it arises that are (1) degradation by impact (ii) degradation by compaction 
and (iii) degradation by shear as illustrated in Figure 2-2. These three (3) different 
degradation modes may coexist during the real degradation process of bulk solid handling as 
for example in solid consolidation and discharge, and the relative important of each mode of 
any given equipment depends on the shape geometry (is it conical, tall or short?) and the 
flow condition( is it fast or slow filling?). It is in addition, will be very difficult to know how 
much of each mode will contribute the degradation without the availability of industry data.  
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Figure 2-2: Illustration example of the common occurrence of different kinds of degradation 
during storage, processing and handling. 
 
Impact breakage due to 
particles hitting each 
other or wall surface 
during grain discharge. 
Compression or shear 
breakage owing to 
interparticle movement 
or repeated compressive 
loading within silos or 
standpiles 
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2.2.1 Degradation by Impact  
Degradation by impact occurs due to instantaneous impingement of particles on another 
layer of particles or on hard surfaces (Abou-Chakra, 2000, Prasher, 1987). This is usually 
encountered in pneumatic conveying systems and transfer chutes which are two common 
means of transporting particulate materials from one unit operation to another during 
processing, and transferring material to a storage vessel accordingly.  
 
2.2.2 Degradation by Compression 
Particle degradation can be observed in crushing of material. Degradation by compression 
can be seen when material is fed and stored in tall vessel (Abou-Chakra, 2002). During 
feeding operations, the beds of particles in storage systems may experience repeated 
compressive loading that may lead to fatigue and particle failure.  
 
2.2.3 Degradation by Shear 
Particle disintegration is induced by the mechanical motion between the particles and 
another body, which may be another layer of particles or a solid surface such as a container 
wall (Bemrose and Bridgwater, 1987; British Material Handling Board, 1987). “Trimming” 
action often takes place when two contiguous bodies move relatively in a direction parallel 
to their plane of contact - for example during discharge operations. While discharging 
material from a silo or hopper, some particles experience sliding over the walls of 
containment systems that can result in severe degradation. In flowing materials, the most 
extensive damage arises from the existence of high-shear regions between blocks of moving 
material (British Material Handling Board, 1987). Attrition is encountered in many pieces of 
processing equipment such as moving beds, stirred vessels, and screw conveyors (British 
Material Handling Board, 1987; Bemrose and Bridgwater, 1987). Degradation in processing 
equipment may occur when the moving machinery comes into contact with particles.  
 
2.3 Impact Study 
The prevalence of impact-driven degradation in industry has led to a considerable research 
effort. Various impact-testing apparatus has been devised deliberately to study the 
degradation behaviour of particulate material. These include: 
 
• free fall tester (Arbiter, 1969) 
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• continuous flow gas gun or eductor (Salman et al, 1995; Salman and Gorham, 2000; 
Salman et al, 2002) 
• air eductor (Yuriger et al, 1987; Cleaver and Ghadiri, 1993; Papadopoulos and 
Ghadiri, 1996; Ghadiri et al, 2000; Samimi, 2001; Zhang and Ghadiri, 2002) 
• laboratory-scale pneumatic conveyor (Kalman, 2000; Bridle et al, 1998)  
 
and, most recently:  
 
• centrifugal degradation tester (Abou-Chakra et al, 2003).  
 
This impact-testing equipment endeavors to subject materials to forces that are analogous to 
those they encounter during handling such as in pneumatic conveyors, chutes and so on. By 
performing such tests, measurement and hence understanding of particle friability can be 
acquired as an inspiration to enhance understanding on degradation.  
 
However, physical experiments usually generate very superficial data such as the proportion 
of broken particles. Furthermore, experiments yield no information about breakage 
mechanisms (Thornton et al, 1999). The principal alternative, computer simulation 
techniques, have been employed to simulate and analyze the particle breakage mechanisms 
in considerable detail (Potapov and Campbell, 1996; Potapov and Campbell, 1997; Ning and 
Ghadiri, 1996; Potapov and Campbell, 2000; Moreno et al, 2003). By performing computer 
simulation, it is possible to obtain complete information such as particle and fragment 
positions and velocities throughout the entire simulation event (Thornton et al, 1999). Whilst 
existing numerical analyses are capable of simulating breakage patterns of single particles in 
considerable detail, there are still difficulties with calculating massive fragmentation. 
Relating simulation findings to real processes is also difficult. It is therefore more common 
in practice to measure particle impact strength by using a variety of standard testers as have 
been reviewed in British Material Handling Board, 1987 and Bemrose and Bridgwater, 1987.   
 
A wide variety of materials have been tested to investigate degradation effects, including 
crystalline, porous and agglomerated solids (Arbiter et al, 1969; Ghadiri et al, 1991; Cleaver 
et al, 1993; Shipway and Hutching, 1993; Salman et al, 1995; Potapov and Campbell, 1996; 
Papadopoulus and Ghadiri, 1996; Thornton et al, 1999; Subero et al, 1999; Couroyer et al, 
1999; Ghadiri et al, 2000).   
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2.3.1 Factors Influencing Impact-Driven Degradation 
2.3.1.1 Effect of Particle Velocity  
During handling and processing operations, the relative velocity of impacting bodies is 
identified as the key parameter in influencing the nature of breakage and the extent of 
degradation (British Material Handling Board, 1987). In many collisions, the kinetic energy 
is released as a heat or is expended to deform the colliding bodies. In other words, the 
available kinetic energy (hence impact velocity) is a prime factor in the nature and extent of 
breakage. In pneumatic conveying for instance, the extensive breakage is observed due to 
inter-particle collisions (often relatively rare) and particles impacting solid bodies such as the 
pipe bend (much more common). When particles are approaching the pipe bend, it is often 
traveling close to the velocity of the carrier air. However, once the particle is entering the 
bend, it tends to move perpendicularly and collides with the bend wall while the air is 
deflected around the bend.  In principle, the particle has to be sufficiently small to be 
deflected with the airflow instead of hitting the bend wall. Investigating the effect of particle 
velocity is essentially important in understanding degradation by impact.  
 
Particle velocity has been considered by various researchers such as Bridle, 1999, Abou-
Chakra et al, 2003, Salman et al 2002, Salman and Gorham, 2000, Moreno et al, 2003, 
Ghadiri et al, 1999, Papadopolous and Ghadiri, 1996, Cleaver and Ghadiri, 1993, Subero et 
al, 1999, Kafui and Thornton, 2000 and Kalman, 2000 in many of their experimental and 
numerical investigations.  
 
Cleaver  and  Ghadiri, 1993 employed a gas eductor to examine the breakage pattern of 
sodium carbonate monohydrate crystals at different orientations within the range of velocity 
of 10-40 m/s. They reported particle breakage to depend on the particle impact velocity and 
particle orientation on impact. Below a certain threshold impact velocity within 10-13 m/s, 
the means of impact attrition is revealed to be semi brittle failure for all tested sample 
independent with particle orientation on impact. However, at impact velocities greater than 
20 m/s, the breakage mechanism depends on the particle orientation in which the similar 
semi brittle fracture as observed at lower velocity was reported for end on impacts whilst 
brittle fracture was found by when the crystal impacted on faces.  
 
When particles impacted on faces, below a threshold velocity no damage was observed, and 
above which fragmentation was observed. Further, Salman et al, 1995 and Salman et al, 
2002 investigated the breakage behaviour of aluminium oxide at velocities up to 35 m/s by 
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using compressed air to fire 100 particles on to a solid target. Statistical analysis was then 
performed to obtain the breakage probability at different particle impact angles and impact 
velocities. According to their investigation, below 9 m/s, the particles experienced only 
plastic deformation - none of them were found broken. Above velocities of 10 m/s, a few 
particles were found damaged; at around 25 m/s in most cases all particles were visibly 
broken. It was concluded that above 25 m/s the level of stresses were sufficient to cause 
measurable damage to all particles. It is clear that as the velocity increased the number of 
unbroken particles decreased. This is supported by the findings of Kafui and Thornton, 2000, 
Ghadiri et al, 1999, Subero et al, 1999 and Papadopoulus and Ghadiri, 1996 which also 
demonstrate the increasing rate of attrition with increasing impact velocity. Salman et al, 
2002 subsequently examined the breakage pattern of the particles at lower and higher 
velocities. Their study revealed that at lower velocity, the fragments were often 
hemispherical, whereas at higher velocities, the fragments tended to resemble large cone 
segments.  
 
The above discussion covers the fundamental / theoretical studies of breakage mechanisms, 
principally focusing on single-particle tests. To understand the breakage behavior in a bulk 
assembly, equipment such as laboratory-scale pneumatic conveyors (Bridle, 1999) and 
centrifugal degradation testers (Abou-Chakra, 2003) have been developed.  These devices 
attempt to recreate conditions typical of industrial pneumatic conveying systems. In such 
systems, the air velocity and thus particle velocity before collision, characterize the 
momentum which is converted into the impact load during the collision (Kalman, 2000). As 
the air velocity increases, the impact load increases.  McKee et al, 1995 investigated the 
degradation effect of sea salt in pipeline systems at air velocities of 15-40 m/s by using a 
tomographic technique. They concluded that the rate of salt particles breakage increases at 
low loading factor and high conveying velocity. 
 
2.3.2 Effect of Impact Angle 
The effect of impact angle is clearly a factor when particles are travelling and hitting the 
bends, particularly in pneumatic conveying systems. It has been observed that the most 
extensive degradation mainly occurs at the bends due to change in flow direction. Usually, 
increasing the radius of curvature of a short-radius bend will decrease the angle of collision 
(the angle between the particle path and the tangent to the bend wall at the collision point) 
and it was found that in this case the attrition rate decreased (Kalman, 1999). This seems 
obvious when considering that impact loading is divided into normal and tangential 
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components. The normal components should contribute to significant damage on the 
particles, especially when the impact is perpendicular (the angle of collision is 90o). 
Tangential components of impact load probably cause slight shearing against the wall and 
relatively little breakage by comparison.   
 
There are two types of tests conducted by the former investigators to study the breakage 
dependency on the impact angle:  
 
(1) single impact studies (the work of Salman and co-workers)  
(2) bulk impact studies (the work of Kalman, 1999 and Abou-Chakra et al, 2003) 
 
In these experimental studies, the range of impact angles considered was 90o (normal impact) 
down to about 20o (rather oblique impact). Whilst impact angle has been considered 
routinely in experiments for some time, Moreno et al, 2003 was one of the first examples of 
a systematic computer simulation study of oblique agglomerate impacts.  
 
Salman et al, 1995 and Salman et al, 2002 conducted single impact study of 5.15 mm 
spherical aluminium oxide to investigate the effect of impact angle on degradation. In their 
attempt to obtain satisfactory statistical data, impacts of approximately 50 000 particles were 
examined. Particles in batches of 100 were launched one by one upon a steel target, over a 
range of impact angles between 20o to 90o, at various particle velocities. The particles were 
then classified as “broken” and “unbroken” by visual inspection. It was suggested that the 
number of unbroken particles could be presented satisfactorily via the following equation: - 
 
])/(exp[100 mo cvN −=  
                                                                   Equation 2-1 
 
which is termed a two-parameter cumulative Weibull distribution, where c and m are 
coefficients related to physical particle properties, and v is the impact velocity. Broadly 
similar degradation behaviour was observed between the ranges of 40o to 90o, where the 
curve plotted for each data point according to Equation 2-1 apparently only varied slightly. 
The number of unbroken particles was seen to decrease by increasing the impact angle from 
20o to 40o.  
 
Kalman, 1999 in his study to minimise degradation effect in pneumatic conveying system 
suggested by increasing the impact angle will increase the angle of collision and thus the rate 
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of attrition. Abou-Chakra et al, 2003, employing a centrifugal degradation tester to study the 
degradation effect of two types of crystalline solid under different angle of impact and 
particle velocities, also found that by increasing the angle of impact will result in enhanced 
degradation. They concluded that the noticeable differences between normal and acute 
impact angles was mainly due to the fact that at 90o impact the full collision was occurred 
therefore, severe degradation was observed, while at acute angle, particle was experienced 
sliding effect. 
 
2.3.2.1 Effect of Particle Size 
Smaller particles behave differently from larger ones due to dissimilar internal stress patterns 
that exist between them. Varying particle size will give variation in flaw sizes, faults, storage 
of elastic energy, and plastic deformation effects. In general, smaller particles appear more 
resistant to experience breakage at given conditions, owing to their propensity to contain 
fewer flaws and faults; therefore, it is more difficult to break smaller particles in comparison 
to larger ones (British Material Handling Board, 1987). Moreover, most former experimental 
studies confirm that smaller particle size means effectively greater strength and reduced 
propensity for degradation (Prasher, 1987; British Material Handling Board; Cleaver and 
Ghadiri, 1993; Tavares and King, 1998; Ghadiri et al, 1998; Kalman, 2000; Salman, 2002). 
As particle size decreases, the number of micro-cracks present in the particle should also 
decrease, indicating the increase in particle strength provided the fracture toughness remains 
constant (Tavares and King, 1998).  
 
A reliance of the degree of degradation on the particle size has been observed in the 
literature for a range of materials for instance aluminium oxide (Salman et al, 2002), 
potassium chloride (Ghadiri et al, 1999), quartz (Tavares and King, 1998) and fertilizer 
granules (Salman et al, 2002). There is also evidence that brittle materials with large volume 
are more susceptible to exhibit lower strength in comparison to the smaller ones. The study 
on aluminium oxide breakage propensity revealed that the number of unbroken particles 
decreases with increasing particle size. The increased surface area per unit volume as the 
particle size decreases may be a partial explanation of this finding. Cleaver and Ghadiri, 
1993 studied the effect of particle size on attrition propensity of sodium carbonate crystals 
performed at velocity of 10 m/s and number of impacts. According to them, the attrition rate 
is shown to be directly proportional with particle size at the stage where steady state is 
achieved. The steady state is established when the samples exhibit constant value of attrition 
rate after being subjected with number of impacts. They also reported, 15-18 impact cycles 
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have to be introduced in order for the smaller particle to reach the steady state condition in 
comparison to larger sieve size samples. This is due to the fact that smaller particle has lower 
kinetic energy thereby required larger number of impacts to induce more breakage. Small 
particles have small kinetic energy due to their small mass and velocity within the bulk. 
Hence, small particles would impart less energy on collisions with surrounding particles of a 
degradation event. The energy intensity required to cause/propagate fracture is inversely 
proportional to the available cross-sectional area and is also related to particle surface and 
volumetric properties. Thus, small particles resist degradation more than large particles. The 
similar observation is observed in the work of Thornton et al, 1999, where they reported 
large agglomerates fragment easily as they are weaker compared to smaller ones. 
 
 
In general, plastic deformation effects are also more likely as particle size is reduced. 
Experiments on compression (Steir and Schornet, 1972) were performed to study the 
breakage pattern of single particle of quartz and limestone over the range of 1-100 micron. 
The crack patterns in broken particles indicated the degree of plastic as opposed to brittle-
elastic deformation. For sizes above 5 microns, there was little evidence of plastic 
deformation; whereas for sizes below 1 micron, the deformation was completely plastic. The 
transition between elastic and plastic behaviour will happen at different particle sizes for 
different materials, but it is clear that plastic behaviour is more likely for smaller particles. In 
impact degradation studies on glass, (Salman and Gorham, 2000) showed a similar trend. 
The crack patterns they observed indicated that plastic deformation was more likely for 
smaller particles (at given impact velocity). 
 
2.4 Compression/ Shear Study 
Enormous research has been paid in the light to understand particulate degradation 
behaviour. However, relatively little advancement has been endeavoured to quantify and 
forecast the stresses encountered in process plant that ultimately will direct to particle failure 
except for silos where much work has been done to predict stresses. Particle degradation 
commonly appears due to bulk solid motion for example during discharge operation when 
the material flows out leaving the storage hopper to another process. Nevertheless, the extent 
of degradation may also be associated with another factor such as particle contact with 
process equipment. Therefore, the flow of particulate material has to be attempted 
beforehand prior attrition manners in process equipment can be foreseen (British Material 
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Handling Board, 1987). Consequently, this effort will offer a greater insight concerning the 
stress and strain extent or inference that lead to particulate attrition.  
 
The flow of particulate solids can be characterized as a number of moving blocks suffering 
little strain or no strain in which between these blocks a high strain region recognized as 
“failure zone” typically within ten to twenty particle diameters in width as revealed by 
Roscoe, 1970 and Stephen and Bridgwater, 1978a&b. The formation of failure zone is 
depicted as in Figure 2-3, which illustrate schematically the effect of advancing blade into a 
body of powder. The initial movement of advancing blade into a bank level will lead to bed 
motion due to compression. However, the displacement of the compacted bed is relatively 
small and hardly to induce degradation. Further advancement of the blade on the bed 
compacted bed is then allowed by the failure zone formation as shown in the middle of the 
illustration of Figure 2-3.  Within the high strain region, relative particle-particle motion 
takes place to permit the particles to interact each other and consequently breaks. The 
subsequent blade motion is again encourage more failure zone to be developed. Thus, it can 
be seen within the block of material the material is suffering little strain or no strain enfolded 
by the thin zones namely “failure zone”. The work of Neil and Bridgwater, 1985 proposed 
approximately between five to six particle diameter widths is required to simulate the failure 
zone in annular shear cell in order to investigate the particulate degradation behaviour. When 
the abovementioned guideline is exceeded, a formation of a dead zone at the base cell is 
foreseen.   
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Figure 2-3: Motion of solids occurring during the advancement of a blade into a material 
(Bridgwater, 1987) 
 
During the flow of particulate solids provided the material is well consolidated, the observed 
substantial degradation is mainly caused by shear deformation. The work of Ouwerkerk, 
1991 suggested an extensive damage could be foreseen when the compressive material was 
further subjected to shear  Therefore, unsurprisingly a number of research techniques have 
been proposed to provide a means of determining the propensity of testing materials to 
undergone attrition under of known and controlled stress and strain conditions. Of these, 
annular shear cell has become extensively employed. Over 2 decades, the tester has been 
rationally recognized to reproduce failure zone area in the light to scrutinize fundamentally 
attrition process in moving material (Paramanthan and Bridgwater, 1983a&b; Neil and 
Bridgwater, 1986; Bemrose and Bridgwater, 1987; Ouwerkerk, 1991; Neil and Bridgwater, 
1994; Potapov and Campbell, 1997; Neil and Bridgwater, 1999; Ghadiri et al, 2000 and 
Bridgwater et al, 2003).  
 
The annular shear cell is analogous to exhibit attrition in hoppers or any storage system (Neil 
and Bridgwater, 1999). The advantage of the annular shear cell over other devices in attrition 
studies is as following: - 
 
• unlimited strain can be applied to the powder sample in one direction 
blade failure zones
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• a wide range of normal stresses can be applied throughout experimentation and 
sample preparation and removal comparatively uncomplicated.  
• the failure zone in the powder bed is readily established and the attrition products 
can be easily retained in the cell to prevent loss of fines during experimentation 
 
Paramanathan and Bridgwater, 1983a&b, was the pioneer utilizing the annular shear cell in 
order to evaluate bulk attrition tendency in particulate solids. The annular shear cell was 
devised to replicate the failure zone develop during the flow of consolidated bulk solids in 
the form of narrow slip bands (Stephens and Bridgwater, 1978a&b). This will allow the 
particle breakdown due to shear and compression to be determined in isolation. The concept 
proposed by Stephens and Bridgwater, 1978&b was adopted in order to identify the failure 
zone area by plotting the relationship between tracer height/movement with the number of 
cell revolution. The failure zone area was established when linear velocity profiles were 
observed in association with an absence of dead region. 
 
Throughout the experiment, the extent of degradation of three different form of salt include 
granular, PDV and lab salt, soda ash and molecular sieve beads were examined as a function 
of various initial particle size (1.7-2.0 mm for molecular sieve beads and granular salt, 500-
600 μm for PDV salt, 250-355 μm for PDV salt and soda ash and 355-500 μm for lab salt), 
number of revolution (1, 2, 5, 10, 25, 35, 50, 100, 200 revolutions), shear strain, strain rate 
(1-11 s-1), shear stress (41, 83, 124, 165, 207 and 248 kN/m2) and sample mass (50, 100 and 
150g). Paramanathan and Bridgwater, 1983 concluded the degree of attrition was to be 
dependent on shear stress (but not proportional) and shear strain, nevertheless insensitive 
with the rate of strain. Their finding also indicated that the mass sample attrited of all tested 
material regardless of the initial particle size to be well described by the formulation 
suggested by Gwyn, 1969: - 
 
W=KGΓ m 
                                                                       Equation 2-2 
 
where W is the mass fraction of material passing a sieve size smaller than its original sieve 
size which refers to attrited material, KG and m is empirical constant and Γ denotes as shear 
strain.  Here, t in original Gwyn, 1969 formulation is replaced by Γ since in a shear cell the 
shear strain is linearly related to time at constant angular velocity. However, experimental 
evidence done by Ghadiri et al, 2000 revealed that a number of their results did not follow 
the above trend. The Gwyn, 1969 formulation was found to predict the mass of broken 
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particles satisfactorily at lower shear stress, between 25 to 50 kPa. Whilst, at comparatively 
higher normal stress such as 100 and 200 kPa, the formulation only best fit to their 
experimental data at shear strains lower than about 10. Above 10, the slope was inversely 
predicted the broken particles. 
 
Ouwerkerk, 1991 in his research aim to examine the relationship of single particle failure 
with the particle attrition observed in shear cell suggested a better correlation by relating the 
mass fraction of broken particles with the normalised shear strain given by Γ(σ /σref) 2, where 
σ is the normal stress and σref  is a reference stress level at which similar amount of attrition 
product was obtained for all their tested material.  
 
Subsequently, Neil and Bridgwater, 1994 in their work to study the trend of particle 
breakage over the range of materials like urea pills, sodium chloride, molecular sieve beads 
and alumina extrudes proposed that the fraction of broken particles could be adequately 
evaluated by: - 
 
 W=KN(σΓ φ/σscs) β 
                                                                       Equation 2-3 
 
In which φ is an empirical constant, which related to the material property and independent 
of the normal stress and shear strain. In their test, the value of φ varied approximately in the 
range of 0.26 to 1.0. σscs signify the compressive crushing stress obtained by crushing single 
particles between two plates as in a Brazilian test. Their investigation again limited to 
examine the attrition propensity over narrow size range between 0.425 until up to 2.36 mm. 
 
In 1999, Neil and Bridgwater carried out studies of two particulate systems, heavy soda ash 
and tetra-acetyl-ethylene-diamine(TAED) agglomerate at 3 different testing equipment. Of 
these testing equipments, annular shear cell again has been employed to further asses the 
Gywn parameter, φ which formerly claimed to be related with material property by Neil and 
Bridgwater, 1994. Two different range of normal stress has been applied during the studies, 
which are 2-20 kPa for heavy soda ash with initial size range of 0.36-0.50 mm and 2-15 kPa 
for both feed size range of 0.50-0.71 and 1.0-1.6 of TAED.  The Gwyn formulation was 
again to be proven measuring the mass of attrited material in excellent agreement.  
 
Apart from experimental investigation, numerical simulation has also been attempted to 
simulate particulate attrition in annular shear cell. Potapov and Campbell, 1997 was initiated 
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the effort to simulate particle breakage in two-dimensional annular shear cell. They reported 
that the amount of particle breakage is proportional to the work done during shearing 
process, i.e. proportional to σΓ, supporting the earlier findings of Neil and Bridgwater, 1986. 
However, the experimental evidence reported by Neil and Bridgwater, 1994 revealed the 
amount of attrition does not follow the above findings.  
 
Further, Ghadiri et al, 2000 presented the experimental study on porous silica catalyst beads 
of initial size 2.00-2.36 mm. The normal stress studied in their research was between 25 to 
200kPa and the shear strain in the range of 2.5 to 15.3.  The product degradation was then 
sieved with 1.0 mm to separate the debris from residual particles. The particles larger than 
1.0 mm were further sieved using BS410 sieves 1.7 and 2.0 mm. The attrition products 
smaller than 1.0 mm, were fractionated into two size ranges 0.595-1.0 mm and less than 
0.595 mm. They then reported that the extent of attrition increases with an increase of the 
normal stress and shear strain. They pointed out that the assessment on the amount of fine 
debris in their study to be best correlate by the equation suggested by Neil and Bridgwater, 
1994. However, the formulation fails to describe satisfactorily when the particle breakage 
intends to be considered as a whole (considering the fine debris and coarse fragments at a 
time).      
 
 
2.5 Summary and concluding remarks 
1) It has been revealed in the earlier chapter the great importance to enhance 
understanding on inadvertent degradation which will be beneficial in future to 
address the product quality issue, extra unexpected maintenance and raw material 
costs face by the manufacturer due to unpredictable troublesome yield like caking 
and segregation; environmental, pollution and health concern appear due to dust 
generation.  Two different means of degradation which are the most commonly 
encountered during storage, handling and transportation namely degradation due to 
impact and degradation due to compression and shear are reviewed subsequently at 
the following section.  This review implicitly covered the past to date research 
progress of unintentional degradation at lean phase (degradation by impact) and 
dense phase (degradation by compression and shear) condition.  
 
2) The main conclusions that can be drawn from reviewing the literature on inadvertent 
degradation are as follows: - 
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2.5.1  Degradation by Impact 
• Most of the degradation impact research are devoted to study fundamentally and 
theoretically breakage mechanism of single particle. It is well understood; the single 
particle behaviour cannot represent the bulk behaviour assembly as a whole. 
 
• Multi-particle test of narrow size distribution such as proposed by Salman et al, 2000 
demand a large amount of test to be conducted to obtain satisfactorily statistical data. 
However, their attempt to correlate the unbroken particle with impact velocity at 
angle of impact as presented in Equation 2-1 is appreciable to give an insight there 
exist likelihood to reduce experimental burden by spotting the breakage probability 
similarity across selected variables.  
 
• The advancing computer simulation such DEM to elucidate the breakage pattern of 
single particles is noticeable, however it is by far lacked to handle massive 
fragmentation. Furthermore, computer simulation is time consuming and requires 
costly supercomputer to expedite the simulation processing.   
 
2.5.2 Degradation Compression/Shear 
• Degradation by compression/shear is relatively growing interest. In general, 
literature review reveals, Gwyn, 1969 formulation has become a foundation to 
describe the attrition rate process. 
 
• Despite numerous work has been done to correlate the amount of attrition with stress 
and strain, the existence suggested mathematical formulation still seems fail to 
describe the breakage fragmentation and abrasion at a time (Ghadiri et al, 2000) 
 
• Furthermore, current available research appears to seek degradation behaviour at 
particular size range.  
 
• Irrespective of the impact, shear and compression modes of degradation, process 
studies will still need to be applied do different process units systematically 
reflecting their respective geometry and flow conditions; e.g. slow shearing packed 
beds versus fast flows in chutes and lean pneumatic conveyors.   
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CHAPTER 3: MODELLING OF DEGRADATION PROCESS 
 
3.0 INTRODUCTION 
In general, one quality assessment of particulate solids is made in terms of their particle size 
distribution. This assessment usually is performed according to the standard specification 
specified by the manufacturer. The standard quality specification may be referred as 
controlling the intermediates or final products within certain tolerances of particle size or the 
amount of particles of a certain size has to follow the manufacturer standard limits on 
composition. For example, dust quantity (particles below a given size) has to be kept below a 
certain level in order to ensure that the operation works in the efficient manner and more 
importantly, to ensure that only high quality and saleable product is produced during 
manufacturing. 
 
From the industrial perspective, it is essentially important to construct a mathematical model 
to aid the design of a handling system in order to control and minimize the several unwanted 
side effects due to inadvertent degradation as discussed extensively in Chapter 2.  
 
This chapter outlines how the degradation effects can be modeled and predicted in a compact 
mathematical form; namely breakage matrix for interacting and non-interacting breakage 
conditions. Interacting and non-interacting breakage conditions terms are used to symbolize 
the linear and non-linear breakage accordingly to emphasize the argument of population 
dependence on the breakage probability. The alternative, time-dependent version of this 
approach used to arrive at an explicit population balance model is also discussed to illustrate 
the diverse nature of the industrial applications.  
 
Breakage matrix is adopted in this study suitable with the research aim to introduce a simple 
and practical mathematical tool that will necessitate only a very limited number of 
experiments from N to N+1. The advantages and disadvantages of the breakage matrix 
approach together with the population balance method are discussed and in this section an 
alternative means to overcome the limitations of the breakage matrix approach is proposed. 
The basic concepts used to build up the modeling frameworks namely the breakage and the 
selection functions are discussed in detail in this section. It is shown that the breakage matrix 
approach is a very versatile tool of holistic strategy towards an enhanced understanding and 
modeling of inadvertent particulate degradation.  
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3.1 Previous Mathematical Models in Describing Degradation Process 
Austin, 1972 reviewed the various mathematical models introduced by different researchers 
in analysing degradation process. In general, most of the breakage models developed thus far 
is based on basic concepts reviewed by Austin, 1972. According to Austin, 1972, most of the 
various mathematical formulations developed previously, nevertheless, are principally 
identical and adopted similar concepts. Austin concluded that the essential foundation 
concepts used to model particle breakage are: (1) breakage distribution function (2) selection 
function and (3) presentation of the breakage distribution and selection function in the form 
of the mass balance equation. The breakage distribution function, bij represents the particle 
size distribution resulting from fragmentation or breakage of a given size particles in a 
particular stage or event. The selection function, also known as the specific rate of breakage, 
jS denotes the probability of the particles from various size classes being “selected” for 
breakage in such an event. Sometimes the phrase of ‘breakage function’ is used to define the 
breakage distribution and selection function jointly (Prasher, 1987). 
 
The use of breakage and selection functions is particularly relevant to analyse the breakage 
process of different operational systems of various type of material with different input size 
distributions. For instance, say if we have two different machines that operate on different 
feed size distribution, which of these machines work more efficiently? What is the effect of 
the feed size distribution on these two different processes? Other applications can be used to 
identify which parts in the process systems generate significant material breakage or simply 
as a numerical tool to determine particle strength. 
 
The employment of breakage and selection functions has been a common technique for 
assessing the degradation process over much of the past century. Historically, Broadbent and 
Calcott, 1956a&b are the founders responsible for developing the method based on to the 
concept first pioneered by Epstein, 1947. However, they adopt a rather different approach to 
Epstein, 1947 by presenting the size distribution in a discrete number of size intervals. 
Expressed in this the way theoretical concept is more practical to apply as the breakage 
functions can easily be derived from a size analysis. Originally, these concepts proposed 
have been successfully applied to resolve coal attrition problems as encountered in a coal 
transport system where the results from the analysis enable Broadbent and Calcott, 1956a&b 
to identify the main factors contributing to severe coal degradation. Further work by 
Broadbent and Calcott, 1957 implemented the method to analyse the coal breakage 
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efficiency of a cone mill. Their approach is reported to give satisfactory explanation of the 
milling performance; see Broadbent and Calcott, 1956a&b. 
 
Berenbaum, 1961, modified the technique introduced by Broadbent and Calcott, 1956a&b to 
study a “shattering” breakage process. The findings reveal the usefulness of the selection 
function to quantify the coal friability. Attempt has been made to determine an appropriate 
selection function of coal from different size classes. It is found that the value of mean 
breakage probability (shatter index) is a function a of particle size.  
 
Karabelas, 1976, with some success, adapted these concepts to develop suitable formulation 
tools to quantify particle attrition in slurry flow. The formulation is aimed to describe the 
particle size changes due to breakage, which is encountered particularly when transporting 
the coal or iron ore through long distance pipeline systems by using water or oil as medium 
carrier. This is important as it is concerned that the degradation of particles will affect the 
slurry rheology properties that may interrupt solid liquid separation at pipeline terminals. 
 
Austin, 1981 has extensively researched the technique to obtain satisfactory breakage and 
selection functions in modelling breakage, particularly in milling processes. Several methods 
have been proposed to measure the breakage functions experimentally and theoretically. For 
example, Austin and Luckie, 1971, measured the distribution function by performing a series 
of mono-size tests according to the number of components present in the mixture. Klimpel 
and Austin, 1984, predicted the same theoretically via numerical analysis where the 
approximation of the selection function is back calculated from the knowledge of the 
assumed breakage distribution function as presented in Figure 3-2. 
 
Bemrose and Bridgwater, 1987, in their review of attrition and attrition test methods 
comment that the breakage and selection functions to be the closest assessment methods to 
describe the real degradation process due to their capability to provide a close agreement 
between experimental and theoretical observations. Rhodes, 1998 claims that the method is 
able to give fairly reliable predictions that enable the findings of small-scale tests to be 
transferred to large-scale tests. 
 
The following sub-section will discuss the breakage and selection function concept 
separately and ultimately the combinations of both functions are presented in particle size 
mass balance form used to describe the degradation process.  
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3.1.1 Concept of Breakage Distribution Function 
By definition, breakage distribution function, bij describes the distribution of daughter 
fragments resulting from the degradation event of any mother particles. Consider an example 
where a “mother” particle of size j breaks, it generates a set of daughter particles in size 
intervals i ≤ j. This set of daughter particles may be presented as a vector where each element 
can be expressed in term of absolute mass fraction (or mass retained) of material initially 
size j which is found in size interval i after the degradation process. The breakage 
distribution function may also be illustrated in basis distribution of cumulative mass fraction 
(often undersize) as Bij gives the fraction of progeny particles from size interval j which is 
degraded under size interval j. 
 
For instance, the breakage Equation 3-5 and Equation 3-6 implicitly involve absolute size 
distributions, whereas the normalised breakage function in Equation 3-2 is given in 
cumulative undersize form. The absolute (mass retained) particle size distributions thus can 
be obtained from cumulative distributions via: - 
 
bi.j=Bi,j-Bi,j+1 
 Equation 3-1 
It is common to split the total particle size range into a number of size intervals (n), 
numbered 1 for the largest size interval, 2 for the second, and so on. The meaning of 
breakage distribution parameter is illustrated as in Figure 3-1. 
 
Various breakage distribution functions have been proposed as being valid in describing the 
degradation process. A mathematically convenient feature of certain breakage functions, 
backed with some experimental evidence, is so-called “normalizability”. Several 
investigators assumed that the breakage function can be normalized (Broadbent and Calcott, 
1956; Austin et al, 1981).  
 
Normalization means that particle breakage behaviour is independent of the size of the 
original particles. This implies that the original particle size represents a scaling factor for 
the distribution of progeny particles. Thus, the normalized breakage function is subsequently 
employed to obtain the value of breakage parameter for any initial particles size. For 
example, it may be found that 25% by mass of the progeny from a mother particle of size x 
are less than 0.5x in size. Normalizability then suggests that 25% of the progeny from 
mother particles of size 0.5x will be less than 0.25x in size, and so on. The term “breakage 
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distribution function” naturally implies that an (analytical) mathematical formulation can be 
found, as in the following example conceived by Broadbent and Calcott, 1956: - 
 
1
)/(
1
1
−
−
−
−
=
e
eB
ji xx
ij  
 Equation 3-2 
 
They implemented Equation 3-1 in studying the cone milling breakage process. Inspecting 
Equation 3-1 makes it clear that this is a normalised breakage function; the function Bij 
depends only on the ratio of the initial and final sizes (xi / xj). However, assuming 
normalization of breakage function may work well on average but not to every breakage 
event. 
 
3.1.2 Concept of Selection Function 
The concept of “selection” (Epstein, 1947) was introduced early in the mathematical / 
analytical analysis of breakage processes. Selection implies that only a certain proportion of 
particles entering a particular “breakage event” is selected to be broken, whereas the residue 
remains unbroken. As for the breakage function described above, an implicit feature of the 
approach is embedding of selection in an (analytical) mathematical form, namely the 
“selection function”. The selection function may be very simple – it is certainly possible to 
envisage processes where essentially all particles are selected for breakage – in which case 
the selection function is unity for all size classes. 
 
The selection function is illustrated symbolically as follows. Let Sj be the specific rate of 
breakage (selection function) of material size j in a given degradation process. Let Xj(t) be 
the mass fraction that is in size class j at time t, and W be the total mass of material entering 
the degradation process.  The rate of breakage of material in size class j at time t is therefore 
Sj Xj(t)W.  
 
              The rate of breakage WtXS jj )(=              
 Equation 3-3 
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Where Sj is the parameter constant with dimensions [time]-1; it can be thought of as a “first-
order rate constant” for breakage. Thus Equation 3-3 can be expressed as: 
 
Log(mj(t)/mj(0))= )(3.2
1 tS j
−
 
 Equation 3-4 
In which mj(0)=Xj(0)W  is the mass fraction of material in interval j at zero time(feed size), 
and mj(t)=Xj(t)W is the mass fraction of material in interval j at time t. Hence if log mj(t) is 
plotted against t, a straight line of slope Sj/2.3 is observed according to 1st order or linear 
breakage theory. 
 
 
Figure 3-1: Mother particle breaks into smaller fragments into size interval 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5 
(daughter fragments)  
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 From Class 
 Size 
Interval 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 x     
2 x x    
3 x x X   
4 x x X x  
 
To Class 
5 x x X x x 
 
 
Figure 3-2: Diagram to illustrate the meaning of breakage distribution parameter (Material 
Handling Board, 1987) 
 
3.1.3 Combining selection and breakage distribution concept in mass balance 
equations 
Ultimately, if concepts such as selection and breakage functions are to be usefully employed, 
they need to be related to measurable parameters, namely particle size distributions either 
side of a “degradation event”. This is done using a mass balance, as follows. Suppose we 
have a series of n independent “degradation events”- the following expression gives the mass 
fraction of material in size class i after the n’th event in terms of the mass fraction after the 
previous (n-1’th) event: 
 
             1,1,
1
1
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 Equation 3-5 
 
where the three terms on the right hand side represent, respectively: 
 
• material entering size class i from the breakage of larger size classes in the n’th 
event 
60μ 
40-
50μ 
20-
40μ 
0-5μ 
5-
20μ 
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• material leaving size class i due to breakage in the n’th event 
• material initially in size class i before the n’th event 
 
Figure 3-3 provides an illustration example of the combination selection and breakage 
distribution concept that could be related with product and feed of degraded material sample. 
 
 
 Figure 3-3: Combining Selection and Breakage Distribution Function Concept 
 
In principle, the breakage and selection functions can be expressed in two different versions, 
which are (1) time independent and (2) time dependent (Material Handling Board, 1987).  
 
3.1.3.1 Time dependent degradation. 
Many degradation processes, including many milling processes, are effectively continuous 
and so not susceptible to analysis with the above formulation. Feed material is continuously 
fed to produce a product at every instant of time. Thus, it is impossible to identify debris 
with feed material without further information on internal material transport – such as the 
residence time distribution (RTD) of the material within the process. 
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The mass balance is generally expressed in differential form where the rate of material 
changes is taken at small period of time Δt. Let the selection function in the context of 
continuous time, Sj(t) be defined as the proportion of particles selected to be broken in a 
small time increment. Then, substituting a small time increment (between times t and t+Δt) 
for the n’th “degradation event”, and taking Equation 3-5 to the limit of differential time 
increment, gives: 
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 Equation 3-6 
 
Equation 3-6 is commonly used form of the population balance model for intentional 
degradation processes. However, the time dependent version requires onerous experimental 
data for model calibration/validation. It is more difficult; such data sampling sometimes are 
hard or impossible to obtain practically. Therefore to eliminate such problems, time invariant 
data treatment as discussed in sub-section 3.1.3.2 would be the best option. 
 
3.1.3.2 Time independent degradation 
The time independent version is ideally formulated to describe a degradation process, which 
is treated in a batch mode. The batch mode is referred as a “single breakage event” that may 
consist of a single or series of consecutive process depending on the boundaries define by the 
user. The breakage boundary is established based on the available data, which is sufficient to 
represent the input and output of a single breakage event. This practically convenient, in 
such process where sampling is only possible at certain points (as it is known impossible to 
obtain data from each inlet and outlet for most of the systems) within the process. The mass 
balance describes the changes on the feed of material over the entire degradation event 
between two discrete points at average time. Use of time independent form implies any 
complications down to material transport within the process can be ignored, hence 
complicating factors such as residence time distribution, RTD (Austin and Bhatia, 1971). 
Thus, re-arranging Equation 3-5 yields: - 
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The above equation is applicable to repeated shatter tests, or to any experimental scenario, 
which can be analyzed in “batch” mode, i.e., where batches of debris from the process can be 
definitely and unequivocally identified with specific batches of feed material. 
 
3.1.3.3 Breakage matrix approach versus population balance model 
In the subsequent section, the time independent breakage model or synonymously the 
breakage matrix approach is discussed in further detail. The preference of breakage matrix 
approach over the population balance method is in parallel with the objectives of current 
research to propose a simple mathematical model that necessitates only a limited amount of 
experimental works from N to N+1. The model is also required to be directly applicable in 
industrial practice in assessing the quality of particulate materials. Furthermore, the present 
approach eliminates the need to carry out laborious sampling to calibrate the population 
balance models that uses continuous size distributions. Even though in recent years, it has 
been possible to measure continuous particle size distributions by using sophisticated 
techniques such as laser-light diffraction, nevertheless, as noted by Priscillia and Ng, 1995 
such information is not commonly available in industrial applications. Another advantage of 
breakage matrix over the population balance method is the flexibility to compactly describe 
degradation without specific recourse to a selection function particularly in the situation 
when the model proposed is not overly concerned whether the particles break per se. 
Previous section 3.1.3 has also made it clear terminologically the breakage matrix approach 
is also a population balance model likewise except the former is time independent and the 
latter is time dependent. Accordingly, the relevant literatures on the use of population 
balance models are also discussed in the following section 3.2.2.  
 
3.2 Breakage Matrix Approach  
3.2.1 Introduction  
In general, breakage matrix is a technique of analysis, which is potentially useful in 
describing any degradation process. The application is widespread and unconstrained to 
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model an intentional degradation process such as to study the material breakage efficiency in 
a milling operation; indeed capable of identifying which parts in a transport system 
contribute most attrition problems. The pertinent approach illustrates the input size 
distribution as a vector and the resulting breakage process as a matrix multiplying with that 
vector to give output size distribution (as a further vector). 
 
Historically, Broadbent and Calcott, 1956a&b, are the pioneers of the technique who 
successfully adopted breakage matrix concept to relate the input and output of particle size 
distributions from a milling and transport operations of coal. The results of the coal breakage 
analysis allowed them to compare the breakage efficiency of different types of mills and 
coals. The method is then employed to investigate the poor quality gas production due to 
coal attrition problems in a coal handling plant. The work undertaken was aimed to answer 
two questions: Firstly, which parts in the transport system contribute most to coal 
degradation? Secondly, to what extent the coal strength differs at each point a sample is 
taken? Apart from sieving analysis at each sampling point, drop shatter test is also performed 
to study the coal friability. The result of drop shatter test is evaluated using the breakage 
matrix technique, which has interestingly been revealed to be useful to also assess coal 
strength. The findings show that the most breakage is generated from transferring the coal 
from chute to bunker. This has allowed further improvement such as parts modifications on 
the transport system could be made to minimise the coal size reduction. For more details, 
refer to Broadbent and Calcott, 1957a. The method is then further established to describe 
breakage efficiency of cone milling (Broadbent and Calcott, 1956). 
 
Breakage matrix in the present research can be described as time independent-time average 
type of approach where the mass balance is accounted at the beginning and at the end of the 
process (or within set boundaries within a larger process) as a single breakage event. A 
single “breakage event” is referred as overall breakage behaviour of such an event that 
encompass an entire process or series of consecutive processes. The breakage boundary of 
such an event is ideally defined by the user depending on the data availability obtained from 
sampling. The method is practically simpler in implementation, yet, less informative as 
compared to the population balance type of modelling (PBM) (Austin et al, 1972) where 
time is a factor. The absence of time dependence in the breakage matrix approach effectively 
eliminates the common practical sampling issue as encountered in the implementation of the 
population balance method, which require onerous continuous sampling at appropriate points 
within the process and the obscure need to perform such intra-process sampling for model 
calibration/validation. Consider a transporting system where sampling is only possible on the 
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upstream of a conveyer and at a hopper outlet, however impossible between the intermediate 
points. In this case, a single “breakage event” may be defined as an overall breakage of these 
two series consecutive process (Baxter et al, 2004) where the input and output is obtained 
from upstream conveyor and the outlet hopper correspondingly.  The relationship between 
(overall, time-averaged) the input and output PSDs of such an event can be expressed 
mathematically via matrix equation as: - 
 
][]][[ pfM =  
 Equation 3-8 
 
Where f and p are the feed and product vectors of PSD entering and leaving a unit process, 
and M is the breakage matrix, relating the two by using matrix multiplication. Here, vector is 
defined as a series of numbers, which follow a certain order. Conveniently, elements in the 
vector can often be obtained directly from size analysis from example for mechanical/ hand 
sieving. Equation 3-8 can then be expanded as: - 
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 Equation 3-9 
 
The elements of M contain wealth of information encompassing the breakage probability of 
given-input size in the input stream and the statistical average of daughter fragments size 
distribution (FSD) resulting from degradation of the mother particles. The M matrix 
effectively consist of two better-known separate mathematical function so called selection 
function (Epstein, 1947) which represent the breakage selectivity of particles from various 
size and the breakage distribution function (Austin, 1972) which describes the size 
distribution of such a breakage event. The elements on the diagonal of the matrix represent 
the selection function, whilst the elements off diagonal denote the breakage distribution 
function. The application of the breakage matrix approach is discussed further by taking an 
industrial data example obtained from transporting a material in a pneumatic conveying 
system.  
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 Sieve size (μm)                                Input size class 
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000.1018.0006.0004.0009.0010.0
000.0982.0027.0004.0005.0005.0
000.0000.0966.0033.0011.0010.0
000.0000.0000.0959.0097.0023.0
000.0000.0000.0000.0878.0113.0
000.0000.0000.0000.0000.0838.0
 
 
Table 3-1: Breakage matrix of degradation test in QPM Degradation Tester 
 
The data set is readily presented in a form of breakage matrix as shown in Table 3-1. Each 
corresponding column in the breakage matrix signifies the “fate” of various particles size 
entering the input stream in a form of mass fraction. Let’s begin with the first column of the 
matrix as an instance. The column explains that 83.8% by mass of the particles in size 850-
1180 micron in the input streams survive in its original size in the output stream followed by 
11.3% falls into size class 600-850 micron size and so on. The same explanation is applied 
on the other columns from the left to the right. It is essential that the sum of each 
corresponding column in the breakage matrix equal to unity as according to the conservation 
of mass law. On the diagonal of the breakage matrix is the elements representing the survival 
rate of breakage in each size class or effectively known as the “selection function” discussed 
in section 3.2.2. Above the diagonal, all the elements are zero provided only size reduction 
and no agglomeration has occurred on the fragments during the breakage event. Elements 
below diagonal indicate the breakage distribution function, which correspond to the fragment 
size distribution of each input size classes.  Clearly, the breakage matrix offers wealth of 
information in which the degradation behaviour of a material is presented in a compact 
mathematical form. Thus, the implementation of the terminology to describe a degradation 
process of interest material having the breakage matrix as depicted in Table 3-1 can be 
illustrated as:  
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 Equation 3-10 
 
where the two column vectors in Equation 3-9 represent the feed and output size 
distributions. Note that, the number of rows in the feed vector coincide with the number of 
columns in the breakage matrix as according to matrix rule. Often the same sieve size is used 
to represent the feed particle size distribution and the successive columns in the breakage 
matrix. For instance in this example, the feed matrix does not account the mass retained in 
the pan during PSDs measurement. Therefore, the feed vector consists of 6.2% by mass in 
size 850 micron, 50.5% in size 600 micron and so on.  The multiplication between the input 
vector and the breakage matrix gives an output vector as shown at the right side of the 
equation. 
 
3.2.2 Limitation of breakage matrix approach  
Despite its capability and generality to provide detailed description of the degradation 
process in different modes, it would not be possible to transfer the data sets universally from 
one set of process equipment to another if the processes in question are under different 
operating conditions (Campbell, 2001). 
 
Moreover, it is noted mathematically the breakage matrix cannot readily be determined from 
a basis of simple knowledge of input and output particle size distributions.  There are two 
common techniques used to measure the breakage function which include back-calculation 
and direct measurement methods. The back-calculation method involves numerical analysis 
that needs to be performed to optimise the value in the breakage matrix. One can choose any 
standard form of breakage distribution function (refer to Equation 3-1) that has been justified 
with appropriate mono-size milling experimental data to initiate the calculation aiming to 
approximate another pair of breakage parameters. Often, normalized breakage distribution 
function from mono size test results is used to initiate the calculation aiming to approximate 
the other pair of breakage parameters. However, our aim is to develop a simple and easily 
practicable technique without needing highly detailed mathematical knowledge and 
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computer simulation to quantify the degradation. Alternatively, the values of the breakage 
matrix can be established via direct measurement method in which the breakage function is 
obtained directly by pre-separating the sources into different size classes individually 
(Campbell, 2001; Austin and Luckie, 1971/72). Even though the method has been criticised 
to demand laborious experimental works and to be highly time consuming, direct 
measurement method provides direct experimental evidence particularly for model 
calibration or justification. Conveniently, the breakage matrix method requires only N tests 
for N size classes in the feed mixture (Baxter et al, 2004). The breakage matrix is constructed 
by combining the successive columns generated from individual tests at a time. This method 
has been successfully applied to predict the breakage behaviour of wheat in a roller mill and 
for bench scale degradation tester (Abou-Chakra et al, 2004) and full-scale of pneumatic 
conveyors (Chappele et al, 2004). 
 
There has been a large amount of research to establish the above-mentioned method to study 
the non-interacting mixture however for example Campbell and Webb, 2001 in their work 
essentially suppose the breakage matrix approach is worthless for interacting mixture. Non-
interacting conditions are sensible for some degradation scenarios for example during roller 
milling process in which each particle passing through the two rotating rolls breaks 
independently, or in dilute phase pneumatic conveyor where the particles impact on pipe 
bends one at a time; see Figure 3-4. 
 
Non-interacting breakage conditions infer linear breakage conditions based on assumption of 
neglecting the nature of many bodies of inter-particle interaction (physically or 
mechanically) or the mass density of the surrounding particles that may alter the breakage 
probability of individual species consisting within an assembly mixture. Linear breakage 
assumption however has been subjected to an open criticism for more than a century and as 
matter of fact it is not necessarily held true in many degradation scenarios. Broadbent and 
Calcott, 1956 a&b observed linear or independent breakage for their case of a coal 
transporting system even tough they remarked earlier, “..Breakage in an assembly is partly 
due to interaction between particles in the assembly”. However, in another point of view, 
such assumption can be argued at the very least, inter-particle interaction within an assembly 
may play an important role in affecting the likelihood of breakage. Consider an example of 
dense phase condition where dense assemblies are subjected under compression loads/ shear, 
the breakage of individual particles within the mixture obviously far from negligible and 
supposedly influenced by the presence of particles in other size classes.  
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                                                  (i) degradation tester 
 
(ii) lean phase pneumatic conveyor                                     (iii) roller mill 
 
Figure 3-4: Linear (insignificant) particles breakage scenarios as observed in (i) degradation 
tester, (ii) lean phase pneumatic conveyor and (iii)  roller mill 
 
The definition of non-linear or significant interacting breakage condition is bound to any 
possible deviation of the breakage probability or propensity (either accelerate or decelerate) 
from the normal first order (linear theory-where specific rate of breakage of particles is 
assumed to be linear over times) or non-interacting breakage assumption (environment 
independent breakage) owing to various different factors including homogeneity of the 
material, stress concentration, operating condition and inter-particle interaction within of the 
considered system.  
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The phenomenon of non-linear (significant interacting breakage) play a significant role in 
many engineering applications involving relatively dense dispersed system as for instance in 
dense phase pneumatic conveyor, as well as in various other fields including storage in 
hopper/ silo, standpiles, heap and some types of crushing and milling operations that may 
influence the product quality during transporting, processing and handling.  Figure 3-5 
provides an illustrative example where significant interacting breakage scenarios could be 
observed in practise. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-5: Illustration example of significant interacting breakage scenarios as observed in 
stand pile, heap and storage hopper. 
 
3.2.3 Observations with Interacting Mixtures 
3.2.3.1 Significant Interacting Breakage Conditions as Observed in Dry Grinding 
Austin and Bagga, 1980 firstly observed the influence of surrounding particles on the 
specific breakage rates of the coarse size fraction from prolonged time grinding of 
Stand pile 
Heap 
Storage hopper/ silo        
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Hardgrove milling experiments. They reported the accumulation of fines due to prolonged 
time grinding has resulted to the suppression of the breakage rates that may lead to 
inefficient mono-size grinding process. An additional test comparable to earlier mono-size 
milling experiment was performed with a binary mixture sample consisting 20% of the 
topmost particles to further verify the effect of purposely added fines in the feed mill on the 
breakage probability. Based on their grinding mixture results, Austin and Bagga, 1980 
revealed, apart from prolonged time grinding, the immediate presence of fines in the mixture 
assembly may have well contributed to a radical decrease in the efficiency of dry grinding. 
They then attributed such findings due to the nature of the fines being very difficult to break 
and the fines ability to act as a spongy absorber to absorb impacts, which can consequently 
reduce their breakage probability. Following, Austin and Bagga, 1980 proposed a time-
dependent specific breakage rate limitation, which they defined as:   
  
SA(t)=k(t)Sj Mj(t) 
 Equation 3-11 
 
Where SA(t) is the apparent specific breakage rates that account linear and non-linear 
breakage conditions, k(t) is the time dependent function that represent promotion and 
suppression breakage factor and Sj  is the original or linear specific breakage rates. 
 
In which    k (t)= ,
tS
S
j
A θ
=          0≤  k(t) ≤1                                            
 Equation 3-12 
 
Here, θ  is the apparent or linear time grinding and when t>θ, the non-linear effects become 
more significant as k(t)→  0. 
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Figure 3-6: Illustration example of dry grinding in a ball mill. 
 
Austin et al, 1981 further extended their research work with coal and (16x20 mesh) quartz 
sample to investigate the effect of fines accumulation in the same mill of Austin and Bagga, 
1980. They found that more pronounced non-linear effect for the smaller size of feed and 
softer material sample. However, they concluded for both materials tested regardless of the 
feed size fraction, the cushioning action due to build up of fines in the mill during long time 
grinding was the main source of the suppression of breakage of their mono-size sample. 
Their finding was confirmed with a pseudo-steady state test in which in this experiment all –
200 mesh material was removed and replaced with fresh sample after each 1 minute 
grinding. The test was then continued and repeated for another minute and so on. The results 
indicated that the sample tested was approaching to establish its pseudo-steady state 
condition for the last 4 minutes. This experiment provides explanation on the important role 
of fines presence in the feed that can inhibit the breakage probability. In addition, it is 
evident that the breakage can possibly remain linear when the fines are always isolated 
immediately from the mill. Similar approach as in Equation 3-11 and Equation 3-12 was 
suggested by Austin and Bagga, 1980 was applied to consider the linear and non-linear 
effects in their investigation.     
 
Fuerstenau and Abouzeid, 1991, studied the environmental dependence on the specific 
breakage rates of soft and hard materials that are dolomite and quartz in a ball mill. During 
the mixture test, the proportion of the coarse size of each material is varied from 100% to 
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15% at several different dry grinding times from 1 to 4 minutes. Fuerstenau and Abouzeid, 
1991’s investigation clearly demonstrated that the deviations from the linear theory are 
inherently environment independent in nature. Even though, their experiments are conducted 
as dry batch, they found rather different results from Austin and Bagga, 1980 in which 
acceleration of breakage was demonstrated when the amount of fines was increased in their 
sample mixtures. They relate their findings to possible segregation or floating effects of 
coarse in the sea of fines as the feed charge enters the toe of the mill; see Figure 3-6. Thus, 
the coarse particles may preferentially being ground as if fines were absent. It is concluded 
more energy is received in the situation where the fewer coarser particles present in the 
grinding zone (the toe of the mill) in which more energy is found to be consumed by the 
coarsest size fraction in the presence of excessive fine particles in the mill. This finding, 
clearly suggested that deviations from non-linear theory are inherently environment 
dependent in nature in which immediate acceleration breakage kinetics effects is observed 
with addition fines fraction in the mixture. Quantification of non-linear breakage effect is 
symbolized as Sk that represents the energy split factor to effectively represent the ratio of 
energy consumed to break the coarsest size fraction that is present within a sample mixture 
over the energy utilized by the coarse particles when it is ground as a single (mono-size) 
sample.  
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k =  
 Equation 3-13 
 
Ecm(t) and Eca(t) refer to the specific energy consumption by the coarse size fraction when it 
is ground as a mixture and energy consumption when the coarse sample is ground alone 
correspondingly. Similar energy split consumption concept is adopted to account the 
breakage effects of various admixtures of calcite-quartz, hematite-quartz and dolomite-
hematite in dry ball mill in which Fuerstenau et al, 1992 consistently observed uneven 
distribution of energy within their milled sample when it is ground as a mixture. However, 
no detail information is given on the particle size classes that are used to prepare the mixture. 
In the case of ground dry of calcite-quartz mixture of 1:1 volume, it is indicated that calcite 
is to receive more energy that corresponds to accelerating of breakage of calcite in 
comparison to pronounce retardation of breakage of quartz. The non-linear breakage effects 
due to uneven distribution of energy in dry grinding system is furthermore discussed in 
Fuerstenau and Abou-zeid, 2002 and Fuerstenau and Kapur, 2004 in which they commented 
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in their study that energy transfer mechanism as the main source to cause the coarse particles 
to be grounded preferentially over the fine particles.  
 
3.2.3.2 Significant Interacting Breakage Conditions as Observed in Wet Grinding 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-7: Phenomenon of breakage rate acceleration of topmost size fraction in wet ball 
mill grinding as observed by Tangsathitkulchai, 2000. 
 
The effect of fines presence in the mill charge after certain period of grinding time in altering 
the breakage propensity is moreover demonstrated in wet batch grinding. The observation is 
revealed through Tangsathitkulchai and Austin, 1985 milling experiments of 20x30 mesh 
quartz and copper ore in ball mill at different grinding time and slurry concentrations. Unlike 
Austin and Bagga, 1980 and Austin et al, 1981, different conclusion is reached in this study 
where promotion in the grinding rate is shown in their case in which more viscous and yet 
concentrated slurry is found when the grinding surrounding becomes finer. They correlated 
such findings due to possible characteristic of coarse particles to settle in the water and hence 
preferentially being ground in the mill at lower slurry density.  However, this is unsurprising 
observation, as it has been reported elsewhere; more efficient comminution process is 
obtained when the material is grounded in the liquid medium over dry systems.  
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Similar results is also demonstrated in the work of Rajamani and Guo, 1990 when limestone 
samples are wet ground in a ball mill where the grinding rates are reported to vary as a 
function of feed particle size distribution and fines content in the mill. Rajamani and Guo, 
1990, in addition suggested that an increase of breakage rates of their limestone samples can 
be closely linked to an enhance number of interparticle point contacts and thus to the force 
transmission within the milled samples such as the feed or product sample. 
 
Promotion in grinding rates for another type of minerals of dolomite and quartz is 
furthermore observed by Fuerstaneu and Abouzeid, 1991 in which they linked their 
observation due to the possibility of fines to be suspended and effectively removed from the 
grinding zone which causes only coarse particles to remain in the grinding region to generate 
much finer product size distribution or more effective grinding in wet systems. 
 
Verma and Rajamani, 1995 further extended the work of Rajamani and Guo, 1990, in which 
supplementary sample at various coarse compositions of copper ore including limestone are 
wet ground in the same ball mill used by Ramajani and Guo, 1990. It is found that, 
generation of fines owing to prolonged grinding time, so does the presence of fines in the 
feed enhance the breakage rates of coarse particles in the mill. However, when the 
experiment is repeated with much finer feed size distribution and at much higher % solid 
concentration, the coarsest particles exhibit retardation of breakage. Thus, they relate their 
findings to the possible influence of fine particles in shielding the coarse particles and hence 
provide cushioning effect that restraints the advanced breakage. 
 
Tangsathitkulchai, 2002 in another related investigation suggested apart from the slurry 
rheology, the fineness of grinding also play an important role to accelerate the specific rate 
of breakage of coarse particles in wet batch grinding. They linked the occurrence of such 
phenomena due to the acting liquid surface tension and the stickiness of slurry to facilitate 
the adherence of the larger particles on the ball mill surfaces (grinding media); see Figure 
3-7. To account the non-linear breakage effect owing to slurry rheology as well as the 
fineness of grinding, an acceleration power law, k(μ) is introduced and can be expressed as a 
function of slurry concentration as follows: 
                                                                
k= k (μ)=
)(
)(
tS
tS
j
A                                                  
 Equation 3-14 
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In which Equation 3-14 can be written as: 
 
k (μ)=
α
μ
μ ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
R
R
*
                                                 
 Equation 3-15 
 
Here μ*R  and α are constants that correspond to the relative slurry viscosity that gives first 
order grinding (k=1) and quantifying rate of acceleration breakage factor. For k>1 and k<1 
acceleration and deceleration breakage effects are indicated in the mill respectively.  
 
3.2.3.3 Significant Interacting Breakage Condition as Observed in Compaction Test 
 
 
 
Figure 3-8: An example case of significant interacting breakage conditions as observed in a 
compaction test  of dense binary mixture sample. The blue and red colours of particles 
denote the coarse and fine species correspondingly 
 
Compaction breakage test provides another specific example in which significant interaction 
breakage or non-linear breakage effects could also be observed; see Figure 3-8. Gardner and 
Austin, 1975, reported that non-linear breakage behaviour as observed in compaction 
breakage test is to be closely linked to uneven distribution of strength within the compacted 
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bed where some particles may appear weaker or stronger than the others. Rajamani and Guo, 
1992 on the other hand suggested that there is correlation between the force transmissions 
distributions with the particles arrangement within the stressed bed sample in which they 
argued coarse particles that are surrounded by the sea of fines may have received fewer 
transferred load as they become protected as opposed to the fine particles. Modelling of 
interparticle breakage effects based on an uneven distribution of energy to the feed particle 
size fractions within an assembly mixture is moreover carried out by Liu  and  Schonert, 
1996 in which another symbol of energy split function; kj is used to replace Sk in Equation 
3-13. 
 
b
k
j E
E
k =  
 Equation 3-16 
 
Here, kj is defined as the energy split factor which refer to ratio of energy absorption in the 
class, j (Ek) related to the energy absorption of the bed (Eb). 
 
Instead of ‘energy consumption’, the term of ‘energy absorption’ is used to describe the 
energy distribution. Their work is motivated from earlier finding by Hoffman and Schonert, 
1971 who have reported shielding effect of fines fraction over the coarsest size fraction, as 
demonstrated when the mixture of glass beads and quartz are compacted together at differing 
mixture particle size ratios and mixture compositions. To further validate Hoffman and 
Schonert, 1971 finding, Liu and Schonert, 1991 specifically conducted series of compaction 
breakage tests of 50% w/w quartz samples at various mixture particle size ratios. Consistent 
finding as obtained by Hoffman and Schonert, 1971 indicate that size reduction effects to be 
strongly influenced by the mixture particle size ratio. They found that size reduction is 
decreased as the mixture particle size ratio in the feed becomes larger due to the roles of fine 
particles in protecting the coarsest size fraction to experience further breakage within the 
mixture. 
 
3.2.3.4 Simulation Experiments of Significantly Interacting Mixture 
Bilgili and Scarlett, 2005 performed some computer simulations of identical volume of 
continuous stirred tank mill (CSTM) and plug flow tube mill (PFTM) under the same mean 
residence time and feed compositions. They simulated numerically Austin and Bagga, 
1980’s mono-size and 20% w/w coarse binary mixture experiments for both milling 
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operations. The work is motivated to demonstrate the source of non-linear breakage effects 
in continuous milling and to categorize the effects systematically. Similar to previous 
research, Bilgili and Scarlett, 2005, multiplicatively decomposed the specific breakage rate 
function, S into an apparent linear specific breakage rate function, Si, apparent specific 
breakage rates and non-linear function, Fi. Take note, Fi and k has similar function to 
account for the non-linear effects except the latter is time dependent and the former is time 
independent and strongly influenced by the finest particle, mN presence in the inlet mill. Fi is 
chosen based on Bagga, 1980 experimental data as: 
 
Fi(mN)= 0.196 38.7)135.0/(1
196.01
Nm+
−
                                   
 Equation 3-17 
 
The simulation is conducted from the basis of knowledge of slowing down of breakage 
kinetics due to accumulation of fines in the mill during prolonged time of grinding that have 
resulted in non-intuitive effects on the output size distribution. Significant slowing down of 
breakage is established at f <1 and becomes insignificant in the limit f →1. At f=0 
interparticle interaction effect is negligible as according to linear theory. For both mills, it is 
reported that the presence of fines has resulted to a coarser output size distribution. They 
then concluded, the breakage of the topmost size fraction is inherently non-linear and 
environment dependent in nature. Clearly, such numerical simulation provides further 
evidence the significant role of inter-particle interactions in changing the breakage 
propensity.  
 
In the later work, Bilgili and Scarlett, 2005 proposed another theoretical framework to 
broadly illustrate all experimentally observed deviations from non-linear theory that 
originated from inter-particle interaction or possibly with time. This includes modelling of 
the non-linear breakage effects from various different scenarios of non-linear breakage as 
observed in Austin and Bagga, 1980 and Fuerstenau and Abouzeid, 1991 experimental 
investigation. Additional and yet more detail feature of non-linear factor, F as a function of 
fines composition (mq), size ratio (xq/xi) and acceleration and deceleration coefficient (λ) is 
laid out in this work to account for the non-linear effects in that yields: 
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Here at λ>0 and λ<0 describe acceleration and deceleration breakage accordingly. λ=0 refers 
to linear breakage. Fi is found to be in the range 0-1 for both cases when λ>0 (promotion of 
breakage) and λ<0 (slowing down of breakage). In which α and β are referred as the 
weighting factor to account for the effect of particle mixture size ratio on the extent of 
acceleration or deceleration of breakage in the simulation. 
 
The model proposed is revealed to predict adequately the slowing down action of a single 
size sample in the range of 840-1000 micron and binary mixture compositions (mixture of 
840-100 micron and 63-74 micron) at several different acceleration and deceleration factor. 
It is claimed that the theoretical framework is sufficiently capable to describe all 
experimentally observed deviations. 
 
In a more recent attempt, Bilgili et al, 2006 suggested more general non-linear model that is 
capable of simulating the slowing down action due to fines accumulation to describe the 
population density evolution in the dry mill case. Instead of the exponential form, linear 
equation is introduced to represent the non-linear factor that is: 
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 Equation 3-19 
 
The model is demonstrated to potentially explain non-linear breakage effects owing to fines 
presence as well as able to predict the significant influence of initial population density. 
However, their non-linear theory frameworks are limited to the specific milling conditions. It 
may be necessary to adopt some of the concepts proposed by Bilgili and Scarlett, 2005 have 
obtained significant interacting breakage data sets from compaction breakage tests to further 
the potential of the breakage matrix approach in much wider application. 
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3.2.4 Summary & Concluding Remarks (for Interacting Breakage Condition) 
• Significant interacting breakage condition is always known (referred) in the past as 
non-linear breakage (possible deviation of specific breakage rate from 1st order 
theory) and environment dependent breakage in which the breakage propensity of 
species is affected by their surrounding environment.  
 
 
Figure 3-9: Summary of Non-linear (significantly interacting) breakage sources 
 
• It is demonstrated based on the past cited research that there are 4 main factors that 
influence the extent of the coarser particles breakage propensity within a mixture 
including time (Austin and Bagga, 1980), surrounding environment, i.e. the fine 
particles presence (Liu and Schonert, 1996; Tangsathitkulchai, 2002; Bilgili and 
Scarlet, 2005(a)&(b); Bilgili et al, 2006, slurry concentration (Tangsathitkulchai, 
2002) and energy distribution (Fuerstenau and Abouzeid, 1991; Liu and Schonert, 
1996); see Figure 3-9. 
 
• The result of promotion or obscuration breakage effects of the particles is dependent 
on the condition of the materials being degraded (either they are dry or wet ground 
and there is some possibility of segregation between the coarse and fine particles 
 
Non-linear  
Breakage 
Sources 
Time, t 
K=θ/t 
(Austin and Bagga, 1981) 
 
 
Fines Fraction,  
mq &  mN 
F=0.196[2-
0.196]/[1+(mN/0.135)7.38 
Bilgili and Scarlet, 
2005(a) 
 
F=exp[λ*mq/[1+(αxq/xi)β] 
Bilgili and Scarlet, 
2005(b) 
 
F=[1+ λ(1-Xq/Xi)βmq] 
Bilgili et al, 2006 
 
Slurry Concentration, μ 
k=( μR/μ*R)α 
Tangsathitkulchai, 2002 
Energy Distribution, E 
Sk=Ecm(t)/Eca(t) 
(Fuerstenau and 
Abouzeid, 1991) 
 
Kj=Ek/Eb 
(Liu and Schonert, 
1996) 
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when the system is being run) as well as the amount of fines present in the feed prior 
to or whilst degradation is taking place.  
 
• An enhanced interest in studying the non-linear breakage effect (significant 
interacting breakage conditions) leads to several emerging empirical and simulation 
expressions that include k(t), k(μ), Sk(E), kj(E), F(mN) and F(mq) to appropriately 
model the individual sources of non-linear breakage behaviour. The corresponding 
expressions are listed in Figure 3-9. 
 
• Interestingly, even though, literatures consistently suggest that the occurrence of 
peculiar breakage effect is inherently non-linear in nature, most of the emerging non-
linear breakage factors are found to neglect the great importance of fines fractions 
effects in their mathematical expressions. The work of Austin and Bagga, 1980, 
Fuerstenau and Abouzeid, 1991, Verma and Rajamani, 1994, Liu and Schonert, 
1996 evidently demonstrated that the immediate addition of fines in their sample 
feed mixtures to cause direct acceleration (promotion) or deceleration (retardation) 
in the breakage propensity of their coarsest size fraction sample mixtures.  
 
• Perhaps, it is noteworthy to mention that Bilgili et al, 2005 (a)&(b) and Bilgili et al, 
2006 are the pioneers in attempting to systematically correlate the non-linear 
breakage effects with the surrounding environment due to the presence of fine 
particles in their mixture sample. This model claims to successfully describe the 
three different sources of non-linear breakage as observed by Austin and Bagga, 
1980 and Fuerstenau and Abouzeid, 1991 with a higher degree of prediction 
capability. However, such simulation experiments do not offer much further 
explanation of the effect of the microstructural properties that are evidently shown to 
be a strong influence on the non-linear breakage effects in many of the significant 
interacting breakage condition cases. 
 
• It is in addition revealed that much of the research in the past literature relies greatly 
on the milling and compaction data set for mineral samples such as quartz, copper 
ore, limestone, coal, admixture of dolomite-quartz, calcite-quartz and dolomite-
hematite. As far as the author is aware of, there is no previous research that has been 
attempted to comparatively model the significantly interacting breakage 
performance of highly dense packed bed of organic and inorganic materials as for 
instance sugar and soda ash samples using the breakage matrix approach.  
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• It is clearly shown that, to this extent, no previous attempt has been made to combine 
the current available non-linear breakage model of Bilgili et al, 2005 with the effects 
of micro structural properties and particle property effects as much in depth or in a 
more systematic manner.  
 
• Section 3.2, discusses the advantages to model interparticle breakage effects via 
“Breakage Matrix Approach” (BMA) over the Population Balance Model (PBM). 
Our research is motivated to incorporate some of the concepts available in the past 
literature to possibly relax the present limitations of “Breakage Matrix Approach” 
(BMA); refer Sub Section 3.2.2. If reliable solution to determine the relevant 
breakage matrices for interacting mixtures can be found, this will prove the 
“Breakage Matrix Approach” as a more flexible tool in quantifying degradation 
under both linear and non-linear breakage conditions.  
 
Thus, this study aims to fill in the gap that has not hitherto been developed in previously 
cited research of non-linear breakage modelling by proposing the breakage matrix approach. 
This approach is a more versatile tool for quantifying the breakage of significant and 
insignificant interacting mixtures from empirical to scientific methodologies through to the 
characterisation of mixture microstructural and particle properties. It is hoped much of the 
knowledge gained in this study will serve for a better understanding of the inter-particle 
breakage that can simply be transferred to industrial product quality control measurements 
purpose as well as to industrial milling and other process degradation applications.  
 
 
3.2.5 Measuring breakage matrices with intra-mixture interactions 
Suppose, our interest is to calculate the full breakage matrix of N-component mixture 
consisting of known fractions by mass given by α,β,γ and so on. The general form of the 
breakage matrix relating the input and output a vector under a particular process of 
significant interacting mixture is presented as following: 
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To begin with, a degradation test of entire mixture is performed in purpose to determine the 
input and output vectors as shown in Equation 3-10. However, this does not yet mention 
anything about the breakage matrix, M. To obtain the breakage matrix, next step required is a 
degradation test to be conducted at each individual class in the original mixture. This is 
achieved by taking a unit mass of appropriate number of particle size classes and subjects 
them to degradation tests under the same set of conditions. The procedure is then repeated 
depending on the number of components in the mixture. As result, a series of matrices are 
produced as illustrated in: 
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By combining at a time the successive column vectors of the above single sized tests results 
are given by:                            
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 Equation 3-22 
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The output size distribution in Equation 3-22 is predicted in the condition where the 
interaction is absent within the mixture. The predicted output vector is obtained by 
multiplying the above breakage matrix with an appropriate input vector. The predicted result 
is then compared with the measured output vector generated from the degradation test of 
entire mixture.  If the predicted and measured output particle size distributions are in 
agreement with each other (i.e., A=A’, B=B’, C=C’, D=D’ and E=E’), we can then safely 
conclude that the interaction within the mixture is negligible and hence the correct breakage 
matrix for the degradation process (that is in Equation 3-9) is equivalent to the breakage 
matrix presented above (Equation 3-22).  
 
However, for the interacting mixture, the breakage matrix cannot simply be measured by 
performing individual size classes’ tests. There are 2 issues arising in describing the 
breakage process of the interacting mixture: Firstly, to what extent each species in the 
component mixture degrade more or less due to interaction? Second, how can we find the 
actual composition of each element in the output vector to support the first question? The 
actual composition means whether the material in the output size distributions consisting of 
unbroken mother particles or broken fragments from larger mother particles. These questions 
are answered if the actual M in Equation 3-8 is determined appropriately. Thus, the 
following offers a methodology to obtain the entire breakage matrix in the presence of intra 
mixture interaction. With minimal increase of experimental efforts (from N to N+1 test) with 
an associated simple assumption, the issue of intra-mixture interaction can be handled. The 
assumption is that the propensity for breakage may be affected by intra-mixture interaction, 
but the fragment size distribution produced if a given particle breaks will not (Baxter et al, 
2003). As an effect, the size distribution of fragments from the breakage of a particle in a 
given size class is the same in the interacting and non-interacting cases. 
 
Now to establish the above assumption, suppose the fragment size distribution is not 
influenced by the intra-mixture interaction, considering the degradation of the coarsest 
fraction in the mixture gives: - 
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or, by simplification: 
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 Equation 3-24 
 
Note that, the total of each column in the matrix including the individual size class test and 
N-mixture test must always be unity. Therefore, the subsequent elements (i.e., M31 and M41) 
in the first column of the general breakage matrix can be expressed with similar equations as 
written in Equation 3-23 as: 
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or, by simplification: 
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 Equation 3-26 
 
and likewise, for the following elements in first column of the breakage matrix can be 
expressed with the above analogous equation. Evidently, the only unknown in Equation 
3-26 is M31, since all the terms at right hand side of the equation can be obtained 
experimentally from the individual size test. Effectively, M11 is calculable from the general 
matrix Equation 3-9, i.e. 
 
αM11 = a     hence     M11 = a /α 
 Equation 3-27 
 
because daughter fragments in the α  size class can only originate from mother particles in 
the same size class (if, as is implicitly assumed, there is no recombination of fragments 
following breakage). Combining Equation 3-24 and Equation 3-27 gives: 
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Similar procedure (combining Equation 3-26 and Equation 3-27) is applied for the next 
element in the first column, which yields:  
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This continues for each successive element in the first column.  
 
Crucially, the calculation for the subsequent columns of the breakage matrix depends only 
on data that has been previously calculated. Again, based on our assumption on fragment 
size distributions, we can further determine the element in the second column of the 
breakage matrix analogous with Equation 3-24, we have: 
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Again, all variables in the Equation 3-30 are known except for the M22. By definition, M22 is 
the survival rate of the original second size class and it is calculable with the present of 
available data as follow: 
 
        αM21 + β M22 = B                       
 Equation 3-31
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and in the other form the equation can be expressed as:        
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 Equation 3-32 
 
Thus the subsequent elements in the second column can be calculated as: 
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and then: 
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This procedure is preceded for the following size classes in the mixture. Baxter et.al (2004) 
demonstrates that the equation of the breakage matrix element, Mqp(q>p) can be written as: 
 
        αMp1 + β Mp2+ γMp2+…πMp2 = P 
 Equation 3-35 
 
In which P denotes the proportion by mass of p-th size classes arriving in the entire mixture 
degradation test and the only unknown in the left-hand side of Equation 3-35 is Mqp. The 
other known variables is obtained either experimentally or extracted from the available data 
calculated in the previous column. 
 
By simplification, the equation is expressed as: 
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 Equation 3-36 
In which coefficients of pq and pp are measured experimentally from single size tests 
of p-th size classes. 
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3.2.6 Sample case to determine the relevant breakage matrix of significant 
interacting mixture 
Table 3-2 gives information gathered from degradation tests of binary mixture consisting 
80% w/w of coarse particles (size interval-1) and 20%w/w of fines particles (size interval-3) 
and individual size class of sugar sample under 3.2 MPa compression mode of breakage that 
resemble the significant interacting mixture condition. Using the information given to 
determine the relevant breakage matrix of the corresponding binary mixture with a size ratio 
of φR: 2.0:1.  
 
Binary Mixture Coarse Fine Sample/ 
Size interval mass fraction 
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Table 3-2:  Single size and Binary Mixture Test Results for Sugar Sample by means of 
Compact Degradation under applied stress of 3.2 MPa 
 
Solution: 
 
The general form of relationship between input and output and the breakage matrix for 
significant interacting mixture is given by Equation 3-20 that is: 
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Applying Equation 3-22 and combining column vectors of the individual size classes 
provides the breakage matrix of insignificantly interacting mixture as: 
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and it is assumed only breakage probability is altered while the fragment size distribution of 
the mixture is remain unaffected  by the inter-particles interaction within the mixture, 
submitting a1,  and α  in Equation 3-27 gives: 
 
M11 = A’ /α = 0.61/0.80= 0.77 and as according to Equation 3-28. 
1
2
21 1
1
a
Aa
M
−
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
−
=
α =
( )
74.01
77.0113.0
−
−
=0.11 
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Similarly for size intervals 3, 4 and 5: 
 
M31==
( )
74.01
77.0104.0
−
−
=0.04 
M41=
( )
74.01
77.0104.0
−
−
=0.03 
M51=
( )
74.01
77.0105.0
−
−
=0.05 
 
Employing  Equation 3-35 and substituting available data that are α, M3,1 β and  C, thus 
 
β
α 31
33
MCM −= =
20.0
04.080.012.14 x−
=0.55 
 
Likewise for M43  and  M53: 
 
β
α 41
33
MDM −= =
20.0
03.080.046.6 x−
=0.17 
β
α 51
53
MEM −= =
20.0
05.080.052.8 x−
=0.28 
 
Since there is no individual breakage test performed for size interval 2, 4 and 5, the 
column vectors representing the individual size class tests of the size intervals 2, 4 
and 5 are partly indeterminate and the undetermined elements are rendered as  M22 
M32  M42  M52  M44  and M54. 
 
Therefore, the relevant breakage matrix for the significantly interacting mixture for this case 
is: 
 
M= =
⎥⎥
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⎦
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⎣
⎡
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CHAPTER 4: EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY AND RESULT ANALYSIS 
 
4.0 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter describes the experimental methodologies used throughout the research project. 
The experimental work undertaken can broadly be divided into two categories, which are 1) 
study of the bulk breakage behaviour under “insignificant” interacting condition e.g. under 
impact shear mechanism and 2) testing of particle assemblies under conditions where the 
particles are likely to interact between each other i.e. under compression and compression/ 
shear mechanisms. The experiments performed are aimed to provide reliable data sets under 
given degradation mechanisms that later will be used to validate and establish the 
effectiveness of proposed “Breakage Matrix Approach” in quantifying inter-particle 
interactions in discrete mixture assemblies under lean and dense phase conditions. Such 
reliable data is essential to demonstrate the practical usefulness of quantifying inter-particle 
interactions that will help to support prior predictions of the degradation behaviour of 
particle size classes in industry. 
 
Three different materials differing in shape and modulus of elasticity, namely sugar, soda ash 
and quartz are tested; all capable of producing sufficient volume of mass in the size classes is 
be used for its binary feed which are 850-1180, 600-850 and 300-425 micron. The method 
outlined here includes both single size and binary mixture tests of the material samples under 
different breakage mechanisms and hence different interaction conditions. In addition, 
appropriate parametric studies over a wide parameter space are conducted particularly under 
(i) impact and (ii) compression breakage mechanisms purposely to observe the parametric 
dependency on the particle breakage. Some selective tests are repeated under shear 
mechanism. The parametric experiments carried out are also aimed to identify a range of 
similarities that are advantageous in reducing the number of further necessary tests. Shear 
breakage tests on single size particle samples are also performed to provide future 
experimental procedure to further establish the breakage matrix capability in quantifying 
particulate degradation under compression and shear mechanisms respectively. 
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4.1 Materials & Sample Preparation 
4.1.1 Materials 
Three particulate materials differing in shape and stiffness are used in the present study. 
Table 4-2 summarizes the material properties for each material which includes SEM 
photographs to enable visual comparisons of particle shape. Details of surface photography 
for all materials are shown in Figure 4-1. Two materials considered that are sugar and soda 
ash has similar cubical shape except the latter is more angular than the former.  Examination 
of the surface roughness by means of SEM evidently indicates a number of large asperities 
which protrude from soda ash’s smooth surface suggesting particle shape irregularities which 
differs from sugar granules. Some of the findings are also compared with the third material; 
quartz. Quartz has spherical or round shape features and the surface roughness is 
distinctively irregular, but at a much finer scale; sees Figure 4-1. The materials chosen cover 
range of linear elastic modulus between 12.84-134.23 MPa in which quartz is found to be the 
stiffest material and hardest to break regardless of breakage mode followed by the other two 
materials; sugar and soda ash respectively.  
 
The materials selected in this study are principally non-toxic and non-hazardous and they are 
chosen based on the sufficiency to deliver an adequate amount of mass in order to perform 
single size class and binary mixture tests. In general, each material meets the criterion to 
provide sufficient volume of mass to represent size classes of coarse, medium and fine 
particles that correspond to size ranges (species) of 850-1180, 600-850 and 300-425 micron 
respectively. Further reasoning detail as to why each material is chosen for this study is 
explained further in Table 4-4. Additional information on the materials’ particle size 
distributions (PSDs) can be found Table 4-1. The PSDs is obtained by passing 1 kg of 
sample through a multiple sieve stack. 
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Particle size distribution, % 
Material/ Size, micron 
Sugar Soda Ash 
>1180 0.37 1.85 
850-1180 6.02 6.89 
600-850 49.10 19.39 
425-600 24.48 32.37 
300-425 5.10 19.29 
<300 2.37 20.21 
Total 100.00 100.00 
 
  Quartz (coarse and medium size class) 
Particle size distribution, % Material/ 
Size, micron Chelford 14/25BS Chelford 18/36BS 
>1180 3.80 2.10 
850-1180 83.00 49.30 
<600 13.20 48.60 
Total 100.00 100.00 
 
  Quartz-Chelford 30 (fine size class) 
Size, micron Particle size distribution, % 
>425 53.90 
300-425 44.40 
<300 1.70 
Total 100.00 
 
Table 4-1: Particle size distribution of selected materials. 
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Figure 4-1: SEM photographs of the surface of particles of 600-850 micron of (a) sugar (b) 
soda ash and (c) quartz using SEM. 
(b) 
(c) 
(a) 
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Material Particle shape by SEM 
 Imagesx90 
Size range, 
 Micron 
Shape Linear elastic 
modulus, MPa 
Moh’s  
Scale 
Angle of Repose, 
AOR, o 
Sugar C: 850-1180 
M: 600-850 
F: 300-425 
Angular 
with small 
surface 
asperities 
 
15.89 3.0 
(Jessica Elzea 
Kogel et al, 2006) 
 
30-44 
(Powder and Bulk 
Dot Com, 2010) 
Soda Ash C: 850-1180 
M: 600-850 
F :300-425  
 
Large 
surface 
asperities 
 
12.84 2.5-3.0 
(Jessica Elzea 
Kogel et al, 2006) 
32-37 
(Powder and Bulk 
Dot Com, 2010) 
Quartz 
(Chelford 
30& 
18/36) 
 
C: 850-1180 
M: 600-850 
F: 300-425 
Round/ 
spherical & 
quite 
smooth 
surface 
 
134.23 7.0 
(Jessica Elzea 
Kogel et al, 2006) 
30-35 
(University of 
Portsmouth, Civil 
Engineering 
Department, 2009) 
Table 4-2:  SEM images of particles shape and material properties of chosen materials.
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4.1.2 Material Properties  
4.1.2.1 Bulk Density, Void Fraction and Packing Fractional Density 
The material bulk density of each material was taken by pouring fully of a known volume, V 
and weight, wo of a Perspex container with dimension of 5 cm diameter x 10 cm height. The 
sample was carefully levelled with scrapper and then transferred to a weighing scale to 
measure the total weight of Perspex container, wt. The bulk density was calculated as 
according to Equation 4-1 and the tests were repeated twice to confirm its reproducibility. 
 
VVolume
Wmass
DensityBulk netbulk ,
,
, =ρ  
VvolumecontainerPerspex
WcontainerPerspexsampleofweightTotal t
,
,+
=  
 Equation 4-1 
                                          
Porosity is defined as the volume fraction of void spaces (fraction of the volume of voids 
over the total volume) in a powder mass ranging between 0-1. A value of porosity can be 
calculated by knowing the bulk density and particle density where the relationship can be 
expressed as: 
 
       Porosity, ε  = 
particle
bulk
densityParticle
densityBulk
ρ
ρ
,
,
1 −  
 Equation 4-2 
In which, 
Particle Packing Fraction, f = 1-ε 
 Equation 4-3               
 
Much higher bulk and solid density is shown for quartz material followed by soda ash and 
sugar sample where detail of the material properties is tabulated in Table 4-3. Interestingly, 
particles of significantly spherical shape of quartz show the least value of “loosely-filled” 
bed porosity compared to the other samples. This is believed to be due to the discrete 
mixture size distribution tabulated for quartz in Table 4-3. In contrast, large “loosely-filled” 
bed porosity values are indicated for samples of sugar and soda ash. This is indicative of 
angular particles of irregular shape also exhibiting large surface asperities. Further 
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consolidation of the loosely-filled samples would significantly reduce the bed porosity; see 
Seville et al (1987).  
 
It is cited in literature that an increase in particle surface texture results in an increase of the 
interparticle friction and thus the packing fraction and contact coordination number will 
increase with increasing consolidation load to much greater extent; (German, 1989). 
 
Material Bulk Density, 
ρbulk, kg/m3 
Particle Density, 
ρparticle, kg/m3 
Loosely-filled 
void fraction, ε 
Loosely-filled 
packing fraction, 
f 
Sugar 800 1580 
(Mills, 2004) 
 
0.44 0.56 
 
Soda Ash 700 2350 
(Mills, 2004) 
 
0.51 0.49 
 
Quartz 1760 2650 
(Bergaya, 2004) 
0.29 0.71 
 
 
Table 4-3: Bulk density, particle density, porosity and fractional packing density values of 
various “loosely-filled” samples of sugar, soda ash and quartz. 
 
4.1.2.2 Linear elastic modulus, E 
Linear elastic modulus, E is a solid property that presents the stiffness or elasticity of a solid. 
It is also used to characterise the bulk assembly strength of a granular material subjected to 
consolidation. In this study, the measurement of linear elastic modulus were taken by 
compacting 600-850 micron of various samples of sugar, soda ash and quartz under differing 
compaction applied stresses below their failure or yielding limit. The samples were under 
loosely-filled condition prior to each test with initial bulk void fraction as given in Table 4-3. 
25 g of loosely-filled sample material is filled slowly into 50mm compaction die where the 
top puncher is put on top of the sample bed and then compacted at instantaneous required 
load o to generate stress and strain datasets.  
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The stress and strain diagram was plotted for each sample where the linear elastic modulus is 
represented by the slope as depicted in Figure 4-2.Details of linear elastic modulus of sugar, 
soda ash and quartz are listed in Table 4-2.  
 
strain
stress gradient     Emodulus, elasticLinear ==  
 Equation 4-4 
 
 
Figure 4-2: Stress over strain diagram. 
 
The linear elastic modulus of sugar, soda ash and quartz are summarized in Table 4-2, in 
which Quartz is shown as a material with high modulus elasticity, followed by sugar and 
soda ash sample with linear elastic modulus values of 134.23, 15.89 and 12.84 MPa 
accordingly.  
 
4.1.2.3 Moh’s Hardness 
Scratch hardness also known as Moh’s Hardness characterizes the scratch resistance of a 
sample to fracture/ deformation through the ability of a harder material to scratch a softer 
material. The measurement of scratch hardness is measured against the scale by finding the 
hardest material in which the given material can scratch. The classification of the scratch 
Linear elastic 
modulus 
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hardness is made according to the formation of scratches on the surface of the tested sample 
by the suitable minerals/ objects as shown in Figure 4-3. 
 
 
 
Figure 4-3: Objects and mineral used to scale the scratch hardness according to Moh’s 
Hardness measurement method. 
 
It is indicated in Table 4-2, among those 3 samples used in this study, Quartz is found to be 
the hardest material with Moh’s Hardness index of 7.0 followed by sugar and soda ash 
samples with Moh’s Hardness of 3.0 and 2.5-3.0 respectively. 
 
4.1.2.4 Angle of Repose (AOR) 
The angle of repose is measured by measuring the minimum angle made by the inclined 
plane with the horizontal surface when bulk granular materials are poured onto a horizontal 
surface through a funnel. Angle of repose is affected by the density, surface area, shapes and 
coefficient of friction of the materials in which material with a low angle of repose forms 
flatter piles than the material with a high angle of repose. Considerable interparticle friction, 
low packing density, and hence low packing coordination is seen for a material with high 
angle of repose. Angle of repose furthermore is a common measure of interparticle bond 
strength which is scaled by the degree of interparticle cohesion of loose particles. Therefore 
much higher angle of repose is expected as the particles get smaller and irregular. Figure 4-4, 
illustrates an example how angle of repose of Tapioca Pearls is measured.  
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Figure 4-4: Measurement of the Heaped Angle of Repose of Tapioca Pearls 
 
It is demonstrated in Table 4-2, quartz is a material with much lower value of angle of repose 
as opposed to sugar and soda ash sample. These results correlate well with the near spherical 
shape of the quartz particles which are also in dry condition. In contrast, sugar and soda ash 
are hygroscopic and with much angular particle shapes resulting in higher angles of repose in 
heaped condition reflecting their larger value of bulk cohesivity. As evidenced by these 
experiments, AOR is a “bulk assembly” property whose value depends on a range of single 
particle (i.e. particle size and shape), particle surface (i.e. surface roughness, hydrophilicity, 
surface changes) properties as well as the voidage state of the bulk under the given 
experimental conditions. It is customary to suggest that: 
 
Angle of Repose, AOR = fn (ε, c(εo))   
 Equation 4-5               
Where c is the bulk cohesivity whose value is determined by the single particle and particle 
surface properties as well as the state of pre-consolidation (εo) prior to shear of a given 
sample; see for example Nedderman, 1992 and Seville et al, 1987. Hence, AOR values for a 
given material are likely to vary significantly depending on the precise experimental 
conditions as described above. Here, we have only used the values given in literature (see 
Table 4-2) for sugar, soda ash and quartz to merely illustrate how and to what extent the 
inclusion of the AOR will affect the results is established with the semi-empirical 
calculations of the breakage suppression factor, L presented in Chapter 5.  
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The range of values of AOR quoted for sugar in Table 4-2 does appear to vary significantly. 
This is believed to be a function of the variation of the type of sugar used in the experiments 
whether granulated or icing sugar or indeed other commercial available forms of sugar such 
as Demerara and Moscovado which can display significant variations in particle and surface 
properties listed above. Hence, the average value taken for sugar in the subsequent analyses 
presented in Chapter 5 will not be discriminating of these individual commercial brands of 
sugar and label them as such. Having noted all of the above, it would also be fair to say that 
granulated sugar samples used in the breakage experiments were all “free-flowing”. It would 
be quite exceptional to associate a value of AOR much higher than 40-45o with a free-
flowing material. The breakage matrix analysis is only appropriate for free-flowing 
conditions. 
    
Material Description 
Sugar 
(Sucrose) 
Tate&Lyle granulated sugar is a routine domestic/household consumer 
product and the application is widely spread. It is a product of Tate & 
Lyle Co.Ltd and also known as Granulated Sugar. It has a wide size 
distribution between 300 to 1180 microns that could be divided into 3 
different size intervals of 300-425, 600-850 and 850-1180 micron to 
represent coarse, medium and fine size classes respectively. 
Soda Ash 
(Sodium 
Carbonate) 
Manufactured by Brunner Mond Co.Ltd, Netherlands, granulated heavy 
soda ash is one of the important raw materials used in glass, metallurgical 
and detergent industries.  It has wide particle size distribution that is 
between 300-1180 microns that could be separated into 3 different size 
classes of fine, medium and coarse. 
Quartz 
(Silicon Oxide) 
Three grades of quartz are studied, Chelford 14/25BS, Chelford 18/36BS 
and Chelford 30. All of these materials are supplied by the Sibelco UK. 
Study on quartz will be beneficial and directly related particularly in 
cement and glass industry. The grades have similar spherical / round 
shapes however differ with respect to particle size range Chelford 
14/25BS, Chelford 18/36BS and Chelford 30 have considerable amount 
of mass volume that could be used to represent coarse, medium and fine 
size classes appropriately. 
 
Table 4-4:  Industrial specifications of the selected materials 
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4.1.3 Sample preparation 
4.1.3.1 Single size test 
For each material, tests were conducted with single size and binary mixture samples. The 
former test provides information on the breakage characteristics of a single size fraction and 
the latter gives the collective breakage behaviour indicative of size distribution. The tests 
performed yield particle size distributions of the input material that could be either of single 
sizes or mixtures of discrete size fractions. Single size particle test is carried out by taking an 
appropriate sample mass of a suitable single size class of fine, medium or coarse particles 
and subjecting them to a given mode of degradation test (impact test, compression test or 
shear test).  
 
4.1.3.2 Binary mixture test 
The binary mixture is prepared by mixing thoroughly, prior to each test of two appropriate 
size classes to give a size ratio value of 2.0:1 or 3.0:1. The fines composition in the mixture 
is varied from 20%, 50% and 80% to present appropriately coarse continuous, medium 
continuous and fines continuous mixtures (Arteaga and Tuzun, 1990 and Tuzun and Arteaga, 
1992). Size ratio of 2.0:1 and 3.0:1 are chosen to minimize the possibility of segregation 
during experiment that consequently may lead to data misinterpretation for further analysis 
and ‘breakage matrix frameworks’ justification. For coarse continuous samples, 80% w/w of 
coarse and medium species respectively are mixed with 20% w/w of fines species. At 
medium continuous conditions, medium and coarse species are mixed equally 50-50% w/w 
with fines species. For fines continuous mixtures, fines species are mixed with the coarse 
species by 80% w/w. Table 4-5 summarizes the detail of material mixture properties and test 
conditions used throughout the research project. 
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Mechanism Test Size class, (μm)/ 
Size ratio,φR 
Fines fraction, 
xf Impact Compression Shear 
850-1180(coarse) 0.0 * *  
600-850(medium) 0.0 * * * 
Single size 
300-425(fine) 1.0 * *  
medium/fine=2.0:1 0.2,0.5,0.8 * *  Binary 
coarse/fine=3.0:1 0.2,0.5,0.8 * *  
 
Table 4-5: List of tests performed 
 
4.1.4 Methodology of overall test 
In general, the degradation tests conducted in this research is applied in the same way across 
the three breakage modes tested (impact, compression and shear). For ‘proposed method’ 
justification, it is important that similar total breakage is obtained by means of repeated runs 
in equal basis; comparisons between 2 different modes of breakage compression and impact 
modes respectively of “significantly” and “insignificantly” interacting mixtures. 
Experimental programme for the “shear” mode of degradation in Table 4-5 is could only be 
performed at 1 value of the shear rate and for limited number of fractional rotations of the 
shear cell lid. Further experiments would require a much more controlled stress-strain history 
of the samples subjected to shear degradation to achieve reproducibility of degradation 
results over a wider range of conditions. Furthermore, it is recommended that consolidations 
higher than 25 kPa are used to affect much higher compression of particles during shearing 
process. 
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Figure 4-5: Summary of overall test procedures undertaken 
 
The methodology adopted is listed and simplified as follows: 
   
i. Sample is fed/ placed in a corresponding degradation system. Material samples can 
be either single size class sample or binary mixture with appropriate size ratio and 
fines composition of interest. 
ii. Sample is then subjected to (i) instantaneous and (ii) prolonged degradation modes 
test 
iii. Sample is collected and retrieved carefully from the tester apparatus. 
 
Sieving analysis is then performed to obtain the sample product size distribution. From the 
product size distribution, the data collected can be further manipulated to calculate the 
fraction of broken, fraction unbroken (survival rate), ratios of fragments size distribution/ 
daughter particles, average particle size of daughter particles including and excluding mother 
particles. To convert to %, the calculated data has to be multiplied with 100.  
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4.1.5 Weighing balance uncertainties 
Throughout the experimentation, an analytical balance with an accuracy of ± 0.001g is used 
to weigh the samples. However, for experimental and refined analysis, the weighing error for 
the resulting data from degradation tests of impact, compression and shear mechanism is 
considered to be equivalent to ± 0.01g for each measurement. Due to higher level of 
weighing accuracy greater than 99.5% of the same repetitive experiments, the data taken 
from weighing activity, therefore, is round off to ± 0.01g. 
 
 
4.2 Test Facility Description and Experimental Methodology. 
4.2.1 Degradation Impact Test 
This section aims to describe the experimental programme used to study the material 
breakage susceptibility under a condition in which interaction of the particles within the bulk 
samples is likely to be insignificant. Under such conditions, the particles are expected to 
break independently and unaffected by surrounding neighbouring particles. This is 
analogous, for example, to the impact of an appropriately dilute sample into a pipe bend in 
pneumatic conveying system. In a prior research project QPM (Quality in Particulate 
Manufacturing) (http://www.qpm.org.uk) run jointly between the Universities of Surrey and 
Greenwich, a bench scale degradation tester has been designed and constructed to simulate a 
lean phase pneumatic conveyor where material degradation is observed predominantly under 
the impact mechanism (Abou-Chakra et al, 2003, Chapelle et al, 2005, Abu Nahar, 2003). 
This portable piece of equipment has a capability of measuring size reduction at very closely 
controlled particle velocities and impact angles whilst only requiring relatively small 
quantities of material (typically between 5-15g of sample mass) during each test. As 
illustrated below, fitting suitable impact “targets” in the toolkit can be used to account for 
degradation effects due to impact angle. The size distribution of the collected samples after 
being subjected to impact degradation were then determined by manual sieving with 
appropriate BS410 sieves. The breakage tests in this study, however,  are only performed at 
90 degree impact angle at various impact velocities as summarized in Table 4-6, due to the 
reason that more significant breakage is observed as previously demonstrated by Abou-
Chakra et al, Abu-Nahar, 2003. Few tests were conducted below 21 m/s for quartz particles 
(sand) due to insignificant breakage is likely to be obtained when the samples were impacted 
at impact velocity below 21 m/s.  
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Velocity, m/s Material Test Size class, (μm)/ 
Size ratio,φR 7 14 21 28 35 
850-1180 (coarse) * * *   
600-850 (medium) * * *   
Single size 
300-425(fine) * * *   
2.0:1 (medium+fine)  * *   
Sugar 
Binary 
3.0:1 (coarse+fine)  * *   
850-1180 (coarse) * * *   
600-850 (medium) * * *   
Single size 
300-425(fine) * * *   
2.0:1 (medium+fine)  * *   
Soda ash 
Binary 
3.0:1 (coarse+fine)  * *   
850-1180 (coarse)   * *  
600-850 (medium)  * * * * 
Single size 
300-425 (fine)   * * * 
2.0:1 (medium+fine)    * * 
Quartz 
Binary 
3.0:1 (coarse+fine)    * * 
 
 Table 4-6: Summary of Impact Tests. * Test conducted during the current study. 
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4.2.1.1 Description of the Test Facility 
 
Figure 4-6: Degradation Tester & its parts 
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Figure 4-7: Schematic Drawing of the bench-scale degradation tester (Abou-Chakra et al, 
2003). 
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Figure 4-6 shows the QPM Degradation Tester and its parts that are used in this study. A 
schematic drawing of QPM degradation tester is shown in Figure 4-7. The degradation tester 
consists of a balance disc in which the speed can be varied at any required value (Detail A). 
The rotating disc (see Figure 4-7 Detail A) is 100 mm in diameter made from stainless steel, 
and contains eight radial channels of 10mm internal diameter. During testing, the sample is 
fed into the central tube of the tester via a feed hopper. The sample is split equally by means 
of a mechanical arrangement and accelerated into eight radial channels. Upon leaving the 
channels, the particles enter an open trajectory phase until they impact onto targets. The 
target is equally space fixed onto the ring and fitted around the acceleration disc (Figure 4-7 
Detail B). For more details on this test facility please refer to Abou-Chakra et al, 2003. 
 
4.2.1.2 Experimental Procedure with QPM Degradation Tester 
(1) The degradation tester was positioned on a solid bench in a well-ventilated 
laboratory.  
(2) Before performing any test, the tester and its parts were initially ensured to be clean, 
dry and free from debris.  
(3) To assemble all the parts, the collection basket was inserted into the tester followed 
by fitting 90° impact target in place.  
(4) The lid was placed and secured to avoid any escape of dust during the testing. 
(5) The feed hopper was then inserted in place on top of the tester. 
(6) The tester was connected to the 240V power supply and switched on.  
(7) The speed of the rotating disc was set so as to achieve the required particle impact 
velocity (7-35 m/s). 
(8) 5 g of sample material was fed within 15s into the feed hopper.  
(9) After a few seconds, the motor was switched off and the tester disconnected from the 
power supply.  
(10) The lid was opened and any dust adhering to the surfaces was brushed down 
gently over a collecting tray.  
(11) All the parts were removed from the tester, and the debris from the test was 
carefully collected, by brushing gently into the tray as before. 
(12) The particle size distribution of the debris was measured by sieving. 
(13) To test the reproducibility each test was run at least twice. 
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4.2.1.3 Uncertainties associated with Impact Tester 
Samples of materials fed into the impact tester feed hopper need tube is quite small; i.e. 
about 5g. One needs carefully to collect all the debris from each relevant part/ internal 
accessories of the tester and brush out the degraded sample gently over the large collecting 
tray to prevent any loss. Therefore, each test is run twice and averaged. The results however 
suggest the experiments conducted were reproducible and lie within +/-0.5% standard 
deviation of measurement weight in each size class.  
 
4.2.1.4 Effect of impact velocity 
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Figure 4-8: Impact velocity dependency on the extent of breakage of single sized batches for 
3 different material samples (in the size range of 600-850 micron)  at 90 degree impact 
angle with increasing impact velocity of  7, 14 and 21 m/s 
 
The effect of the feed particle velocity on the extent of breakage for the three different 
materials of sugar, soda ash and quartz is shown in Figure 4-8. As expected, increasing the 
impact velocity results in an increase of the overall breakage (total broken) and such trend is 
consistently observed for all materials. This is due to the fact that the particle velocity before 
collision which provides the characteristic momentum that is then converted to the impact 
load which is increased sufficiently to cause increasing breakage during the inter-particle or 
particle wall collisions that take place. The findings also indicate that the predominate effect 
is obviously exhibited by soda ash samples with the lowest hardness/ linear modulus 
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elasticity followed by sugar and quartz sample with medium and higher hardness/ modulus 
elasticity accordingly. The results also reveal that with an extremely harder, stiffer material 
such as quartz much higher impact velocity is required as at 35 m/s to result in similar 30% 
total breakage rate as sugar and soda ash at 21 m/s and 14 m/s correspondingly. Besides 
hardness/ linear elastic effect, the results also suggests, the material with the large surface 
asperities that is the soda ash produces much greater breakage among others.  Similar trend 
is in addition observed with coarse and fines species (size range) which is not shown in here. 
Additional evaluation to study the effect of particle size on the extent of degradation at 
impact velocity of 21 m/s and impact angle of 90 degree in which degradation is most clearly 
observable (Abu Nahar, 2003) is moreover presented in Figure 4-9. Apparently, smaller 
particles show much higher resistance to breakage in comparison to the larger ones owing to 
their lower kinetic energy as well as surface characteristic that contain fewer flaws and faults 
and thus, less breakage is observed. The propensity of breakage for all samples tested in this 
study under impact breakage mode is best fitted with Equation 4-6. 
 
S=
σ
κ ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
ox
x
 (Prasher et al, 1989) 
 Equation 4-6 
 
In which S is weight % of particle broken, x/xo is the sieve cut normalized to the coarsest and 
κ and σ represent the coefficient of breakage correspondingly. The corresponding coefficient 
for all materials is summarized in Table 4-7. The results provide another compelling 
evidence, reproduce the similar finding as discussed earlier which indicate soda ash as a 
material sensitive to breakage with much higher breakage coefficient factor, κ = 0.2332, 
ensuing by sugar and quartz with κ = 0.2124 and 0.2034. 
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Figure 4-9:  Effect of particle size on the propensity of breakage under impact breakage 
mode. 
 
Sample κ σ 
Soda ash 0.2332 1.1265 
Sugar 0.2124 1.0171 
Quartz 0.2081 1.0725 
 
Table 4-7:  Summary of relevant coefficients as according to Equation 4-5. 
 
4.2.2 Degradation by Compaction (compression). 
This experimental method is specifically devised to examine the material degradation 
propensity under conditions where interaction between the particles in the assemblies is 
almost certain. Such state can be achieved by compacting a relatively small bed of densely 
packed material over a range of consolidating pressures. Under relatively dense condition, 
the particles within the assembly are likely to be in sustained contact throughout the test that 
may result in interparticle interactions during breakage. Schonert, 1996 and Abu-Nahar et al, 
2005 reported predominant “shielding effect” by the fines may take place during the 
compaction process that may alter the consisting size classes present in the degraded 
mixture.  
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The effect of particle interaction may decelerate or accelerate the breakage of the coarsest 
size classes. For instance, in this study, Universal Compression/ Tension Instron 1175 
Machine is used to compress the material. The machine is equipped with 100 kN load cell to 
allow several loads to be applied on the sample bed that is placed in a tube arrangement as 
seen in Figure 4-9 and Figure 4-10. The tube arrangement used to hold the sample during the 
test is very simple and all the parts are easy to be dissembled for cleaning. The test results 
revealed impractically high compressive pressure (in the range of 1.3 up to 27.0 MPa) to 
break the particles. Such loads are not likely to be encountered often in process equipment. 
Compaction tests have to be kept between 1.33.2 MPa for sugar and soda ash samples due to 
high applied stresses (greater than 3.2 MPa) can cause severe damage to the particles and 
therefore will be very difficult to analyse. On the other hand, tests were to be conducted at 
much higher applied stresses between 13.5 to 27.0 MPa for quartz (sand) samples due to the 
characteristic of the quartz particles that is hardest to break in comparison to sugar and soda 
ash samples. Table 4-8 summarizes the experiments that are carried out in the present 
research under compression mode. 
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Pressure, MPa Material Test Size class, (μm)/ 
Size ratio,φR 1.3 1.6 1.9 2.4 3.2 13.5 20.0 27.0 
850-1180(coarse)  *  * *    
600-850(medium)  *  * *    
Single size 
300-425(fine)  *  * *    
2.0:1(medium+fine)  *  * *    
Sugar 
Binary 
3.0:1(coarse+fine)  *  * *    
850-1180(coarse) * * * * *    
600-850(medium) * * * * *    
Single size 
300-425(fine) * * * * *    
2.0:1(medium+fine) * * * * *    
Soda ash 
Binary 
3.0:1(coarse+fine) * * * * *    
850-1180(coarse)      * * * 
600-850(medium)      * * * 
Single size 
300-425(fine)      * * * 
2.0:1(medium+fine)      * * * 
Quartz 
Binary 
3.0:1(coarse+fine)      * * * 
 
Table 4-8: Summary of compression tests. * Test conducted during the current study
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4.2.2.1 Description of the Test Facility 
 
 
 
Figure 4-10: Tube arrangement parts Figure 4-11: Ready assembled tube 
arrangement 
 
A typical tube arrangement used to hold the sample during the testing is shown in Figure 
4-11. The parts of the tube arrangement are illustrated in Figure 4-10. The arrangement 
consists of a tube base, bottom disc and a PTFE tube that is inserted in the secured stainless 
steel ring to give an internal diameter of 50 mm. The advantage of having PTFE internal wall 
is to provide a smooth wall surface and hence to minimize the effect of wall friction. Prior to 
testing, the bottom disc is placed on the tube base. The secured ring whose having a PTFE 
tube insert is then slowly introduced on to the arrangement base studs and securely screwed 
with nuts to ensure the PTFE tube remain rigid. The material is poured evenly in the tube 
and the top punch is placed on the top of the sample. The sample is then compacted between 
two-parallel platens by using Instron 1175 (see Figure 4-12). 
 
tube  
base 
secured 
ring 
 
nut
PTFE   
tube 
 
bottom 
disc 
  top 
  punch 
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Figure 4-12: Instron Machine 1175 
 
4.2.2.2 Experimental Procedure 
(1) The Instron machine 1175 is turned ON 
(2) The computer which is connected to the Instron machine, is switched ON 
(3) The computer is set up to direct the loading frame to compact the material under 
given load condition between 2.55 to 53.01 kN and at a slow recommended 
crosshead velocity of 0.75 mm/min. The speed is chosen in order to prevent any 
“shock” degradation due to impact of the platens on material at the sample 
boundaries and also enables the load applied to be distributed evenly within the 
assembly. The machine is set up to trip under load control condition in which 
the compaction will be stopped when the load reaches a required value. 
(4) All the parts of the tube arrangement are assembled as shown in Figure 4-12. 
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(5) The tube arrangement is filled with an appropriate sample mass of interest material 
and the top puncher is placed on top of the bed 
(6) The tube arrangement, which is filled with sample, is placed on the holder base of 
the Instron machine 1175. The top-loading frame of Instron machine 1175 is 
adjusted to touch the tube’s top puncher surface. 
(7) By using the Instron machine 1175 controller, the load balance and extension are set 
to 0. To compress the sample, ‘START’ button in the software environment is 
clicked.  
(8) After compression, the test material is carefully removed from the tube for sieve 
analysis. 
 
4.2.2.3 Uncertainties 
It is important to ensure that the rod punch and the lid is always in aligned position to 
prevent any uneven compaction during the tests. It is necessary the sample in the die is 
levelled off before each test. Lid deflection may result in discrepancy with the sample bed 
breakage performance due to uneven distribution of forces within the bed sample and thus, 
certain areas can be seen to be compacted more than the remaining areas. The load and 
extension settings in the computer linked to the Instron Machine are always kept in 0 or 
always in negative sign to indicate the force is applied from top down and also to ensure the 
appropriate force is applied within the bed sample.  
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4.2.2.4 Applied stress dependency 
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Figure 4-13: Linear applied stress or P/E dependency on the fraction of broken particles in 
single size class tests of the three material samples. 
 
Apparently, increasing the applied stresses increases the extent of breakage of all samples in 
which the effect is found to be more prominent in soda ash followed by sugar and quartz 
material. Similarly, as observed in impact breakage tests, the harder material, that is quartz 
with hardness of 7.0, requires largely extensive load as high as 7-fold in the range of 13.5 to 
27.0 MPa to be introduced to result in measurable breakage similar to sugar and soda ash 
samples in the scale of 1.6 to 3.2 MPa.   
 
As demonstrated here, when fracturing brittle “harder” materials require much larger 
compression loads in order to cause breakage. However, “softer” brittle materials will break 
by fragmenting into larger pieces as opposed to harder materials, which tend to break “at the 
edges” causing much smaller debris. The “fracture toughness” index used by the material 
scientist is more relevant in understanding the relationship between the “brittle” and 
“ductile” nature of the solid material and the propensity to fracture. It is also conceivable that 
a brittle hard material may fracture more easily compared to a soft ductile material such as 
copper. It is believed that all materials used in the present work would be classified under 
“brittle fracture” with varying degree of hardness. 
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Clearly, the most irregular particle, that is soda ash, yields much significant breakage 
compared to others. As the particles are less spherical, the packing fraction is increased, thus 
reducing the availability of void spaces. Smaller void spaces increase the inter-particle 
friction within the sample bed while compaction is taking place. This is then giving rise to 
the much more extensive breakage observed with the more angular particles that can be 
compacted to much smaller bed porosity due to the higher mobility of particles in the 
loosely-filled state of angular, irregular shaped particles; refer to porosity measurements of 
“loosely-filled” samples in Table 4-3. This is believed to be a good example of the 
significance of particle property characteristics to influence the breakage probability 
irrespective of the breakage mechanism.  
 
Table 4-10 provides a summary of the particle breakage behaviour during compaction that 
are also supported by the optical microscope images of the daughter particles retained on the 
300-425 sieve cut resulting from the breakage of the coarse species of soda ash, sugar and 
quartz.   
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Figure 4-14:  Influence of particle size on the degree of degradation under compaction 
breakage mode 
 
Figure 4-14, presents the size dependency on the degree of degradation when the sample is 
subjected under compaction breakage at ratio of applied stress to linear elastic modulus 
index, P/E of 0.15 where P is the applied pressure and E is the linear elastic. The 
dimensionless index of P/E is considered in this study to ensure that valid comparison is 
made on the particle breakage of various different kinds of materials of the same mode of 
brittle fracture.  The value of P/E = 0.15 is found to be a reasonable measure between the 
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limit of P/E conducted in this research, that is between 0.10 to 0.20, which is shown to result 
the most convincing results of the effect of particle size of varying samples.  
 
As would be expected, larger particles are shown to experience more pronounced 
degradation in comparison to smaller ones that are more robust and resilient to breakage. 
This reproduces the previous findings in impact breakage mode, which confirms that the 
intrinsic resistance to breakage decreases with increasing size of particles.  
 
Similar to the impact breakage, the relationship between the total weight of broken particles 
and the particle sizes is fitted via Equation 4-6 and the relevant coefficients are summarized 
as in Table 4-9. 
 
Sample κ σ 
Soda ash 0.234 0.868 
Sugar 0.219 0.980 
Quartz 0.202 1.034 
 
Table 4-9: Relevant coefficient under compaction breakage as according to Equation 4-5. 
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Material Soda ash Sugar Quartz 
Optical image of 
daughter particles from 
compaction breakage of 
800-1180 micron single 
size sample 
Description Removal of large number of surface 
asperities due to inter-particle surface 
friction (abrasion) leaving the 
particles much rounder and exhibiting 
much less surface asperities than the 
corresponding mother particle. 
Massive damage due to fragmentation 
and chipping mechanism with some 
of the particles splitting into two and 
none of the particles remaining the 
same as their mothers.  The shape of 
daughter particles varies from much 
angular to pyramid to conchoidol and 
3D-trapezium-like shape. 
Destructive breakage due to 
fragmentation and chipping 
mechanism with none of the particles 
are preserved in their original shape 
leaving some of them in 
hemispherical, conchoidal and much 
irregular shape due to removal of 
their edges or surface layers. 
 
Table 4-10: Optical microscopic images of the mass arriving in 300-425 size classes after compaction breakage of the coarse species
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4.2.2.5 Dependency on the Instron Cross head Speeds (variation of compaction rate)  
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Figure 4-15: % broken on the sieve cut 600-850 micron after breakage of medium species at 
various crosshead speeds. 
 
The effect of varying crosshead speeds on the % of broken particles for single size of sugar 
sample is presented in Figure 4-15. It is revealed that an increase in the crosshead speeds 
from 0.5 to 50 mm/ min results in almost constant % of broken particles. Even though, there 
is slight variation on the amount of % broken sample seen with further increase of cross head 
speeds, the effect is found to be insignificant and almost negligible. This indirectly 
substantiates that the strength of the sample bed under compaction breakage is independent 
of the compaction rate.  
 
Coureyor, 2000 and Briscoe and Ozkan, 1997 have demonstrated with brittle materials such 
as alumina beads, the breakage rate is somewhat decreased when cross-head speed is 
increased under compaction. This is commented by Briscoe and Ozkan, 1997 to be due to the 
increased non-homogeneous particle bed loading under high compaction speeds.  
 
Thus, to eliminate such a possibility, and to reduce shock probability due to impact and to 
ensure more uniform stresses transmission within the sample bed, the crosshead speed of 
0.75 mm/min is chosen for all of the compression tests.   
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Similar trend is also expected to be observed with quartz due to its brittle and surface 
roughness characteristic similar to sugar. Soda ash is predicted to show somewhat different 
behaviour due to large surface asperities. This needs further verification (see Figure 4-16 
below). 
 
4.2.2.6 Load holding time dependency 
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Figure 4-16: Effect of holding time on the medium size species (600-850 micron) survival 
rate under compaction breakage of P/E index of 0.15 for  sugar, soda ash and quartz 
samples.  
 
Figure 4-16, shows that prolonged compaction holding time does not result in any significant 
influence on the extent of breakage beyond the first minute of load holding time under 
compaction. However with much shorter holding times, significantly less breakage is 
observed especially with soda ash.  The experimental measurement variation is found to be 
quite small in the limit of +/-3% which suggests good reproducibility of the results obtained. 
The finding is found to be consistent across all materials in which fairly constant survival 
rate is observed within the range of holding time tested beyond the initial stage of 1 minute. 
This could be reasoned by the fact, the amount of fines (mass arriving in 300-425 sieve cut) 
after single size bed breakage test is too little in governing significant changes in bed 
microstructure to exhibit significant obscuring effect that would lead to suppression in 
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breakage over a long time period during compaction. Such effects are confined to very early 
stages of the compaction process. 
 
The cases of holding time less than 2 minute in Figure 4-16 could therefore be regarded as 
“instantaneous compaction” for all intensive purposes.    
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Figure 4-17: Pseudo-steady state test for sugar sample. +/-5% error bars have been added 
in the figure. 
 
Figure 4-17 provides an insight into the effect of the presence of fines within the confined 
samples. When fines are removed in successive compaction runs at increasing holding times, 
the breakage rate is significantly increased as the shielding effect seen by the presence of 
fines in the original sample is eliminated. Hence the breakage process is believed to be 
“independent” of the holding time only when fines are removed from the samples after 
compaction. This is a very significant result confirming the “highly-interactive” nature of the 
degradation process in the initial pseudo-steady state of bed compaction. 
 
4.2.2.7 Dependence of breakage on height of particle bed and mass of sample 
Figure 4-18 and Figure 4-19 show the relationship between sample mass and number of 
particle layers (in terms of equivalent particle diameters) on the degree of degradation. The 
error bars for both figures are found lie within +/-5% but not shown on the figures. It is 
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shown that increasing the sample bed height from 1 to 4 particle diameters across all size 
ranges tested leads to a sudden decrease on the extent of breakage; however such effect 
gradually vanishes when the bed height is larger than 4 particle diameters. A plausible 
explanation of this finding is that, with increasing number of layers, the number of contact 
points are increased, so does the load sharing in between particles which give rise to much 
stiffer bed response. Considering a single particle layer sample without any additional 
layering protection, the particles within the sample bed would have much greater opportunity 
to feel most of the load to result in more destructive breakage in contrast to the sample bed 
of multiple layers. With added protection in multiple layers bed condition allows the top 
layer near the platen to feel most of the applied load and transmitting the remaining stresses 
to the layers below to result in less breakage until up to 4 particle diameters beyond which 
the particle arrangement and layering is becoming inconsequential to the observed breakage 
process.  
 
There is significant insight here that breakage occurs selectively within its optimum range of 
sample mass or bed height which highlights the prerequisite to classify the feed prior to test. 
This is owing to breaking too thin a sample possibly leading to all particles being selected to 
be broken or resulting in unexpected catastrophic breakage. Whilst, too thick a sample may 
give rise to much lesser breakage that may lead to significant result misinterpretation when 
inter particle breakage is considered. The particle degradation in very shallow beds (< 4 
particle layers) therefore requires significant treatment of stress distributions within the 
sample beds. 
 
The results presented in this study also reproduce earlier findings by Schonert, 1996 and 
Kanda et al, 1990, who have observed wall effects and particle arrangement independency 
on the breakage probability when their sample is compacted at bed heights greater than 4 
particle diameters. Schonert, 1996 furthermore suggested, for ideal bed compaction, the 
container limit of aspect ratio, H/D < 0.333 has to be fulfilled prior to proceeding with the 
compaction breakage test. 
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Figure 4-18: Effect of varying sample mass on the extent of breakage of various particle 
sizes for sugar sample under applied stress of 3.2 MPa 
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Figure 4-19: Effect of varying sample bed height on the % breakage of sugar sample 
differing in particle size at applied stress of 3.2 MPa 
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Figure 4-20: Relationship between propensity of breakage and bed aspect ratio for samples 
of sugar, soda ash and quartz at an Applied Stress over linear elastic  modulus Index, P/E of 
0.20. 
 
Figure 4-20 shows that the particle degradation processes to be affected significantly by wall 
effects when the bed aspect ratio H/D < 0.05. In such cases, stress transmission within thin 
sample show much greater variation with height of sample. This confirms the previous 
results presented above. 
 
4.2.3 Degradation by Shear  
This experimental programme is undertaken purposely to provide future experimental work 
that is required to further establish the applicability of the method outlined under section 
3.2.5 in measuring the relevant breakage matrix of dense mixture at different shear strains 
and under different shearing mechanisms. Shearing a bed of dense sample is a further 
alternative means where degradation of interacting mixture can be studied. Unlike impact 
and compression tests where the breakage occurs instantaneously, shear degradation involves 
significant attrition time history that will complicate particle degradation processes. 
Therefore, shear strain and strain-rate variations with time are important variables that need 
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to be taken into account when studying the breakage propensity under shear. In this study, 
Schulze ring shear tester (RST-01) is employed. The benefits associated by employing this 
test equipment are that it allows various degrees of rotational angle (unlimited) strain could 
be applied on the tested sample; the sample bed depth could be adjusted by fitting the 
appropriate number of ring spacers onto the bottom cell whilst it’s very easy to clean and 
handle. In order to shear the sample, the bottom ring is rotated relative to the upper lid. After 
the required degree of rotational angle, the machine is switched off and the sheared sample is 
taken out for sieving analysis. The picture of the test equipment is shown in  
Figure 4-21 and Figure 4-22. 
 
4.2.3.1 Description of Equipment 
The ring shear tester with outer and inner cell diameters accordingly of 200 mm and 100 mm 
respectively is used to provide an equivalent annular width of 40 mm, is used. The sample is 
placed in the annular trough and gently levelled. The top lid is positioned onto the bottom 
ring by means of the counter balance system to keep it suspended and to avoid unnecessary 
compression on the sample. The load is applied vertically through the top lid and established 
by placing about 24.5 kg weight pieces on a hanger. The velocity is set at constant speed of 1 
mm/s and the machine is turned on. The tester is supplied with 2 different measurements of 
gripping groove that are 2x2mm and 4x4mm pyramid pattern. The initial test results with 
sugar sample shows that there is slippage if the gripping grooves of 4x4mm groove are used 
(see detail pattern of the gripping grooves in Figure 4-23). This is believed to be due to the 
reason that wider groove is unable to grip the particles effectively. 
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Figure 4-21:  Picture and basic schematic diagram of Schulze ring shear tester, RST-01. 
 
Accordingly, 600-850 micron size class is chosen.  Preliminary tests also revealed that the 
extent of breakage of sugar sample is independent of the number of cell rotations (rotational 
angle). Therefore, in order to get a general idea how sugar and soda ash break under 
shear/compression mechanism, further tests are only pursued at 360 degree rotations by 
fitting 2x2 mm pyramid gripping grooves onto the bottom and top of the shear tester.   
 
Material Test Size range, micron 
Sugar Soda ash 
Single size 600-850(medium cut) * * 
 
Table 4-11: Summary of shear tests. * Test conducted during the current study 
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Figure 4-22:  Picture of accessories/ parts of Schulze ring shear tester, RST-01. 
 
                                                                         
                                                                         
                                                                         
                                                                         
 
                                                                              
Figure 4-23:  Detail diagram and picture of the pyramid pattern of gripping grooves used in 
the ring shear cell study. 
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4.2.3.2 Experimental Methodology 
(1) The ring shear cell is turned to ON. 
(2) The computer, which is linked to the shear cell, is switched ON. 
(3) 20mm spacer is securely inserted and assembled into the bottom ring of the 
shear tester. 
(4) The sample is evenly poured into the annulus channel of the base ring until full 
and leveled by using a scrap. 
(5) The base cell and sample is then weighed and recorded. 
(6) The base cell, which is full with sample, is placed onto the cogs of the shear cell 
and care must be taken that it fits perfectly. 
(7) The ring lid is attached using the counter balance system to avoid any 
compression on the material prior test. 
(8) The lid is attached onto the ‘normal pole load’. 
(9) The tie rods are attached onto the ring lid. 
(10) The velocity is set up to 1mm/s throughout experiments as recommended by the 
manufacturer. 
(11) 24.5 kg of load is carefully placed onto the base of the normal load pole to give 
normal shear stress of 10 kN. 
(12) The computer is set up to following procedure: 
• boot up windows by typing ‘win’ on dos screen 
• select the pico-log recorder program and double click 
• select normal operation 
• select file-new settings. Change the following-max 1500 samples, 
channel 6 
• select new file-data and create appropriate file name 
• select graph and data screens 
(13) Data recording on the pico-log recorder is started by clicking on the record 
button on the task bar 
(14) The shear cell is turned into forward mode using the switch on the front of the 
machine. 
(15) The data recorder is stopped by clicking the stop button on the task bar once the 
bottom ring has completely rotated for 1 full revolution (360o rotation). 
(16) The normal load pole and the counter balance system are removed from the base 
lid. 
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(17) The base and the lid are carefully removed from the shear cell and the material is 
emptied out from the base. 
(18) The base and the lid are cleaned. 
(19) The shear cell is turned off. 
(20) The material is then manually sieved to give percentage of unbroken and broken 
materials.  
 
4.2.3.3 Uncertainties 
It is important the sample bed is even out before applying the normal load to allow more 
homogenous force distribution within the sample bed when shearing is taking place. It is also 
necessary to ensure that the machine is immediately switched off at corresponding marked 
rotational angle to avoid error. The ring spacer has to be fitted properly before securing the 
gripping groove to prevent material rolling down to the base of bottom cell. 
 
4.2.3.4 Effect of the no. of rotations of the shear cell lid 
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Figure 4-24:  Effect of no. of rotations (rotational angle) on the degree of breakage. ± 2% 
error bars have been included in the figure. 
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The result of investigating the effect of rotational angle (no. of rotations) on the amount of 
breakage of brittle sample of sugar and soda ash is shown as in Figure 4-24. Study of the 
influence of the number of rotations on the degree of breakage of a brittle sample suggests 
varying the rotational angle from 180-360o (no. of rotations) does not give any significant 
effect on the extent of breakage of its mother particles. The result for both samples tested 
indicate somewhat constant amount of total broken particles in which  soda ash sample with 
more irregular shape/ surface and low modulus elasticity/ hardness breaks at much higher 
degree in comparison to sugar of angular shape and much higher modulus elasticity/ 
hardness. This evidently suggests, degradation under shear breakage mode is a strong 
function of its particles properties. The reproducibility of the measurements presented in in 
Figure 4-24 is found to lie within ± 2%. 
 
Figure 4-24 suggests that it may also be necessary to vary the rotational speed as well as the 
number of rotations as also suggested by Bridgwater, 1987 and Neil & Bridgwater, 1985. 
The effect of strain-rate on particle breakage is further discussed in section 4.2.2.5 when 
discussing the results of the Instron compression tests of individual samples where the 
crosshead velocity is shown to affect the compaction breakage results. It is believed that a 
larger number of cell rotations might be necessary to perhaps result in significant changes in 
breakage as evidenced by Bridgwater, 1987 and Neil & Bridgwater, 1985 previously. 
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4.2.3.5 Effect of sample bed height within the shear cell 
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Figure 4-25:  Effect of bed particle bed height on the degree of breakage. ± 2% error bars 
have been added in the figure. 
 
Investigation on the influence of no. of bed height or sample mass on the degree of breakage 
is obtained by varying the bed height sample which also indirectly correspond to varying the 
sample mass. It is shown in Figure 4-25, immediate plateau effect is observable on the 
amount of the total broken particles for both samples which then safe for us to conclude, the 
mass chosen in this work is adequate to be used as a reference to perform binary mixture test 
under shear mechanism in future. This result is also an indication, the tester used in this 
study adequately to represent the sample bed to be sheared under shear mechanism. The 
results are shown to be reproducible with variation of +/-2% standard deviation. In all the 
runs, the shear rate is kept constant at 1 mm/ min. It is believed that at higher value of 
rotational distance of travel of the shear cell lid the grip may get slightly loose, therefore 
believed to be responsible for slightly smaller breakage at 1 rotation seen in Figure 4-24. 
This would require further much more substantive address which is left outside the scope of 
the current study. 
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4.3 Conclusions 
• Consideration of all the degradation test results presented in this chapter 
indicates that soda ash samples to be most prone to particle breakage 
irrespective of the mode of degradation. This is believed to be strongly related 
to particle properties such as irregular and angular shapes and significant 
surface asperities as well as the soft and moisture absorbing nature of this 
material. Various explanations are also provided in this chapter for the observed 
differences in the degradation behaviour of all three materials tested namely 
quartz, sugar and soda ash samples respectively. 
 
• Depending on the mode of breakage, effects of particle bed dimensions, history 
and rate of application of stresses and strain rate are also shown to have 
significant influence in some cases. 
 
• Study of the breakage of dense phase assemblies requires prior selection of feed 
material mass and sample size to be undertaken owing to the maximum 
breakage particle found to occur selectively within a range of optimum sample 
mass or bed heights.  
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CHAPTER 5:  MODELLING OF DEGRADATION PROCESS-DISCUSSION 
  
5.0 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter discusses the application of breakage matrix approach in quantifying the 
breakage of interacting and non-interacting mixtures for various different kinds of crystalline 
solids.  In general, the discussion is divided into 2 main degradation mode categories of (1) 
degradation by compaction (refer to section 5.2) and (2) degradation by impact (refer to 
section 5.2) to correspondingly replicate the degradation behaviour of dense and lean phase 
assemblies of samples differing in particle physical (i.e. modulus of elasticity, Moh’s 
hardness, shape and surface roughness) and mixture properties (fines composition and 
mixture size ratio). The technique proposed adopts the concept proposed by Broadbent and 
Calcott, 1956a&b with extra added feature of the coefficient of interaction function, A to 
account for the mixture microstructural and material properties effects of the tested 
materials. 
 
The validation of the invoked underlying assumption prior to developing this model is 
clarified in the earlier sub-section (refer sub section 5.2.1) backed with compelling figures 
and pictures in support of the proposed hypothesis. The model calibration and prediction 
capability are presented and discussed for each of individual materials as according to 
compaction and impact breakage modes together with an effect of mixture micro structural 
and particle physical properties. It is shown that, in all cases the proposed method predicts 
the particle breakage in mixture with ±5-9% data reliability. 
 
Interestingly, it is found that the coefficient of interaction, A is a useful quantifying index in 
indicating the degree of interparticle interaction in the mixture which results in further 
suppression of the coarsest particles breakage. This could be quantified as the ratio of 
fractional breakage of the coarsest particles within a mixture, SEXP and to the breakage of a 
single size bed, So correspondingly. 
 
5.1 Derivation of coefficient of interaction, A 
As discussed in Chapter 3, the product size distribution of a given feed mixture, f can simply 
be calculated via simple mathematical expression of Mf = p (Equation 3.8) in which element 
vectors in breakage matrix, M can be found by combining column vectors of single size tests 
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of 2 relevant species containing in a binary mixture. However, this is only applicable if 
linearity of breakage assumption (negligible influence of particles on each other to cause 
promotion/ obscuration of breakage) is valid. Let’s we specifically define M = MNINT and p = 
pNINT in the case of non-interacting breakage is considered in which Equation 3.8 can be 
written as: 
MNINTf = pNINT 
  Equation 5-1 
 
Where MNINT and pNINT refer to the breakage matrix and product vectors of self independent 
breakage case of which the corresponding elements for MNINT could be obtained from 
monosized tests of relevant species contained in a binary mixture. Whilst assuming 
independent breakage is not always true in practise, therefore, Equation 3.8 can be expressed 
as a relationship between feed and product vectors of significant interacting mixture, pint by 
multiplying the breakage matrix of self governing breakage mixtures,  Mint with its feed 
vector, f that is: 
Mintf = pint   
  Equation 5-2 
 
The element column vectors in Mint can simply be calculated as according to Equation 3-36 
(for more detail, refer to sub-section 3.3.5 and 3.3.6). Equation 5-1 and Equation 5-2 denote 
calculation/ or prediction of product size distribution, PSD based on non- interacting 
breakage (NINT Breakage) and breakage matrix calculation (BM Calculation) accordingly 
which are later on useful to be compared with the product size distribution of unknown 
interacting or non-interacting binary mixture, pEXP  that is obtained experimentally (either by 
compaction or impact degradation tests). 
 
In the case, interparticle breakage is essentially unaffected by each other’s presence (non-
interacting breakage condition): 
 
pEXP = pNINT   and therefore MEXP = MNINT    
 Equation 5-3 
 
Whereas in the case of significant interacting breakage condition (self governing or 
environment dependent breakage): 
 
pEXP  ≠  pNINT  and hence MEXP  =  Mint    
 Equation 5-4 
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Abu-Nahar et al, 2005&2006, proposed that quantification of interparticle breakage of 
unknown interacting or non-interacting mixtures could be calculated by comparing two 
product vectors obtained from experiment and conventional breakage matrix calculation (as 
according to Equation 3.8 or Equation 5-2). Here, any self similarity deviation that exists 
between two pairs of product vectors is an indication of interparticle interaction that may 
promote or obscure the breakage probability of the topmost size fraction present in the 
mixture. In a more recent attempt, Abu-Nahar et al, 2010 suggested more refine analytical 
mathematical expression as a measure of the interparticle breakage interaction effect based 
on the self similarity divergence concept of coarse particles breakage, S of independent tests 
from their extent of breakage when surrounding environment dependency is absent (S=So) 
within the two mixed species. The coefficient of interaction, A therefore could be expressed 
as a ratio of difference between two fractional breakage values as:   
 
A = SEXP/So        
 Equation 5-5 
 
So and SEXP respectively denote the fractional of breakage of coarse particles from single size 
and sample mixtures observed experimentally. In the case of interacting mixture condition, 
Equation 5-5 can be re-written as: 
 
A = Sint /So        
 Equation 5-6 
 
In which fractional breakage of interacting mixture and single size topmost size fraction can 
be calculated from: 
Sint = 1-Mj   and   ( ) 10011 int×−−= fj x
p
M    
 Equation 5-7 
 
Whilst                                                       So = 1-Mo 
 Equation 5-8 
  
Alternatively, in the case of non-interacting mixture:           
 
So= SNINT  = 1-MNINT,j   and ( ) 10011, ×−−= f
NINT
jNINT x
p
M  
   Equation 5-9 
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Note that Mj, MNINT,j and Mo signify the unbroken fractions resulting from degradation tests 
of the interacting mixture, non-interacting mixture and single size of the coarse particles 
where xf denotes the fines composition added in the binary mixture feed. 
 
Abu-Nahar, 2005 furthermore observed that, there exists a correlation between fines addition 
with the degree of breakage suppression or fractional breakage of mixed species in which the 
relationship between the fines present in the mixture with the coefficient of interaction, A 
could adequately be represented via an exponential function of the form: 
 
A = exponent (-axf) 
 Equation 5-10 
 
In order to account for the effect the particle mixture size ratio, a could be splitted into 2 
separate functions of (1) breakage suppression factor, L and (2) mixture size ratio, φR. 
Therefore, Equation 5-10 can be expanded as: 
 
A = exponent (-L(xf/(1+φR)) 
 Equation 5-11 
 
The suppression breakage factor is always positive, L > 0. As L=0, the mixture is expected 
to break as according to its single size fraction breakage behaviour. In the case of L near to 
0, the effect of the effect interparticle interaction with the fines present to protect the 
breakage of the coarsest particles becomes weaker.  The breakage suppression factor, L is a 
quantifying function that describes in detail the degree of breakage of the coarsest size 
fraction by the addition of fines fraction in the mixture whose value can be obtained from the 
slope of ln (A) plotted as a function of the dimensionless group, (xf/(1+φR)).  
 
It is further suggested that the breakage suppression factor could also be decomposed into 2 
separate functions of an absolute breakage suppression factor, ψ  multiplied by a material 
properties function of the angle of repose, AOR where the angle of repose has a reciprocal 
effect in the breakage suppression factor, L and hence 
 
L = -ψ /tan(α) 
 Equation 5-12 
Consequently,  
ψ = -L/tan (AOR) 
 Equation 5-13 
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 Submitting Equation 5-12 into Equation 5-11, thus: 
 
A = exponent ((-ψ /tan (AOR)) (xf / (1+φR))) 
 Equation 5-14 
 
of which the material and microstructural property factors are simplified as: 
 
ω = tan (AOR)-1 and ϕ = (xf/(1+φR)) 
 Equation 5-15 
 
As a result, the coefficient of interaction could be simplified as a function of absolute 
suppression breakage, material and microstructural properties factors. Hence by 
simplification: 
 
A = exponent (-ψωϕ) 
 Equation 5-16 
 
5.2 Degradation by Compaction 
5.2.1 Daughter particles breakage (fragment size distribution-FSD) history 
Baxter et al, 2004, proposed a simple mathematical solution to relax the restriction in 
calculating breakage matrix of an “interacting mixture” based on a simple assumption 
regarding the fragment size distribution from the breakage events. It is assumed that the 
overall propensity for particles to degrade may modify depending on the mixture properties 
(i.e. the presence of surrounding particles), however, the size distribution of fragments from 
the breakage of an individual particle remains unchanged, independent of the mixture 
properties. This sub-section offers relevant discussion to support the underlying assumptions 
held in Baxter et al, 2004 to gain more quantitative understanding of the degradation in 
“interacting mixtures”, with a view to improve our understanding of the mechanisms of 
particle interaction in certain mixtures.  
 
Recalling Figure 5-3, similar relevant data can alternatively be presented in term of its mass-
averaged fragment size normalised by its mother particle as summarized in Table 5-1. Note  
that this representation specifically excludes the unbroken mother particles that consist of the 
mass averaged particle size of those fragments passing through its mother sieve cut. It is 
shown that the average fragment size as a proportion of the mother particle size is quite 
consistent across all sizes and applied loads. There is slight variation; however; the 
fragments average size in all cases lies within the range of 53-61% of its mother particle size. 
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This suggests that the fragments average size is not affected greatly by varying the mother 
particle size and the applied load. This finding is also corroborated with additional evidence 
obtained from the breakage study of an amixture of quartz and sugar sample which 
reproduces similar results of insignificant unaltered fragment size distribution (FSD) of the 
sugar sample despite the additional presence of 50% v/v of quartz fines species in the 
mixture. As illustrated in Table 5-1, the daughter particles of the sugar component in an 
amixture of sugar and quartz sample is demonstrated to be in good agreement with the single  
size of sugar sample where the FSD of sugar resulting from the mixture breakage lies close 
to its individual breakage under compaction loads at 1.6 and 3.2 MPa respectively. 
 
 
Average daughter fragment size normalised by the 
parent size 
Material Size, micron/ 
Applied stress, 
MPa 850- 
1180 
600- 
850 
300- 
425 
1.6 0.61±0.02 0.60±0.01 0.61±0.03 
2.4 0.58±0.04 0.56±0.05 0.54±0.04 
Sugar 
3.2 0.53±0.02 0.55±0.01 0.53±0.01 
1.6 0.57±0.02 0.61±0.01 0.60±0.01 
2.4 - - - 
Soda Ash 
3.2 0.53±0.01 0.56±0.01 0.54±0.01 
 
Table 5-1 Summary of average fragment size normalized by the parent size of sugar and 
soda ash particles. 
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Figure 5-1: Comparison of fragment size distributions between single size of sugar bed and 
admixtures of sugar-quartz under applied compaction stress of 1.6 and 3.2 MPa 
respectively. 
 
 
 
Figure 5-2: Micro structural image taken by DSLR Canon EOS 5D of fines continuous 
mixture (xf=0.8) of sugar sample at a mixture size ratio of 3.0:1 
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Figure 5-3: Fractional breakage of coarse mother particles in single size and 3.0:1 binary 
mixture compaction tests of sugar. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-4: Micro structural image taken by DSLR Canon EOS 5D of fines continuous 
mixture (xf=0.8) for soda ash sample at mixture size ratio of 3.0:1. 
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Figure 5-5: Fractional breakage for coarse mother particles in mono size and 3.0:1 binary 
mixture compaction tests of soda ash 
 
Supplementary substantiation is also obtained to support this finding by assessing the data 
obtained from an “interacting” binary mixture with a size ratio 3.0:1 where particles in the 
size range 850-1180 micron are the coarser of the two species. The data presented for input 
mixtures of various fines composition are shown in Figure 5-5 which accordingly present the 
coarser fraction breakage of sugar and soda ash. The results reveal that the presence of fines 
species in binary mixture is to effectively hinder the breakage of the coarser particle at a 
given load. Under all loads, the extent of breakage of the single size coarse bed is the most 
significant while the pure fines gave the least fraction broken. The fractional rate of breakage 
of the coarse particles under a given load exhibits further reduction with increasing number 
of fines. This implies that the characteristic of fines to shielding efficiently the coarse 
particles against the external load. If this were the case, it is anticipated the effect of fines on 
coarse particles s reciprocated with increasing amount of fines in the mixture and hence 
breakage of both species are suppressed in comparison to single size coarse bed case when 
the species are mixed.  
 
Due to the mathematical indeterminacy of the fines breakage in mixture in a given mixture 
under compaction, an alternative method to examine the fines particle degradation is 
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undertaken by probing with optical microscopy images of the fines size range obtained from 
individual and mixture breakage tests as shown in Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-7. It is revealed, 
with relatively few fines, the sample behaves literally similar to coarse single size bed in 
terms of its total breakage under given load as per the observed breakage pattern. As the 
fines fraction is increased, the mixture-total breakage with coarse species begins to behave 
more like a single size bed of fines and such observation is apparently consistent with all 
materials tested. Note that, only the results from sugar and soda ash samples were thoroughly 
discussed in here as matter of fact, assumption of daughter particles breakage independent of 
its environment for quartz material has been well established to satisfy adequately the 
breakage model proposed elsewhere (Austin et al, 1972 and Schornet, 1996). 
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Figure 5-6(i-iv): mass fraction 
retained in 300-425 micron 
size classes resulting from the 
breakage of (i) single bed of 
fines (ii) fines continuous 
mixture (xf=0.8) (iii) medium 
continuous mixture (xf=05) 
and (iv) coarse continuous 
(xf=0.2) mixture for sugar. 
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Figure 5-7(i-iv): mass 
fraction retained in 300-425 
micron size classes resulting 
from the breakage of (i) 
single bed of fines (ii) fines 
continuous mixture (xf=0.8) 
(iii) medium continuous 
mixture (xf=05)  and (iv) 
coarse continuous (xf=0.2) 
mixture for soda ash. 
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5.2.2 Degradation of Sugar by Compaction-Discussion 
5.2.2.1 Effect of applied stress on the extent of interaction coefficients of sugar mixture 
samples 
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Figure 5-8: The influence of applied stress dependency on the extent of coefficient of 
interaction, A of sugar binary mixture at 2 different mixture size ratios of 2.0:1 and 3.0:1. 
 
Figure 5-8 presents the sensitivity of coefficient of interaction, A as a function of its applied 
stress for a binary mixture of sugar samples. The results obtained by degrading the medium 
continuous binary mixture sample (MC) at differing size ratio of 2.0:1 and 3.0:1 under 
compaction of various applied stresses.  It is shown that varying the applied stresses by 
factor of 0.8 results in an increase in the value of the coefficient of interaction, A for both 
size ratios tested. The applied stress dependency effect in influencing the extent of the 
coefficient of interaction value, A is also found to be consistent in the case where the fines 
fractions are varied from 0.2 to 0.5 and 0.8 as depicted in Figure 5-9. Here, incremental 
changes in the values of the coefficient of interaction value are demonstrated across all 
considered fines fractions. 
 
(MPa)
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Figure 5-9: The variation of coefficient of interaction, A at various fines fractions for sugar 
binary mixture samples at mixture size ratio, φR = 3.0:1 
  
Such observation is revealed to be well corroborated with the earlier finding when similar 
data sets are presented in terms of the fraction broken, Sint independent of its fines packing 
fraction (refer Figure 5-2) where a comparably increasing trend of the breakage propensity is 
observed due to a change of the applied stress. The increments of the coefficient of 
interaction and hence the propensity of breakage demonstrate that more breakage is expected 
with increasing applied stress. The angular particle shapes of the sugar particles are also 
believed to be effective in increasing sensitivity of the fines degradation to the applied load 
and hence increased breakage suppression of the coarse fraction. 
  
5.2.2.2 Micro-structural dependency of the coefficient of interaction and breakage 
sensitivity of the sugar sample mixtures 
 
Figure 5-10 show the influence of the purposely added fines in the single size bed of coarse 
particles of sugar sample on the degree of coefficient of interaction. To study the effect of 
the mixture micro structural properties over the extent of the coefficient of interaction, the 
fines fraction of the sample is varied from 0.2 to 0.5 and 0.8 to correspondingly represent the 
 (MPa)
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coarse continuous (CC), medium continuous (MC) and fines continuous (FC) mixtures. It is 
demonstrated that, increasing the amount of fines in the feed mixture results in much 
stronger obstruction of the breakage effect that is reflected by a corresponding decrease in 
the value of the coefficient of interaction as the amount of fractional breakage of the coarsest 
size fraction in the mixture is reduced; refer Figure 5-2. 
 
The fine fraction effect on the coefficient of interaction could be explained by the increase 
number particle number coordination and consequently the number of interparticle contacts 
increases significantly when the mixture is dominated predominantly by the fines fraction. 
As more fines fraction are added to the mixture, the total normal load supported by the fines 
increases and hence the load received per coarse particle decreases. As the fraction of fines 
increases the load per contact drops (because the number of inter-particle contacts increases) 
and this will lead to much lower chance of breakage. The phenomenological effect could 
also be described by the role of the fines acting as a spongy absorber; absorbing part of the 
total normal load distributed within the mixture bed whilst also providing layering or 
cushioning effect over the coarse particles. Additional amount of fines in the mixture 
furthermore decreases the mixture bed porosity due to volume occupation of fine particles 
filling the available gaps giving rise to an improvement in packing efficiency that may 
confine the interparticle mobility which will in turn result much lesser breakage of the 
coarsest particles.  
 
Pronounced suppression of coarsest particles breakage due to an increase in fines addition is 
clearly observable as the mixture size ratio is increased from 2.0:1 to 3.0:1; see Figure 5-10. 
Larger relative size of fines results in an increase in the interstitial void space sizes leading to 
much better coverage of fines over the coarsest size  
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(ii) 
 
Figure 5-10: The influence of the additional fines fraction in the single size bed of coarse 
particles on the magnitude of coefficient of interaction, A at mixture size ratios of (i) 2.0:1 
and (ii) 3.0:1 respectively. ±5% error bars have been included in the figures. 
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(i) 
 
(ii) 
 
(iii) 
 
Figure 5-11: Microstructural images of different fines fractions (i) coarse continuous 
(xf=0.2), (ii) medium continuous (xf=0.5), and (iii) fines continuous (xf=0.8) of sugar binary 
mixture at particle mixture size ratio 2.0:1. 
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(i) 
 
(ii) 
 
(iii) 
 
Figure 5-12: Microstructural images of different fines fractions (i) coarse continuous 
(xf=20% w/w), (ii) medium continuous (xf=50% w/w), and (iii) fines continuous (xf=80% 
w/w) of sugar binary mixture at particle mixture size ratio 3.0:1. 
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fraction where the coarse particles evidently shown in better protection collectively with an 
increase in the amount of fines in the mixture as shown in the photographs taken by DSLR 
EOS 5D (refer Figure 5-11 and Figure 5-12). An increase mixture porosity corresponding to 
the larger size ratios provides more opportunity for fines in occupying the available void 
spaces thus achieving improved covering effect of the surface of coarse particles. 
Consequently, the number of contacts of fines per coarse particles is also increased resulting 
in reduction of the total normal load received at interparticle contacts. 
 
This is supported by the value of breakage suppression factor (as summarized in Table 5-2) 
obtained by best fit analysis from the slope of plotted graph of ln A versus xf/(1+φR) as 
illustrated in Figure 5-13. Similarly, the best fit analysis indicates more prominent effect of 
suppression of coarsest particle breakage when the fines fraction and the mixture size ratio is 
increased which is indicated by an enhanced value in the breakage suppression factor, L. As 
the breakage suppression factor, L is increased; reciprocal effect is expected in the amount of 
breakage of the coarsest size fraction in the mixture. The value of the breakage suppression 
factor obtained from the best fit analysis is moreover justified with the data obtained 
experimentally in terms of its coarsest particle breakage propensity (fraction broken) as 
portrayed in Figure 5-14. It is shown that the fraction broken calculated from best fit to 
experimental data to be in good agreement with fractional breakage obtained experimentally 
where most of the data are observed to lie well within ±5% standard deviation. 
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Figure 5-13: Best fit analysis in quantifying the degree of coarse particles breakage 
suppression, L for sugar mixture samples at mixture size ratio of 3.0:1. ±5% error bars have 
been added in the figure. 
 
 
Exponent, a L, breakage suppression 
factor 
Applied stress, P 
(MPa) 
φR-2.0:1 φR-3.0:1 φR-2.0:1 φR-3.0:1 
1.6 
2.4 
3.2 
0.75 
0.61 
0.49 
1.03 
1.02 
1.47 
2.27 
1.82 
1.46 
3.92 
3.88 
3.25 
 
 
Table 5-2: Summary table of breakage suppression factors, L for binary sugar samples of 
differing mixture size ratios of 2.0:1 and 3.0:1. 
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(ii) 
Figure 5-14: Comparison of the fraction broken calculated as according to L obtained from 
best fit analysis with fraction broken obtained experimentally for sugar binary mixture 
samples at mixture size ratio of (i) 2.0:1 and (ii) 3.0:1 respectively. ±5% error bars have 
been considered in the figures. 
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5.2.2.3 Breakage matrix for predicting the PSD (product size distribution) of sugar 
samples under compaction with varying micro-structural properties and its applied 
stresses 
The prediction capability of the breakage matrix approach in term of its product size 
distribution (PSD) is verified with the data sets obtained experimentally as shown in Figure 
5-15. The PSD as calculated by the Breakage Matrix Calculation (as according to Equation 
5-2) is revealed to be in a good agreement in most of the considered cases. The predictions 
are well within ±7-9% standard deviation of the observed experiments. It is demonstrated 
that, much coarser product PSDs are produced with more addition of fine particles in the 
feed mixture. The fines presence in the mixture is seen to have significant effect in 
suppressing the breakage of the topmost size fraction (850-1180 micron) which is reflected 
by an increase in the % mass retained within the coarsest size fraction in the product from 
15.83% to 36.9% and 54.10% and therefore has resulted in a decrease in % fraction broken 
from 32.4% to 26.2% and 20.8% as the fines composition increases in the feed from 20 to 50 
to 80% respectively. This is believed to be a convincing demonstrator of the “cushioning” 
and “breakage’ suppression effect by the fines. The inclusion of NINT Breakage frequency 
graphs in the figures is to provide additional illustration on the extent of divergence of the 
BM Matrix Calculation or Observed Experiments from the condition where negligible 
interaction between two mixed size species (NINT Breakage) is expected. The BM 
Calculation is performed by accounting the effect of suppression of breakage of coarse 
particles due to fines present, whereas the NINT Breakage does not (PSD is calculated as 
according to Equation 5-1). 
 
Mixing particles of different sizes at various weight fractions on the other hand results in 
promoting the breakage of the fine species where a decrease product by 8.4%, 5.0% and 
3.0% is respectively shown when the fines is further added in the feed mixtures from 20 to 
50 and 80% as compared to independent interparticle interaction breakage effect is assumed 
(NINT Breakage). Such finding leads us to suggest the possibility of more energy is being 
transferred and expanded by the fine particles in protecting the breakage of the topmost size 
fraction during bulk compaction. Variation effect is furthermore indicated on the distribution 
of the product passing over the 300-425 micron, where in some cases the generation of fines 
is found to be increased or decreased as opposed to non-interacting breakage is considered. 
 
Similar observation is also obtained when the samples are prepared and tested using mixture 
size ratio of 2.0:1 as illustrated in Figure 5-16 for 3 different applied loads of 1.6, 2.4 and 
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3.2. Similarly, a good agreement within ±7-9% standard deviation of most frequency graph 
distributions is achieved between BM Calculations and Experiments. An increase of the 
amount of coarse particles retained within the topmost sieve cut with an increase of fines the 
feed mixture is a paramount manifestation of the significant interacting interparticle 
breakage effect due to obscuration of fines. In most cases the agreement is significant 
particularly when the tests were run at much higher size ratio of 3.0:1 which validate the 
flexibility of the breakage matrix approach and its underlying assumptions.  
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Figure 5-15: Frequency PSDs obtained from Breakage Matrix Calculations, Experiments 
and Non-Interacting Breakage Matrix Calculations at varying fines fraction and particle 
mixture size ratio of 3.0:1 for binary mixture sugar samples compacted under 2.4 MPa. 
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Figure 5-16: Frequency PSDs obtained from Breakage Matrix Calculations, Experiments 
and Non Interacting Breakage Calculations for 50% w/w fines composition of sugar binary 
mixture samples with particle mixture size ratio of 2.0:1 subjected under compaction 
degradation test at varying applied compression load. 
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5.2.3 Degradation of Soda ash by Compaction-Discussion 
5.2.3.1 Variation of coefficient of interaction as a function of the applied stress of soda 
ash sample mixtures 
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Figure 5-17: The effect of the applied compaction stress on the magnitude of coefficient of 
interaction, A of soda ash binary mixture at mixture size ratios of 2.0:1 and 3.0:1. 
 
The effect of varying the applied stresses on the degree of coefficient of interaction is 
investigated by presenting the corresponding data sets retrieved from compaction tests of 
binary mixture of soda ash material for two different size ratios of 2.0:1 and 3.0:1 as 
depicted in Figure 5-17. Generally, varying the applied stress leads to an increase of 
coefficient of interaction value, however, the effect is greater with a higher particle size ratio. 
 
The influence of applied stress effect on the extent of coefficient of interaction, A is also 
consistently demonstrated even though in the case when fines fraction of the mixtures are 
varied from 0.2 to 0.5 and 0.8. This is clearly shown in Figure 5-18 where much greater 
sensitivity of coefficient of interaction is shown across all considered fines compositions at a 
mixture size ratio of 3.0:1. 
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Figure 5-18: The compaction load sensitivity of the coefficient of interaction, A at differing 
fines fractions of soda ash binary mixture sample at mixture size ratio of 3.0:1. 
 
Similar observation is also observed when the same data sets are presented in terms of its 
fractional breakage where much clearer suppression breakage effect of the coarsest size 
fraction which is reflected by an increased amount of soda ash fractional breakage across all 
size ratios considered (refer Figure 5-5) when the applied stress is varied from 1.6 to 2.4 and 
3.2 MPa. 
 
The suggested trend to demonstrate the sensitivity of applied stress over the variation of 
coefficient of interaction and fractional breakage for the soda ash sample could be linked to 
its unique material shape and surface characteristics that appear to be present with large 
surface asperities. The existing number of protruding peaks and troughs on its surface as 
photographed by means of SEM is an appealing evidence to suggest that soda ash is a 
material with large number of stress concentration sites that are sensitive to further 
degradation under various applied stresses. An increase of the coefficient of interaction and 
therefore of the amount of the coarsest size fractional breakage is indicated due to the reason 
more breakage is self-evident as the applied compaction stress is increased.  
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5.2.3.2 The influence of micro-structural properties on the extent of the coefficient of 
interaction and breakage propensity on the soda ash sample mixtures 
The effects of varying the microstructural properties on the magnitude of coefficient of 
interaction for large surface asperities such as in soda ash were studied in a number of 
experimental runs. Relevant figures as depicted in Figure 5-18 illustrate the variation of 
coefficient of interaction as a function of its packing fraction for differing mixture size ratios. 
The amount of the added fines fraction is increased from 0.2 to 0.5 to 0.8 to appropriately 
represent coarse continuous (CC), medium continuous (MC) and fines continuous (FC) 
binary mixtures. It is indicated that, changes in the binary mixture microstructure play an 
important role in the resulting breakage suppression effect of the coarsest size fraction due to 
the addition of fines to the sample mixture. This is shown, when coefficient of interaction, A 
is decreased as a result of increasing fine particles concentration. 
  
The shown variation in the coefficient of interaction as a function of mixture composition in 
soda ash sample could be linked owing to an enhance change in particle-particle number 
coordination and hence the number of interparticle contacts notably when more fines is 
added in the mixture (refer to fines continuous feed mixture) resulting to a decrease in stress 
concentration per point of particle to particle contact. As the mixture is dominated mainly by 
the fine particles, they bear part of the total normal load which in turn decreasing the amount 
of load been supported by the coarse particles. The role of fines concentration in the mixture 
could also be described as a spongy absorbent to provide layering effect in protecting the 
coarse particles from further breakage. The presence of fines in the mixture, in addition 
decreases the interparticle bed porosity due to occupation of fine particles in between the 
void spaces leading to an increase in packing efficiency that may constraint the interparticle 
mobility and thus less breakage is observed.  
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(ii) 
 
Figure 5-19: The effect of increasing fines fraction on the extent of the coefficient of 
interaction, A for soda ash binary mixture samples at differing mixture size ratios of  2.0:1 
and 3.0:1. ±5% error bars have been included in the figures. 
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(i) 
 
(ii) 
 
(iii) 
 
Figure 5-20: Microstructural images of increasing fines composition (i) coarse continuous 
(xf=0.2), (ii) medium continuous (xf=0.5) and (iii) fines continuous (xf=0.8) of soda ash 
binary mixture at particle mixture size ratio 2.0:1. 
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(i) 
 
(ii) 
 
(iii) 
 
Figure 5-21: Microstructural images of various fines composition (i) coarse continuous 
(xf=0.2), (ii) medium continuous (xf=0.5) and (iii) fines continuous (xf=0.8) of soda ash 
binary mixture at particle mixture size ratio 3.0:1. 
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Apparent obstruction of coarse particle breakage effect owing to additional amount of fines 
in the mixture is noticeably observed with increasing mixture size ratio from 2.0:1 to 3.0:1. 
Larger relative size of the coarse particles leads to a change in the interparticle porosity 
giving rise to more fine particles being fitted in between the available gaps for improved 
shielding by the fines of the coarsest particles. The occupation of fine particles filling the 
void spaces increases the number of contact per coarse particle due to an increase of the 
surface area of contact as well as the interparticle contact coordination number which in turn 
leads to a reduction of the load distributed to each point of contact. Close examination on the 
soda ash mixture microstructure (as illustrated in Figure 5-20 and Figure 5-21, evidently 
reveal the vital role of fines addition in shielding the coarse particles particularly when the 
relative size of the coarse becomes larger (size ratio of 3.0:1). The set of photographs taken 
by DSLR EOS 5D provides evidence that much better protection is provided with increasing 
mixture size ratio from 2.0:1 to 3.0:1. 
 
The values of breakage suppression factor, L obtained from the best fit analysis as depicted 
in Figure 5-22 moreover support the above findings where greater shielding effect is 
demonstrated with increasing fines fraction at a mixture size ratio of 3.0:1. This is reflected 
by an increase in the value of the breakage suppression factor, L as summarized in Table 5-3 
which indicates stronger suppression of coarse particles breakage as the applied compression 
load is varied. The value of suppression breakage factor obtained from best fit analysis is 
furthermore verified with experimental data sets as according to the coarsest particle 
fractional breakage exhibited in Figure 5-23. It is demonstrated that the fraction broken 
calculated from best fit analysis to be in well agreement with fractional breakage obtained 
experimentally where most of the data are shown to be coinciding with each other within +/-
5% standard deviation. 
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Figure 5-22: Best fit analysis in quantifying the extent of the coarsest particles breakage 
suppression, L for soda ash mixture samples at 2 different mixture size ratios of 2.0:1 and 
3.0:1. ±5% error bars have been added in the figure. 
 
 
Exponent(a) L, supression breakage 
factor 
Applied stress, P 
(MPa) 
φR-2.0:1 φR-3.0:1 φR-2.0:1 φR-3.0:1 
1.6 
2.4 
3.2 
1.16 
1.00 
0.76 
1.84 
1.52 
1.22 
3.47 
3.01 
2.27 
7.00 
5.76 
4.62 
 
 
Table 5-3: Summary of suppression breakage factor, L for binary soda ash mixture samples 
of increasing mixture size ratio from 2.0:1 to 3.0:1. 
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 (ii) 
Figure 5-23:  Comparison of the fraction broken obtained from calculations using values of 
L obtained from best fit analysis with experimental data sets of soda ash binary mixture 
samples at mixture size ratio of (i) 2.0:1 and (ii) 3.0:1. ±5% error bars have been considered 
in the figures. 
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5.2.3.3 Breakage matrix capability in predicting the PSD of soda ash binary mixture 
sample at various fines composition. 
Figure 5-24 compares the PSDs of 20%, 50% and 80% w/w successively (as according to 
BM calculation, experimental observation and input mixtures). Additional analysis is also 
performed at the condition where insignificant interparticle interaction breakage effect is 
expected that is represented by the frequency graphs of NINT Breakage as illustrated in the 
figures. The agreement between the breakage matrix calculation and the experimental 
measurement is very good in most considered cases with regards to the trends and the 
variation of PSD where most of the frequency graphs are found to coincide to each other 
within 7-9% standard deviation of the observed experiments. Breakage Matrix Calculation, 
however, is shown to underestimate the prediction of the product retain within the 2nd size 
interval in all cases (with approximately  ± 15-20% standard deviation). The explanation 
behind this underestimation could be thought by the fact only fewer fragments are produced 
as a result of suppression of breakage by fines in the mixture. 
 
It is indicated that, much coarser product PSDs is obtained when suppression of breakage by 
fines is present by mixing particles of different sizes at various fines compositions. It is 
furthermore revealed that by adding more fine particles in the input mixtures, results in an 
increase in the mass fraction retained from the topmost size class (850-1180 micron) and 
hence decrease the breakage propensity of the coarse species from 27.2% to 16.1% and 
13.8% when the input mixture gets finer (as matter of fact much stronger cushioning effect 
of fines fraction over the breakage of the coarsest size fraction with increasing fines 
concentration in the sample). This is appealing evidence that suggest the significant 
contribution of fines presence in the input mixture in influencing the breakage probability of 
the topmost size fraction after degradation. 
 
Promotion of breakage of fine species is shown despite of additional increase of fines weight 
fractions in the sample where a decrease by 13.6%, 13.1% and 11.2% in the product, 
respectively is seen when 20, 50 and 80% is added as compared to negligible breakage effect 
(NINT Breakage) is considered. This finding leads us to suggest the likelihood of more 
energy to be transmitted and expended by the fines species (of 300-425 micron) in obscuring 
the breakage of the coarse species under significant interacting breakage condition. Mixing 
particles of different sizes, however, trivially influence the distribution of the particles 
passing over 300-425 micron where comparable % of mass retained is shown independent of 
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mixture fines compositions as opposed to non-interacting breakage condition (NINT 
Breakage) is considered.  
 
Similar finding is also found when the sample is tested at differing mixture size ratio of 2.0:1 
under various applied compression stresses of 1.6, 2.4 and 3.2 MPa as presented in Figure 
5-25. As it can be seen, good agreement is achieved (between 7-9% standard deviation) 
between BM Calculations and Observed Experiments which validate the usefulness of 
Breakage Matrix Approach in quantifying the PSDs of significant interacting breakage 
condition as observed during compaction tests.  As the mixture size ratio increases from 
2.0:1 to 3.0:1, the effect of shielding of the fine particles over the coarse species gets 
stronger which is reflected also by an increase in the apparent deviation of the amount of the 
%mass retained within the topmost size range in contrast to the condition of independent 
interparticle breakage effect is expected (NINT Breakage). 
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Figure 5-24: Comparison of output PSDs obtained from BM Calculations and experiments 
with NINT Breakage Calculations at various fines fractions of soda ash binary mixture with 
particle mixture size ratio of 3.0:1 at applied compaction load of 3.2 MPa 
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Figure 5-25: Comparison of output PSDs obtained from BM Calculation and experiments 
with NINT Breakage Calculation for medium continuous (xf=0.5) soda ash binary mixture 
with particle mixture size ratio of 2.0:1 at increasing applied compaction load from 1.6 MPa 
to 2.4 MPa to 3.2 MPa. 
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5.2.4 Degradation by Compaction-Quartz Discussion 
5.2.4.1 Variation of coefficient of interaction and as a function of its applied stresses for 
quartz sample 
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Figure 5-26: The applied stress dependency on the variation of coefficient of interaction, A 
for quartz binary mixture at increasing mixture size ratio from 2.0:1 to 3.0:1. 
 
To study the influence of increasing applied stress on the extent of coefficient of interaction 
for quartz sample, analysis on its medium continuous binary mixture of size ratios 2.0:1 and 
3.0:1 is performed as depicted in Figure 5-26. Figure 5-26 shows the applied stress 
dependency on the values of the coefficient of interaction for medium continuous binary 
mixture of the quartz sample. Interestingly, there is no tangible effect shown here on the 
value of the coefficient of interaction as the applied compaction load is increased from 13.5 
to 20 and to 27 MPa. There appears to be little variation from one applied stress to another, 
however, it is demonstrated to be somewhat marginal. Similar trend is reproduced even 
though the tests are performed at various fines fractions in the mixture (see Figure 5-27). 
 
 
 
 
 
 Pa)
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Figure 5-27: The variation of coefficient of interaction, A as a function of applied stress at 
various fines compositions of quartz binary mixture sample with size ratio 3.0:1. 
 
These findings clearly imply quartz is a type of material that is rather insensitive to any 
change of the applied stress over the range of values chosen in these tests.  There are 3 main 
attributes that could be correlated in supporting such an observation. Firstly, quartz material 
hardness characteristic (as high as 7.0 of Moh’s Hardness index) for being very difficult to 
break is one of the major factors to result insignificant suppression breakage effect variation. 
Secondly, spherical shape of quartz particles allows the total normal load received to be 
evenly distributed without much local concentration of stress on the particles.  Further 
investigation on the quartz surface roughness, in addition, evidently shows irregularities 
(slightly coarse) on its surface. Surface irregularities may cause interparticle friction that 
may direct the energy expenditure to frictional effects and therefore resulting in a decrease of 
the amount of normal load received per particle contact and hence resulting in insignificant 
coarsest particle breakage which in turn leads to almost negligible variation of the value of 
coefficient of interaction with applied compression load. 
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5.2.4.2 Effect of micro-structural properties on the value of the coefficient of interaction of 
quartz samples 
 
Figure 5-28 depicts the effect of fine particles added to a monosized bed of coarse particles 
of quartz material on the resulting values of the coefficient of interaction. The 
microstructural properties of the relevant sample is varied by increasing the fines 
concentration from 0.2 to 0.5 to 0.8 which correspondingly represent CC (coarse 
continuous), MC (medium continuous) and FC (fines continuous) binary mixtures at 
differing mixture size ratio of 2.0:1 and 3.0:1. It is found that, different amount of fines 
fraction in a binary mixture of spherical, hard and irregular surface material appears to have 
significant effect on the value coefficient of interaction value, A. The coefficient of 
interaction, A is shown to differ increasingly with increasing fine particles added in the 
mixture. There is a slight variation is shown when the applied stress is increased from 13.5 to 
20 to 27.0 MPa; however, the effect is shown to be somewhat marginal and independent of 
the mixture size ratios tested. 
 
An increasing variation in the coefficient of interaction value, A arising from further addition 
of fines fraction in the mixture sample is clearly indicated when the mixture at much higher 
size ratio(of mixture size ratio of 3.0:1) is subjected to breakage under compaction. This 
could be reasoned due to an increase in interstitial pore sizes that result in much better 
protection by the fines of the coarsest particles when the relative size of fines becomes 
smaller. This is evidently shown in the set of photographs taken by DSLR EOS 5D as 
illustrated in Figure 5-29 and Figure 5-30, where improved coverage by the sea of fines 
layering the coarsest size particles concurrent with further additional fines added in the 
mixture. Larger pore spaces allow for more fines to be filled within the coarse particle 
lattice. This enhanced packing efficiency in turn confines interparticle movement from 
promoting degradation. Smaller relative size of fines, in addition, increases the surface area 
of interparticle contact and hence the number of particle-particle contacts which in turn 
causing a reduction in the stress concentrations per point of contact. The presence of fines in 
the mixture, furthermore, acts as a spongy absorber absorbing much of the energy introduced 
during compaction before transmitting it to the coarsest particles and therefore explaining 
some of the reasons why much less coarse particle breakage is observed. 
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(ii) 
Figure 5-28: The influence of varying fines fraction on the values of the coefficient of 
interaction, A for quartz binary mixture samples at mixture size ratios of 2.0:1 & 3.0:1. ±5% 
error bars have been included in the figures. 
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(i) 
 
(ii) 
 
(iii) 
 
Figure 5-29: Microstructural images of increasing addition of fines concentration 
representing (i) coarse continuous (xf=0.2), (ii) medium continuous (xf=0.5) and (iii) fines 
continuous (xf=0.8) of quartz binary mixture at particle mixture size ratio 2.0:1 
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(i) 
 
(ii) 
 
(iii) 
 
Figure 5-30: Microstructural images of increasing addition of fines concentration of (i) 
coarse continuous (xf=0.2), (ii) medium continuous (xf=0.5) and (iii) fines continuous 
(xf=0.8) of quartz binary mixture at particle mixture size ratio 3.0:1 
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The above findings are also supported by the enhanced value of the suppression breakage 
factor (as summarized in Table 5-4) where stronger obscuration breakage effect is shown due 
to an increase of the mixture size ratio. The summarized breakage suppression factor values 
on other hand is obtained from the slope of the plotted graph log A versus dimensionless 
function of xf/(1+φR) as illustrated in Figure 5-31. Interestingly, varying the applied stress 
appears to result in little influence and almost negligible change in the values of breakage 
suppression factor of quartz samples.   
 
For additional verification, the fractional breakage calculated using breakage suppression 
factor values obtained from best fit analysis as seen in Figure 5-31  is compared with the 
relevant fraction broken obtained experimentally. It is demonstrated that, the fraction broken 
calculated from best fit analysis and experiments to be in well agreement where most of the 
data fall well within +/-5% standard deviation as seen in Figure 5-32.   
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Figure 5-31: Best fit analysis for quantifying the value of the coarsest particles breakage 
suppression, L for quartz mixture samples at differing mixture size ratios of 2.0:1 and 3.0:1. 
±5% error bars have been added in the figure. 
 
 
Exponent(a) L, supression breakage 
factor 
Applied stress, P 
(MPa) 
φR:2.0:1 φR:3.0:1 φR:2.0:1 φR:3.0:1 
13.5 
20.0 
27.0 
- 
1.04 
1.04 
2.33 
2.36 
2.29 
- 
3.12 
3.12 
8.84 
8.95 
8.72 
 
Table 5-4: Summary of suppression breakage factor, L  for quartz binary mixture samples 
mixture size ratios of 2.0:1 to 3.0:1 
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(ii) 
Figure 5-32: Comparison of the fractions broken obtained from calculation using values of L 
obtained from best fit analysis with experimental data sets of quartz binary mixture samples 
at mixture size ratios of 2.0:1 and 3.0:1. ±5% error bars have been considered in the figures. 
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5.2.4.3 Breakage matrix capability in predicting the PSD of quartz sample at various fines 
compositions. 
The breakage matrix prediction capability is also tested by presenting the above data sets in 
term of their product size distribution (PSD). As depicted in Figure 5-33, there is close 
agreement between the breakage matrix calculations with the experimental investigations in 
overall cases where the PSD as calculated by Equation 5-2 (BM Calculation) is seen to 
coincide very well within 5-9% standard deviation of the PSD obtained experimentally. It is 
additionally shown that, by increasing the fines content in the feed mixture leads to much 
coarser product size distribution where more particles are seen to be concentrated within the 
top size range after degradation. This is supported by a decrease value of the rate of breakage 
of the coarse species (850-1180 micron) from 23.80% to 15.60% and 10.0% as the feed gets 
finer and as a result fewer fragments are produced within the intermediate size classes of 
425-850 micron. This is believed to be a compelling presenter of the “cushioning” and 
“breakage” suppression effect of fines over the coarse particles.   
 
Mixing particles of different sizes on the other hand, does not significantly effect the 
distribution of the particles passing over the 300-425 micron sieve cut after degradation 
where comparable distribution is shown across all kinds of considered mixtures as compared 
to the non-interacting breakage condition (NINT Breakage as calculated by Equation 5-1). 
There is variation effect of the effect of the coarse particles in promoting or inhibiting the 
breakage of the fines species within the mixture, where in some cases, the fine species (300-
425 micron) in the product decreases by 11.7% and 5.6% at fines composition of 0.2 and 0.5, 
respectively, and increases by 4.1% at fines composition of 0.8 as compared to negligible 
interaction breakage effect is considered. This could be thought by the unique characteristic 
of quartz for being very difficult to break particularly when the sample is dominated 
weightily by the sea of fines  (at fine composition, xf=0.8) which then result to suppression 
of breakage of both species of coarse and fine particles.  
 
Comparison of PSDs between BM Calculation and Experimental observations are also made 
with another binary mixture of differing mixture size ratio of 2.0:1 for two different applied 
loads of 20.0 MPa and 27.0 MPa as presented in Figure 5-34. Again, a good agreement 
(between 5-9% standard deviation) is achieved between them. This confirms the 
effectiveness the breakage matrix approach in predicting output size distribution of any 
given feed mixture of independent applied compaction load for significant interaction 
breakage conditions samples. In most cases the agreement is remarkable and clearly shows 
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that the breakage matrix approach and underlying assumptions are valid.  Such observation 
is found to be notable as the mixture size ratio increases from 2.0:1 to 3.0:1 where significant 
deviation is demonstrated when comparison is made between BM Calculation and 
Experiment with NINT Breakage frequency graphs in terms of the total mass retained within 
the top size fraction after degradation.  
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Figure 5-33: Comparison of frequency PSDs obtained from breakage matrix 
calculation(BM) with experimental data sets and insignificant interaction breakage matrix 
calculation(NINT Breakage) at various fines fractions from coarse continuous(xf=0.2) to 
medium continuous(xf=0.5) to fines continuous(xf=0.8) at particle mixture size ratio of 3.0:1 
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Figure 5-34: Comparison of PSDs in terms of % mass retained obtained from breakage 
matrix calculation(BM) with experimental data set and NINT breakage matrix 
calculation(Equation 5-1) for fines continuous mixture(xf=0.8) and particle mixture size 
ratio of 2.0:1 compacted at increasing  applied compaction load from 20.0 to 27.0 MPa 
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5.2.5 Degradation by Compaction-The influence of material physical and 
microstrutural properties of combining 3 different kinds of materials/ samples-
Discussion 
5.2.5.1 Applied stresses dependency on the variation of the coefficient of interaction and 
breakage propensity of 3 combined samples of various material physical and micro 
structural properties 
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Figure 5-35: Effect varying applied compaction load over linear elastic modulus Index, P/E 
 
Figure 5-35 presents the effect of the varying the applied stress over linear elastic modulus 
index, P/E on the extent of coefficient of interaction to cause changes in breakage propensity 
of the coarsest size fraction within considered binary mixtures for 3 different materials of 
various shapes, surface roughness, modulus of elasticity as well as the material’s Moh’s 
Hardness as presented by sugar, soda ash and quartz samples. In general, increasing the P/E 
index from 0.10 to 0.20 by factor of 0.05, results in an increase in the coefficient of 
interaction breakage values and hence the degree of coarse particles degradation particularly 
for soda ash and sugar followed by quartz samples respectively. Insignificant increments in 
the value of coefficient of interaction are shown for quartz samples; however, with the 
variation is seen to be somewhat marginal.  An enhanced value of coefficient of interaction 
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breakage factor is expected in correlation with the amount of breakage observed as the 
applied stress over linear elastic modulus index, P/E increases. 
 
The apparent variation as demonstrated in soda ash and sugar samples could be inferred by 
examining closely the respective SEM images of the corresponding material shape and 
surface roughness as shown in Figure 5-36. Evidently, particles with a number of troughs 
and peaks protruding from their surface give rise to much greater stress concentration and 
thus much prevalent applied stress dependency effect is indicated as in the case of soda ash. 
Furthermore, sugar particles with more angular shapes and surfaces result in significant 
variation in the value of coefficient of interaction and hence much observable of breakage 
suppression of coarser particles is observed. The characteristic of comparable low values of 
Moh’s Hardness index of 2.5 and 3.0 for soda ash and sugar respectively is also supported 
the observed relationships.  
 
In contrast, weak applied stress over linear modulus elasticity Index, P/E dependency is 
shown for near spherical shape particles of extreme hardness (Moh’s Hardness of 7.0) of the 
quartz sample. This could be reasoned by the fact that much more even load distribution over 
spherical shaped particles with the addition of the very high hardness characteristic provides 
more resilience to breakage. Probing under Scanning Electron Microscope suggests a further 
possible attribute that could be linked to quartz’s irregular surface texture which possibly 
could also add to the slowing down of the retardation of breakage of the coarsest size 
fraction due to inter particle friction effects; i.e. greater surface frictional resistance.  
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Figure 5-36: SEM Images indicating sugar, soda ash and quartz particle shapes and surface 
textures. 
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5.2.5.2 Effects of increasing fines compositions and mixture size ratios 
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Figure 5-37: Effect of increasing fines composition on the values of coefficient of interaction 
with samples of sugar, soda ash and quartz. 
 
Further addition of fines in the mixture results in more significant coarse particle breakage 
obscuration effect that is reflected by the decrease in the amount of fractional breakage 
resulting from the higher values of the coefficient of interaction in all considered cases 
independent of type of material and the applied stress. As the mixture is dominated by the 
fine particles, the available void spaces become more limited due to most available pore 
spaces being filled by the fines lattice as well as the fragments that arrive from the initial 
multiparticle breakage during compaction and thus confining the interparticle mobility and 
prevent further degradation. Large numbers of fines particles, moreover, improve the 
packing efficiency as well as an increase the number of particle-particle contacts. 
Furthermore, increased number of contact points with additional fines in the mixture causes 
less total normal load to be received per coarse particles due to much of the total load being 
absorbed by the fines fraction before being transmitted to the coarsest particles. This could 
also explain why less breakage of the coarsest size fraction is observed as a result. The fines 
present in the mixture could be seen as an insulator that is beneficial in providing cushioning 
effect over the coarsest particles. 
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Pronounced suppression breakage effect owing to an increase in the fines fraction is clearly 
observable when the mixture size ratio increases from 2.0:1 to 3.0:1. This could be thought, 
by an increase of surface area of contact surface as the relative fines concentration becomes 
larger. Much wider initial particle size distribution (larger particle size ratio) results in more 
fines which in turn fitted in between the available gaps in the mixture environment due to an 
increase of the interstitial pore spaces. This could be seen, where the coarser particle is 
shown to be in better coverage sitting within sea of fines. As self-evident in Figure 5-38 and 
Figure 5-39, more efficient coverage by fines species is revealed with further increases of 
fines compositions and mixture size ratios (wider initial particle size distribution). This 
correspondingly results in an increase in the number of interparticle contact and thus much 
greater load bearing effect of the coarse particles is demonstrated. 
 
The results of strong microstructural dependency on the degree of coarse particle breakage 
suppression is consistently shown in all considered cases independent of type of material and 
applied stress tested. Comparing the values of the coefficient of interaction and hence the 
suppression breakage factor across the three different materials tested, apparently quartz to 
give greater shielding effect, followed by soda ash and sugar sample. 
 
The above discussion discussed the great importance of microstructural assembly effect in 
influencing the degree of the coarsest size fraction breakage propensity contained in the 
mixture. Therefore, it is most prominent to link the values of the coefficient of interaction 
function and hence the coarse particles breakage suppression factor to particle properties and 
particle packing efficiency. 
 
In general, much improved packing density is attainable with particles of more regular near 
spherical shapes. As the particle shape departs from sphericity and is more irregular, the 
packing efficiency is seen to decrease. Nevertheless, this study evidently suggests, 
improvements in packing efficiency are not only affected by the original shape of the mother 
particles before  
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(i) 
 
(ii) 
 
(iii) 
 
Figure 5-38: Microstructural images of different fines composition (i) coarse continuous 
(xf=0.2) of sugar (ii) medium continuous (xf=0.5) of soda ash and (iii) fines continuous 
(xf=0.8) of quartz at size ratio of 3.0:1. 
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(i) 
 
(ii) 
 
(iii) 
 
Figure 5-39: Microstructural images of different fines composition (i) coarse continuous 
(xf=0.2) of sugar (ii) medium continuous (xf=0.5) of soda ash and (iii) fines continuous 
(xf=0.8) of quartz at size ratio of 3.0:1. 
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degradation of the relevant sample, but, it is also dependent on the dominating breakage 
mechanism of the mother particles in generating the shape of the daughter particles. 
Furthermore, due to interparticle movement and changes in the sample microstructure during 
the initial compaction, breakage is seen to take place especially with irregular particle shapes 
that are prone to undergo rearrangement even under low applied stresses. This is supported 
by further examination of the daughter particle shapes arising from the breakage of a single 
size fraction of the coarsest particles. Referring to Table 5-5 much rounder shape of quartz 
and soda ash daughter particles are shown in comparison to much angular and irregular 
shape particles produced from the sugar sample. This clearly reveals that material that is 
suffering dominantly by surface abrasion rather than fragmentation indicates much strong 
degree of breakage suppression effect due to much improved packing efficiency by 
interparticle arrangement around much rounder shape of particles fill in the gap to confine 
movement. Such resulting shape and also the fineness of the generated daughter particles 
produced due to initial breakage and interparticle rearrangement are also dependent on the 
material surface texture. Here much finer particles is expected to be seen for the material 
which appears to have fine surface irregularities such as quartz in comparison to large 
surface asperities and smooth angular surface as exhibited by soda ash and sugar 
correspondingly. The production of much finer particles during the initial breakage 
compaction can result in much better protection of the coarsest size fraction contained in the 
mixture owing to more efficient void filling resulting in retardation in corresponding 
breakage propensity. 
 
Surface texture also plays a significant role to cause interparticle interlocking or gripping 
effect in confining the interparticle mobility and thus suppression of breakage is observed as 
more energy being expended to resist breakage due to interlocking and gripping which in 
turn results in a decrease in the total amount of total load being distributed per coarse 
particles in a stressed mixture assembly. The interlocking or gripping effect works in 
combination with material hardness as the harder the material, the more difficult it will be 
for it to fragment. 
 
Particle packing efficiency, in addition, could also be correlated with the particle shape, 
surface texture, interparticle friction and cohesiveness of a material which can be scaled 
quantitatively by crude measurements of the angle of repose. Material with a much lower 
angle of repose is generally susceptible to achieve much uniform bulk density especially 
under dry conditions. Such dryness is associated with uniform material shape, smooth 
surface texture and hardness distinguish quartz from the other two hygroscopic materials that 
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are soda ash and sugar respectively. To account for the effects of material properties in 
influencing the extent of coefficient of interaction, therefore, it is possible to decompose 
further the suppression breakage factor, L into 2 separate functions of (1) absolute 
suppression breakage factor, ψ and (2) angle of repose (AOR) as tabulated in Table 4-2. 
The values of AOR used in this analysis are taken by calculating the average range of AOR 
for each material taken from the past literatures as listed in Table 5-5. 
 
L, breakage suppression 
factor 
ψ, absolute breakage 
suppression  factor 
Material  
φR=2.0:1 φR=3.0:1 φR=2.0:1 φR=3.0:1 
Sugar 
Soda ash 
Quartz 
1.46 
2.63 
3.12 
3.24 
4.90 
8.72 
1.93 
3.82 
5.41 
4.30 
4.72 
15.11 
 
Table 5-5: Summary of suppression breakage factor, L for different materials at differing 
mixture size ratio of 2.0:1&3.0:1 
 
5.2.5.3 Breakage matrix capability in predicting the PSD (product size distribution) of 3 
differing materials of sugar, soda ash and quartz mixtures varying in micro-
structural properties and applied compaction loads 
 
Comparison in terms of product size distribution between theoretical breakage matrix 
approach calculation and experiment is made for three different materials at different fines 
compositions at size ratio 3.0 and P/E of 0.15. It is clearly seen that the breakage matrix 
calculations are in very close agreement where most of the data coincide each others 
between +/-%5-9 standard deviation of experiments. The illustrated graphs furthermore 
suggest that much coarser particle size distribution is obtained as the fines concentration is 
increased.  
 
The effect of much coarser product size distribution is clearly demonstrated for extremely 
harder material with spherical shape and dry condition as in the case of quartz followed by 
another 2 hygroscopic materials; soda ash and sugar of comparable hardness of 2.5-3.0 
respectively but differing in shape and surface texture. These findings similarly endorse the 
earlier observations which reveal the predominant effect of the angle of repose i.e. 
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combining physical property effects of particle shape, surface texture, interparticle friction, 
cohesiveness) to quantify the degree of interparticle interaction to cause breakage 
suppression effect in the various granular mixture samples.  
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Figure 5-40: Comparison of frequency PSD obtained from breakage matrix calculation 
(BM) with experimental data set for 3 different samples of sugar, soda ash and quartz at 
increasing fines addition at mixture size ratio of 3:1 subjected under compaction breakage 
test at P/E Index=0.20. 
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5.2.6 Conclusions of compaction degradation analyses 
• Under compaction, the degree of interparticle breakage effect to cause suppression 
of coarse particles breakage due to the presence of the fines fraction in the mixture 
could be quantified by quantifying the coefficient of interaction, A of independent 
type of materials of differing microstructural properties. The extent of obscuring 
breakage effect could be represented adequately by the suppression breakage factor, 
L that could also be obtained by means of ‘best fit’ analysis.  
 
• As the coefficient of interaction departs from 0 (this is also reflected by an increased 
value of suppression breakage factor), the interparticle breakage effect increases 
owing to much stronger protection of fine particles over the coarser particles. 
Weaker and nearly negligible obscuring breakage effect however is expected as the 
value of suppression of breakage factor, L approaches to 0. 
 
• Microstructural properties play an important role in influencing the extent of the 
breakage probability of the coarsest size fraction containing in the mixture. 
Increasing the fines compositions and size ratios improved the number co-
ordination, interparticle contacts, surface area of interparticles contacts and thus the 
amount of load being transferred per particles. The presence of fines fraction in the 
mixture, in addition, decreases the mixture bed porosity due to occupation of fines 
filling the available pore spaces to improve further the packing efficiency.  
 
• The effect of applied stress over the coefficient of interaction is dependent upon the 
physical properties of the material. Little relatively independent applied stress effect 
is shown with the hard and spherical shape material as observed in quartz samples. 
On the other hand, materials with large surface asperities and angular particle shape 
(such as soda ash and sugar) are shown to be slightly dependent on the applied 
stress. Such applied stress dependency effect is also found to be significant for 
materials which exhibit much higher stress concentration due to particle surface 
features.  
 
• For soft materials such as soda ash and sugar, material shape and surface texture are 
shown to be the main attributes in governing the sensitivity of the coefficient of 
interaction and thus resulting in variation in their suppression breakage factor, L. 
However, when 3 different materials quartz, soda ash and sugar representing various 
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Moh’s Hardness and Linear elastic modulus, shape and surface texture are mixed 
together as a function of mixture composition, the single particle properties as well 
as the bulk microstructural properties are found to mutually influence each other 
under compaction at different applied stresses.  
 
 
5.3 Degradation by Impact 
5.3.1 Effects of microstructural properties on the magnitude of the coefficient of 
interaction 
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Figure 5-41: The influence of varying the fines composition on the coefficient of interaction, 
A  for various different samples of sugar, soda ash and quartz at a mixture size ratio of 2.0:1  
under impact breakage. 
 
As has been discussed in detailed previously in Abu Nahar (2003), little inter-particle 
interaction is exhibited when the sample is degraded by means of impact breakage. However, 
such finding is tested only with binary sugar samples differing in size ratios of 1.4:1 and 
2.0:1 at various fines compositions. This sub-section therefore aims to examine the 
consistency of micro-structural independency of the degree of degradation of another 2 
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crystalline solid materials having similar brittle characteristics as sugar. Thus, the same 
impact breakage test procedure as applied with sugar is repeated with soda ash and quartz 
sample.  The resultant data from both latter tests are presented in terms of their coefficient of 
interaction, A and then compared with the sugar sample as exemplified in Figure 5-41 and 
Figure 5-42.  
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Figure 5-42: Effect of varying fines fraction on the coefficient of interaction, A for 3 
differing mixture samples  of sugar, soda ash and quartz at mixture size ratio of 2.0:1 under 
impact velocity and angle of 21m/s and 90o respectively.. 
 
 
Figure 5-41 and Figure 5-42  present the relationship of the coefficient of interaction as a 
function of mixture composition for 3 different kinds of materials of various shapes, surface 
texture and Moh’s Hardness (or linear modulus elasticity) of sugar, soda ash and quartz at 
mixture size ratio of 2.0:1 degraded under impact velocity and impact angle of 21 m/s and 
90o accordingly. In general, an increase in the fine fractions in the feed mixture results in a 
decrease in the value of coefficient of interaction for all samples. However, the effect is seen 
to be somewhat marginal/ or almost negligible which confirms the weak dependency on the 
microstructural properties of the degree of breakage interaction when the samples are tested 
by means of QPM Degradation Impact Tester; refer to Chapter 4 for details of the tests.  
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In addition, Figure 5-42 suggests that the coefficient of interaction values of sugar, soda ash 
and quartz are shown to fall within the limit of 0.88 to 1.0. The results are found to be in 
agreement with the “Breakage Matrix Approach Non-Interacting Breakage Condition Limit” 
where increasingly negligible breakage shielding effect is expected as A→ 1. The result of 
independent interparticle breakage is clearly indicated for materials of nearly spherical shape 
such as sugar and quartz. Slightly larger deviation from the limit of negligible interparticle 
obscuration breakage effect, A=1 is shown with a material exhibiting large particle surface 
asperities as demonstrated with the soda ash sample. To investigate further the influence of 
material properties on the degree of interparticle breakage interaction, the available data sets 
obtained from impact breakage tests are further analysed by calculating the values of the 
suppression breakage factor, L and its absolute suppression breakage factor, ψ. These are 
presented and summarized correspondingly in Figure 5-43 and Table 5-6. 
 
Material Exponent(a) L, suppression breakage 
factor 
ψ, absolute breakage 
suppression  factor 
Sugar 
Quartz Soda 
Ash 
0.0294 
0.0574 
0.1963 
0.0883 
0.1721 
0.589 
0.1171 
0.2983 
0.8574 
 
Table 5-6: Summary of exponent(a), breakage suppression factor, L  and  absolute 
breakage,ψ  values for sugar, soda ash and quartz mixtures degraded by means of impact 
degradation, refer to Equation 5-12 and Equation 5-13 in section 5.1 
 
 
Table 5-6, summarizes the value of suppression breakage factor obtained from best fit 
analysis (indicating by the slope from plotted graph ln A versus xf/(1+φR) as shown in Figure 
5-43 for sugar, soda ash and quartz sample. The small values of the suppression breakage 
factor indicate minimum shielding effect of the fine particles over the coarse particles within 
the mixtures when the samples are degraded under impact breakage. The results are seen in 
agreement with the values of coefficient of interaction across all materials tested indicating 
A less than 1(A<1); see Figure 5-41 and Figure 5-42. As A→1, the effect of shielding due to 
fines suppressing the breakage of the coarsest size fraction becomes almost negligible. 
Likewise, the values of suppression breakage factor, L are found to be in the range less than 
1(L<1), which is in compliance with the limit of the proposed coefficient of interaction effect 
to indicate weaker obscuring breakage effect when L is near to 0 (L→ 0). Analysis on L and 
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ψ values for 3 dissimilar mixture samples in addition demonstrates possible relationship 
between the interparticle breakage effect with material sphericity, surface texture and surface 
friction where much weaker degree of obscuration breakage effect is shown by sugar 
followed by quartz and soda ash material. However, such correlation would deserve further 
investigation especially when the impact tests are to be conducted at much higher impact 
velocity of 28 m/s to 35 m/s at impact angle of 90o where higher proportion of the coarsest 
size fraction and generation of fine particles are expected.  
 
The value of suppression breakage factor, L obtained from best fit analysis (i.e. gradient of 
lnA vs xf/(1+φR) as illustrated in Figure 5-43 is also confirmed with data obtained from a 
number of experimental runs of impact degradation. These results are presented in Figure 
5-44 in terms of the fractions broken with samples of varying fines fraction. It is found that 
the fraction broken calculated from best fit analysis agrees well with fraction broken 
observed experimentally where most of the data are shown to lie well within ±5% standard 
deviation. The inclusion of dash solid lines in the graph signifies the individual breakage 
(single size breakage) of sugar, soda ash and quartz samples respectively. Interestingly, 
comparable fraction broken is revealed with binary mixtures and their corresponding single 
size particle breakage. This implies environment independent breakage when the material is 
subjected by means of the QPM Degradation Tester which is designed to have a system 
equivalent to a lean pneumatic conveyor.  
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Figure 5-43: Plot ln(A) versus xf/(1+φR)-Determination of the suppression breakage factor, 
L for 3 dissimilar kinds of materials of sugar, soda ash and quartz mixture samples at 
mixture size ratio  of 2.0:1(data generated from impact breakage test at impact velocity  and 
impact angle of respectively 21m/s and 90o. 
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Figure 5-44: Comparison of the fractions broken calculated by using L values obtained from 
best fit analysis with experimental data sets of sugar, soda ash and quartz binary mixture 
samples at mixture size ratio of 2.0:1.  
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5.3.2 Breakage matrix predictions of the PSD’s (product size distributions) of sugar, 
soda ash and quartz at mixture size ratio 2.0:1 degraded under impact velocity 
of 21 m/s and impact angle of  90O. 
Further analysis to examine the prediction capability of the Breakage Matrix Approach in 
quantifying the product size distribution of a given feed under impact breakage is performed 
by presenting the results obtained from experimental investigations and breakage matrix 
calculations for 3 various sample mixtures of sugar, soda ash and quartz as depicted in  
Figure 5-45,  
 
Figure 5-46 and Figure 5-47 respectively. The relevant figures are plotted in the same view 
to reveal the correlation between the breakage matrix calculations and experimental 
observations. This also helps to point out any possibility of interparticle breakage interaction 
effect across all tested samples by means of impact degradation.  Frequency graphs of NINT 
Breakage are included in all figures to provide additional indication of self similarity 
deviation of experimental observations and breakage matrix calculations when non-
interacting breakage condition is assumed.  
 
Close agreement is shown between the breakage matrix calculations with experimental 
investigations independent of sample types of materials all within ± 5% standard deviation. 
These results confirm the Breakage Matrix Approach capability as a useful tool in 
predicting/ calculating interacting and non-interacting mixture breakage conditions. It is also 
further demonstrated that self-similarity does exist between the Breakage Matrix calculations 
(BM Calculation) and Experimental Observations (Experiment) in comparison with the Non-
Interacting Breakage calculations (NINT Breakage) of the corresponding PSDs which is 
observable clearly in all the samples. This suggests that particles of crystalline solids of 
independent shapes, hardness and modulus elasticity are travelling freely along the feed tube 
in the QPM Degradation tester before hitting the targeted impact, and hence each particle 
breaks independently and essentially unaffected by the others. It is also shown that, very 
little interaction is observed between 2 mixed species of differing sizes within the 
degradation tester. This is indicated by the marginal differences between the results of the 
Breakage Matrix calculations and experiments as well as with Non-interacting Breakage 
calculations in terms of % mass retained within the coarsest size fraction after degradation. 
The findings evidently reproduced the earlier observations as observed by Abu-Nahar, 2003 
and Abou-Chakra et al, 2003 which confirm the accuracy of QPM Degradation Tester as a 
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reasonable analogue of industrial processing to replicate the breakage behaviour of particles 
in lean phase pneumatic conveyor system for various different kinds of crystalline solids. 
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Figure 5-45: Comparison of PSD obtained from breakage matrix calculation (BM 
calculation) with experiment and non-interacting breakage matrix calculation (NINT) for 
sugar samples  at a mixture size ratio of 2.0:1 of various fines fraction degraded at impact 
velocity and impact angle of 21 m/s and 90o respectively.  
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SODA ASH
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Figure 5-46: Comparison of PSD obtained from breakage matrix calculation (BM 
calculation) with experiment and non-interacting breakage matrix calculation (NINT) for 
soda ash samples  at mixture size ratio of 2.0:1 of various fines fraction degraded at impact 
velocity and impact angle of 21 m/s and 90o respectively. 
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Figure 5-47: Comparison of PSD obtained from breakage matrix calculation (BM 
calculation) with experiment and non-interacting breakage matrix calculation (NINT) for 
soda ash samples  at mixture size ratio of 2.0:1 of various fines fraction degraded at impact 
velocity and impact angle of 21 m/s and 90o respectively. 
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5.3.3 Conclusions of impact degradation analyses. 
• It is shown that varying the mixture fines composition results in insignificant 
variation in the coefficient of interaction and hence the suppression breakage factor. 
The values of suppression breakage factor obtained from best fit analysis for 
various mixture samples of sugar, soda ash and quartz indicate weak interparticle 
breakage interaction (shielding effect of the fines over the coarse particles). This 
results in an insignificant effect on the degree of the coarsest size fraction breakage 
as seen in Figure 5-45 to Figure 5-47. 
 
• The weak interparticle interactions are also confirmed by the calculated values of 
the coefficient of interaction across all materials tested that is always near to 1. As 
A→1, the coarse particles are expected to break as according to its single size 
fraction breakage. Additionally, the values of suppression breakage factor are found 
to be mostly much less than 1 (see Table 5-6).  This is in conformity with the limit 
of the proposed suppression breakage factor, L→0 when there is insignificant 
influence of interparticle interaction. 
 
• The degree of interparticle breakage effect under impact breakage could be linked 
with the sample material properties factor of particle shape, surface roughness and 
surface friction that could be subjected to further more detailed investigation in the 
future. The results are shown in Table 5-6 indicate significant increase in 
suppression breakage factor L with soda ash which has the most irregular angular 
particle shapes and  and irregular surface features.   
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORKS 
 
6.0 PRINCIPAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Inter-particle breakage is inherently micro-environment dependent in nature. The presence of 
fine particles in the surrounding mixture is shown to influence the breakage propensity of the 
coarsest size fraction particularly when dense interacting particulate mixture condition is 
considered. Obviously, microstructural mixture properties which can be related to the effects 
of packing condition and single particle properties would play a significant role in 
influencing the degree of inter-particle breakage interaction of interacting mixtures. 
However, far less sensitivity of microstructural mixture properties and stronger dependency 
on the single particle properties is observed with the nearly non-interacting breakage 
mixtures considered in this research.  This is manifested by the close to zero values of the 
breakage suppression factor, L observed and calculated in nearly non-interacting mixtures. 
Distribution of transmission energy within the compacted beds of sample mixtures is also 
thought to be yet another possible explanation of the deviation from the individual particle 
breakage similarity calculated from linear mixture theory. It is also demonstrated that the 
means (e.g. in compression, shear or by impact) by which the material is degraded is also 
one of the important attributes that can result in self-dependant or micro-environment 
independent breakage within a mixture.  
 
A slight modification to Baxter et al’s, 2004 equation is demonstrated to incorporate the 
effect of coefficient of interaction, A that is also linked to mixture and material properties. 
The work presented herein demonstrates the usefulness of BMA in successfully predicting 
the breakage of interacting and non-interacting mixtures. The present study also validates the 
common assumption of nearly non-interacting inter-particle breakage to occur in lean phase 
pneumatic conveying as has also been observed while performing degradation tests at low 
solids concentration levels (< 20% by volume) at the blade impact zone of the QPM Impact 
Degradation Tester.  
 
The application of BMA proposed in this study works as a diagnostic as well as a remedial 
corrective tool that will universally be applicable in various solid handling industries. The 
application will depend on the availability of sieving data obtained from sieve analysis of 
controlled experiments or continuous on-line sampling from process equipment. The 
availability of large scale continuous sampling of process equipment and the resulting on-
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line dynamic datasets will further help to validate the BMA applications in industry. In 
present practice, the use of BMA will allow the user to be able to diagnose degradation 
problems due to fines presence by conducting ‘diagnostic and remedial analysis’ to get rid of 
degradation as much as possible based on characterisation of material properties in 
controlled tests of different breakage modes demonstrated in the thesis. The ‘diagnostic and 
remedial analysis’ applied to the relevant industrial process equipment will help to improve 
the industrial process performance at significantly reduced cost and in shorter time compared 
to the conventional approach of trial and error often relied to in current industrial practice.   
 
For silo filling and discharge, dense phase pneumatic conveying and in moving bed reactor 
conditions under pre-dominantly compression and slow shear modes, it is suggested, based 
on the BMA analyses, that the effect of inter-particle interaction shielding to be most 
noticeable at solid loadings  ≥ 20% and the effect may even be greater with solids loadings in 
excess of 40% by volume. Whilst for impact attrition, it is found that the shielding effect is 
least effective at solids concentrations less than 20% by volume; e.g. in lean phase 
pneumatic conveying. 
  
6.1 Future Directions 
The main long term objective of the current study has been to propose the breakage matrix 
approach as a versatile quantifying tool in predicting any degradation process across a wide 
spectrum of particle sizes and properties, with a sight to suggesting how degradation can be 
predicted with only limited, selective number of experiments. To achieve this, the effects of 
different parameters on each mode of degradation are studied individually and/ or 
collectively via “parametric studies”. Crucially, these are conducted in purpose to eliminate 
certain parameters from the analyses, and finding ways in which other parameters can be 
compactly included in overall equations to predict degradation behaviour.   
 
The work to date demonstrates the effectiveness of breakage matrix approach to feasibly 
predict the inter-particle breakage effect of various kinds of granular materials subjected to 
different mechanical modes of instantaneous degradation (i.e. impact, compaction and shear 
breakage) across ranges of selective parameters. By considering the series of instantaneous 
degradation tests, it is believed that, degradation cases that are considered in this study are 
intensively to be dominated by bulk geometric effects (e.g. packing efficiency and pore size 
of the binary mixture) and particle physical properties.  The significant novel aspect of the 
present research has been to elucidate and to relax the principal current limitations of the 
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breakage matrix application in areas where it has not been used before.  Past research has 
shown the perceived limitations of the approach but seemingly little was done to overcome 
these especially when particles have considerable influence on each other as encountered in 
highly dense mixtures. 
 
In general, the direction of the future work should remain open to the interesting variety of 
problems which inspire industrial or academic interests. Some of the key features which 
should be developed are briefly outlined as following: 
 
• One clear direction is to broaden the breakage matrix application in here to 
another complex dense phase degradation condition as observed in shear cell 
equipment. The present “shear parametric studies” work by means of Schulze 
Ring Shear Tester will be extended to generate binary-mixture data sets within 
the failure zone boundary where degradation is likely to be concentrated. The 
binary mixture studies will provide valuable information regarding the 
“shielding” effects of coarser or finer particles-whether the occurrence of certain 
phases promotes or inhibits the degradation of others.  
 
• Another possible prospective development could be thought based on this work 
is to expand further the breakage matrix application herein by considering 
mixtures more akin to those observed industrially than the mixtures considered 
in this study. This might encompass binary mixtures of higher size ratio where 
high number of fines is expected to be in contact with the coarse particles and 
also binary mixtures of differing particle physical properties e.g. different 
surface asperities and roughness and modulus of elasticity to complement the 
binary mixture analysis in this present study.  Testing the breakage matrix 
capability with various different kinds of binary mixtures would serve as the 
ground basis that could simply be adapted in modelling more complex limit of 
multi-component mixtures for an enhanced understanding of whether of the 
presence of (n-1)-th component would interfere with some particle mixture 
degradation behaviour in the process system. Series of experimental 
investigations of the relevant breakage tests at various fines fractions should also 
be performed for more accurate model calibration. 
 
• The future work could also be attempted to couple the existing significant 
interacting breakage model herein with the energy utilization effect in which 
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such information could be obtained by retrieving the corresponding data sets 
from the present compaction breakage test.  Correlating the energy utilization or 
energy absorption effect within a particulate bed with the micro structural (i.e. 
population density or environment effect) and physical properties effect in this 
current breakage model will surely enhance the usefulness of the breakage 
matrix approach capability to much wider application. The approach is not only 
limited as a quality management tool aimed at minimizing any inadvertent 
degradation;  it will additionally provide direct industrial application dealing 
with energy consumption as commonly encountered in for example milling 
industry (i.e. rod or roll milling) where controlled and desirable breakage of the 
particles is of the essence. Further comparisons can be made to examine the 
extent of breakage matrix calculation predictions obtained from the compaction 
and shear cell tests with those obtained in lab-scale rod milling data sets in 
particular to provide quantitative validation. Such validations could then be 
compared with the field data obtained through on-line dynamic sampling in 
process equipment as described in the previous sections.    
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APPENDIX A: ABBREVIATIONS&NOMENCLATURE 
 
ABRREVIATIONS 
 
AOR angle of repose 
BMA Breakage Matrix Approach 
CC coarse continuous 
CSTM continuous stirred tank mill 
DEM Discrete Element Method 
FC fines continuous 
MC medium continuous 
PBM Population Balance Model 
PFTM plug flow tube mill 
PSD particle size distribution 
QPM Quality in Particulate Manufacturing 
RTD residence time distribution 
TAED tetra-acetyl-ethylene-diamine 
 
 
 
NOMENCLATURE 
 
a1,a2,a3,a4 element in the a- column vector 
A apparent or linear time grinding 
A non-linear breakage factor(coefficient of interaction) due to fine particles presence in the feed as according to Abu-Nahar et al, 2011 
Ai coefficient of interaction in size interval i 
A,B,C,D,E element in the product column vector in Abu-Nahar, 2003 Equation 
A’,B’,C’,D’ proportion by mass of p-th size classes 
b1,b2,b3,b4 element in the b- column vector 
bij breakage distribution function 
Bij cumulative breakage distribution function 
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c constant  related to physical particle properties (Salman et al, 1995&2002) 
c bulk cohesivity 
c1,c2,c3,c4 element in product column vector for interacting mixture 
dc,dm,df diameter of particle size of coarse, medium and fine species 
d50 median particle size 
E linear elastic modulus 
Eb energy absorption of the bed 
Eca(t) energy consumption when the coarse sample is ground alone 
Ecm(t) 
specific energy consumption by the coarse size fraction when it is 
ground as a mixture 
Ek energy absorption in the class, j 
f feed vector 
f packing fractional density 
f slowing down breakage factor in Bilgili&Scarlett, 2005 Equation 
Fi non-linear factor in Bilgili&Scarlett, 2005 Equation 
F non-linear function in size interval i 
F(mN) non-linear breakage factor due fines presence 
F(mq) non-linear breakage factor due fines presence 
i size interval i 
j size interval j 
k non-linear breakage factor for various environment dependent breakage(interacting breakage condition) 
kj energy split factor in Liu&Schonert, 1996 Equation 
kj(E) non-linear breakage factor due to energy consumption effect 
k(t) 
time dependent function that represent promotion and suppression 
breakage 
K(μ) factor (non-linear breakage factor due to effect of time) 
KG empirical constant in  Gywn, 1969 Equation 
L suppression or promotion breakage factor 
Li suppression or promotion breakage factor of i-th size class 
m empirical constant in Gwyn, 1969 Equation. 
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mj(0) mass fraction of material in interval j at zero time 
mj(t) the mass fraction of material in interval j at time t 
mN fines composition of the finest particle presence in the inlet mill 
mq fines composition 
M elements in the breakage matrix 
MEXP 
mass retain on the topmost size interval for unknown interacting 
mixture obtained experimentally 
Mint mass retain on the topmost size interval for interacting mixture 
Mj(t) 
acceleration or deceleration breakage factor the mass fraction of 
material in interval j at time t in Tangsathitkulchai, 1998 Equation 
Mo mass retain on the topmost size interval for non- interacting mixture 
Mqp 
breakage matrix element of two interacting species of size class p&q 
for significant interacting mixture 
n no. of independent “degradation events” 
n no. of size intervals 
N no. of experiments as according to Baxter et al, 2004 
No No. of unbroken particles 
p product vector 
pp constant coefficient of p-th size classes in Baxter et al, 2004 Equation 
pq constant coefficient of q-th size classes in Baxter et al, 2004 Equation 
P applied compaction load/stress 
P/E applied Stress over Linear Elastic  Modulus Index 
S weight % of particle broken 
S specific breakage rate function 
SA(t) apparent specific breakage rates 
SEXP 
fraction broken of obtained from experiment of unknown interacting 
mixture 
Si apparent specific breakage rate function in size interval i 
Sint fraction broken of significant interacting mixture 
Sj selection function 
Sj selection function in size interval j 
Sj non-linear breakage factor due to effect of slurry concentration 
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S1ini initial specific breakage rates 
Sk energy split factor in  Fuerstenau&Abouzeid, 1991 Equation 
Sk(E) non-linear breakage factor due to energy absorption effect 
So fraction broken of insignificant interacting mixture 
T time in various equations 
V volume of the Perspex container 
wnet net weight of sample 
wo original weight of the Perspex container 
wt total weight of Perspex container filled with sample 
w/w Weight fractions in various equations 
W mass fraction of material passing a sieve size smaller than its original sieve size in Gywn, 1969 Equation. 
W total mass of material entering the degradation process. 
x/xo sieve cut normalized to the coarsest 
x particle size 
xf fines composition 
xj particle size in interval i 
xj particle size in interval j 
xq/xi particle size ratio ( ratio of size interval q over size interval i) 
x  average sample weight 
X mass fraction 
Xi mass fraction that is in size class i 
Xj mass fraction that is in size class j 
Xj(t) mass fraction that is in size class j at time t 
 
α constant weighting factor  in Bilgili et al, 2006 Equation 
α constant in Tangsathitkulchai, 2002 Equation 
α constant in Bilgili&Scarlet, 2005(b) Equation 
α,β,γ element in feed column vector in Abu-Nahar, 2003 Equation for non-
interacting mixture 
β empirical constant in Neil and Bridgwater, 1999 Equation 
β constant weighting factor  in Bilgili et al, 2006 Equation 
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Γ shear strain 
ε porosity 
θ original or linear specific breakage rates 
κ coefficient of breakage in Prasher et al, 1989 Equation 
λ acceleration and deceleration coefficient 
μR slurry viscosity 
μ*R relative slurry viscosity that gives 1st order grinding 
π empirical constant related to material properties in Abu-Nahar et al, 
2011 Equation 
ρbulk material bulk density 
ρparticle particle solid density 
σ coefficient of breakage in Prasher et al, 1989 Equation 
σ normal stress 
σ standard deviation 
σref reference stress level 
σscs
 compressive stress 
φ empirical constant in Neil and Bridgwater, 1999 Equation 
φR particle mixture size ratio 
ϕ empirical constant related to microstructural properties in Abu-
Nahar et al, 2011 Equation 
ψ absolute suppression or promotion breakage factor 
ψi absolute suppression or promotion breakage factor of i-th size class 
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